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Abstract

Automatic feature extraction still remains a relevant image and signal process-
ing problem even tough both the field and technologies are developing rapidly.
Images of low quality, where it is extremely difficult to reliably process image
information automatically, are of special interest. To such images we can refer
forensic fingerprints, which are left unintentionally on different surfaces and
are contaminated by several of the most difficult noise types. For this reason,
identification of fingerprints is mainly based on the visual skills of forensic
examiners.

We address the problem caused by low quality in fingerprints by connect-
ing different sources of information together, yielding dense frequency and
orientation maps in an iterative scheme. This scheme comprises smoothing of
the original, but only along, ideally never across, the ridges. Reliable estima-
tion of dense maps allows to introduce a continuous fingerprint ridge counting
technique. In fingerprint scenario the collection of irrefutable tiny details, e.g.
bifurcation of ridges, called minutiae, is used to tie the pattern of such points
and their tangential directions to the finger producing the pattern. This lim-
ited feature set, location and direction of minutiae, is used in current AFIS
systems, while fingerprint examiners use the extended set of features, including
the image information between the points. With reasonably accurate estima-
tions of dense frequency and orientation maps at hand, we have been able to
propose a novel compact feature descriptor of arbitrary points. We have used
these descriptors to show that the image information between minutiae can be
extracted automatically and be valuable for identity establishment of forensic
images even if the underlying images are noisy. We collect and compress the
image information in the neighborhoods of the fine details, such as minutiae,
to vectors, one per minutia, and use the vectors to "color" the minutiae. When
matching two patterns (of minutiae) even the color of the minutia must match
to conclude that they come from the same identity.

This feature development has been concentrated and tested on forensic fin-
gerprint images. However, we have also studied an extension of its application
area to other biometrics, periocular regions of faces. This allowed us to test the
persistence of automatically extracted features across different types of images
and image qualities, supporting its generalizability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Notations and terminology (application only)
Minutia - fine (local) feature of fingerprint image. It is produced by a bifur-
cation or ending of a ridge line.
Minutia constellation - a set of minutiae data where each minutia data con-
sists in (xj , yj , ) coordinates and the minutia direction, θj . The more minutiae
in the constellation, the more uniquely the constellation can identify a finger-
print.
Core - ridge patterns of parabolic shape in global (coarse) scale
Delta - ridge patterns of hyperbolic shape in global (coarse) scale, with three
"asymptotes"
Singularity point (=key point) - generic term used for minutia, Core, and
Delta (here). In some studies it is used to refer to Core and Delta (excluding
minutia).
Fingermark (=Latent) - trace left unintentionally at crime scene, usually
of bad quality and unknown (finger) orientation. The latter refers to the fact
that it is not possible to know the exact finger direction from the fingermark,
although a qualified guess can be made by the forensic examiner. Fingermarks
can be invisible to the eye in which case a chemical processing or dusting is
applied to make them visible. Fingerprints of crime scene, are for this reason
called latent fingerprints. Orientation maps, minutiae, and minutia directions
for such images has been extremely difficult to obtain automatically, if not
totally unreliable.
Tenprint - fingerprint, obtained from a controlled acquisition, usually of good
quality, and known (finger) orientation. Orientation maps [1] and minutiae can
be extracted automatically and reasonably reliably (available as Commercial-
Off-The-Shelf Software (COTS) or within AFIS).
AFIS - Automatic fingerprint identification system. System performing database
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

search to find an enrolled fingerprint image, primarily captured at controlled
image acquisition locations, e.g. embassies, border control posts, national iden-
tity card offices, custody/jail. Such fingerprints are traditionally taken by ink-
ing and rolling the finger from nail edge to nail edge on a card (fingerprint
card) or they are captured electronically by a live scan device. They are called
tenprints as all ten fingers are typically captured. Evidently, tenprints have
a good image quality. Input for AFIS is however not an image in forensics,
but minutia constellations, possibly including cores and deltas locations and
directions.
Identification - Examiner extracts fingermark minutiae and sends it to cen-
tral AFIS system which automatically selects a short-list (e.g. top 20 matches)
from hundreds of thousands fingerprints. Then fingerprint expert checks if the
query image is really in the short-list and if so then files a report on the
technical basis for her/his visually verified features (local, global) additionally
checked by another fingerprint expert.

1.2 Problem Statement
Information quality in signals remains one of the key problems of automatic
processing of data, despite the increased complexity of sensing systems cap-
turing the data. There are plenty of situations when more complex sensing
systems have not (yet) been able to deliver more informative knowledge. In
this work we will touch upon some of the challenges of biometric image pro-
cessing, especially in connection to forensics.

Fingerprints have been suggested and used in identification and verifica-
tion since 19th century. While in daily biometric applications error of recogni-
tion rushes to zero, in forensic framework there is still a room for significant
improvement. To be identified, a partial area of an unknown finger with an
unknown (finger) rotation having noise of different sources requires great deal
of manual work.

In the current state-of-the-art analysis, the examiner extracts all fine char-
acteristics, the number of which may vary from 1 up to 200. Such character-
istics are primarily minutiae, cores and deltas, collectively called singularity
points here. While extracting singularity points the examiner visually analyzes
the fingerprint pattern both locally and globally, though the only information
she can insert into the identification system is locations and directions of sin-
gularity points. The difficulty arises when the number of such features is low,
typically less than 10, because geometric locations (two integers each) and di-
rections (an integer each) are not sufficient to link a fingermark to a finger
beyond doubt. Minimal number of minutia points required for identification
varies from country to country and is between 7-17 (Russia - Italy) points [2].
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Other countries do not have a numerical standard, essentially relying on the
human expertise.

As a result, our goal will be to provide a tool to translate expertise of
the examiner to a machine readable code or, in other words, encode image
information into a feature that can be understood by a human and used by
an automatic matcher. In practice, we are interested in defining and comput-
ing additional properties from neighbourhoods of singularity points, such that
their information content (currently location and direction) can be increased.
What patterns will these features represent? Will the patterns have an implicit
reference point that can be linked to the location of the singularity point? Will
the additional information reduce the need for a high number of singularity
points, in other words, how much identity can the additional information buy
when singularity points are scarce in the fingermark?

The main goal of our work in iris biometrics was to verify the generaliz-
ability of the feature that was developed for fingerprints. Unlike point-based
features used in fingermarks which have poor image quality, iris images have
high quality and are rich in texture. Accordingly, state-of-the-art features used
to identify iris, measure texture properties. Texture features seek to give unique
identities to (local) regions because textures are repetitive by definition. By
contrast, our features measure properties that aim to give unique identities to
points. Additionally, iris biometrics has larger annotated databases of images
that are publicly available, than forensic fingerprint biometrics. Bigger data
provides better statistics to evaluate performance and generalizability, which
motivates our choice of iris biometrics as additional application.

Both theoretical framework and practical application of theory are impor-
tant pieces of knowledge. Therefore, we have set the goal to benefit both, on
one side building the context which helps to understand why and how the
technique is working and when it is failing. On the other hand, we wanted to
make sure that a theory is not built up for an ideal vacuum situation, but is
tightly connected to a problem, to which a tangible contribution is needed.
As such, we have contributed to the following fundamental problems of theory
and practice.

i Evaluation is essential to any scientific contribution. Nonetheless, pub-
licly available annotated datasets providing ground truths are scarce in
forensic fingerprints. The annotations that exist do not always permit to
evidence progress or provide knowledge in sufficient depths. If available,
more detailed ground truths would improve the depth and breadth of
the progress.

ii Reliable way of estimating dense frequency (scale) and orientation im-
ages is one of the fundamental image processing problems, e.g. in object
recognition, enhancement or measurement of objects.
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iii Image processing is lacking a generalizable compact image descriptor of
objects, holding strong identity and quality information with reference
to a unique location. The available features are either not well studied
or extract texture measures which are unique with reference to regions
(rather than points).

iv Forensic images possess extreme amount of noise hampering automatic
image processing. At the same time examiners must do much of the
monotonic work, increasing the risk of human error, e.g. in feature ex-
traction, ridge counting, matching. Reliable automatic image analysis
tools, if available, would improve the quality of identification by reduc-
ing the human time in the process, while increasing the amount of the
technical evidence, (extracted by machines but verified by humans).

These problems are coupled on different levels of image analysis. As such,
the theoretical problem iii) requires a stable image information as an input
therefore contributing to the solution of ii) was a necessary phase. Similarly,
to solve iii) it was important to obtain ground truth i).

1.3 List of included papers
The following papers are appended. Detailed description of the papers along
with author contributions will follow below and in subsequent chapters, Ch.
2-4.
[A] Anna Mikaelyan and Josef Bigun. Ground truth and evaluation for la-

tent fingerprint matching. In Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
Workshops (CVPRW), 2012 IEEE Computer Society Conference on, pages
83–88. IEEE, 2012.

The first author is the main contributor of the paper – active participation
to discussions, formation of the outcomes, and the documentation.

[B] Josef Bigun and Anna Mikaelyan. Dense frequency maps by structure ten-
sor and logarithmic scale space: application to forensic fingerprints. IEEE
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI), sub-
mitted, 2014.

The contributions of the second author is significant, near half if such mat-
ters would be numerically quantifiable, and are detailed as follows. Sections
2-6: active participation to the discussion, formation of the outcomes, and
the documentation, although the contributions of the second author did not
exceed those of the first author. Sections 1, 7-9: active participation to dis-
cussions, formation of the outcomes, and documentation. The contributions
of the first author did not exceed those of the second author.
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[C] Anna Mikaelyan, Fernando Alonso-Fernandez, and Josef Bigun. Keypoint
description by symmetry assessment – applications in biometrics. Transac-
tions on Information Forensics and Security (TIFS), submitted, 2014.

The first author is the main contributor of the paper – active participation
to discussions, formation of the outcomes, and the documentation.

1.4 List of supporting papers
The following papers are reviewed and published. They are, except a subset
of [D1], comprised in the included papers, therefore omitted. Paper [D1] has
an element that is not comprised by [A], [B], [C], namely fusion, which is pe-
ripheral to the thesis, though supportive. The letters indicate which appended
paper the papers are included in.

[B1] Anna Mikaelyan and Josef Bigun. Frequency and ridge estimation us-
ing structure tensor. In Frequency and ridge estimation using structure
tensor. Biometric Technologies in Forensic Science (BTFS 2013). 2013.

Novel ridge counting method based on dense frequency and orientation in-
formation was developed in order to validate the potential of dense maps in
forensic fingerprint identification. Ridge counting is a part of the experimental
setup of paper [B].

[C1] Anna Mikaelyan and Josef Bigun. Symmetry assessment by finite expan-
sion: application to forensic fingerprints. In 2014 International Confer-
ence of the Biometrics Special Interest Group (BIOSIG), 2014.

The paper presents a novel feature extraction algorithm applied to forensic fin-
gerprint images. Feature vectors are extracted from a dense orientation maps.
Experimental results are tested for core points of the images in which they
exist and constitute a subset of the experimental setup of paper [C].

[C2] Anna Mikaelyan and Josef Bigun. SAFE features for matching finger-
marks by neighbourhoods of single minutiae. In 14th International Sym-
posium on Communications and Information Technologies (ISCIT 2014),
2014.

SAFE features which were introduced earlier, [C1], are applied here to dense
frequency maps in addition to orientation maps. Experimental results are ex-
tended from describing cores to minutia points lying in neighbourhoods of the
latter. The results are included into the journal submission [C].
The paper has been selected for excellent paper award in ISCIT 2014.
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[C3] Anna Mikaelyan, Fernando Alonso-Fernandez, and Josef Bigun. Perioc-
ular recognition by detection of local symmetry patterns. In Workshop
on Insight on Eye Biometrics (IEB) in conjunction with The 10th In-
ternational Conference on Signal Image Technology and Internet Based
Systems (SITIS), 2014.

The novel feature descriptors suggested for low quality forensic fingerprints are
now applied to periocular images. The evaluation of performance of suggested
object-based feature and its complementarity to a texture-based Gabor feature
is embodied into submission [C].

[D1] Fernando Alonso-Fernandez, Anna Mikaelyan, and Josef Bigun. Com-
parison and fusion of multiple iris and periocular matchers using near-
infrared and visible images. In 2nd International Workshop on Biometrics
and Forensics, 2014.

Paper introduces further work comprising comparison of SAFE features to
other methods in application to periocular and iris images, and fusion.

1.5 Other relevant publications
Below is the list of papers that are not reviewed or their reviews are not
finished, relevance of which to the enclosed papers is denoted with letters.
Paper [E1] provides further evidence to generalization of dense frequency and
orientation maps, in addition to iris biometrics. It is not included in supporting
papers nor appended to the thesis because, as of writing, its review is not
completed.

[A1] Anna Mikaelyan and Josef Bigun. Ground truth and evaluation for latent
fingerprint matching. In Swedish Symposium on Image Analysis, 2012.

[C4] Anna Mikaelyan and Josef Bigun. How much identity a single minutia
can buy? In Swedish Symposium on Image Analysis, 2013.

[E1] Carsten Gottschlich, Anna Mikaelyan, Martin Aastrup Olsen, Josef Bi-
gun, and Christoph Busch. Improving fingerprint alteration detection,
(submitted to ICIP), 2014.
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1.6 Contributions
As a main contribution, we identify a development of novel feature extraction
method for highly noisy images. Not only the method is developed in the
mathematical framework allowing for a theoretical ground of the features but
also it is applied and tested on real images across different applications.

Development of a new method of image description requires existence of
ground truth. In the search of ground truth we analyzed the only publicly
available database of forensic fingerprints, NIST SD27 database [3], comprised
of 258 pairs of images, one acquired from a crime scene and the other taken in a
supervised environment. Current fingerprint matching techniques consider two
images same if all the singularity points and their directions match. In order
to support the research beyond state-of-the-art, we have established ground
truths of correspondences at singularity point level, and studied baseline per-
formance of publicly available matchers, as detailed in Paper A.

Before constructing features it is important to reduce the amount of noise
in forensic fingerprint images. We suggested a novel procedure for obtaining
automatic dense orientation and frequency maps for fingerprint images with
high level of noise. The estimation is done iteratively via frequency map, ori-
entation map, and enhancement of the original by adaptive Gabor filters, as
precised in Paper B.

Having both ground truth information about the singularity point corre-
spondence and enhanced orientation images we have stepped into the final
state of suggesting a novel feature descriptor. Filters were designed in such a
way that they attempt to extract the image information in the ring shaped
neighbourhoods of a singularity point in a compressed form. This informa-
tion encodes changes of orientation around the point, projected onto space
of harmonic functions. The latter define the location of a singularity point
uniquely, because all harmonic basis functions, except one, have one and the
same singularity, defined implicitly, the origin (where the minutia, core or
delta is located). Furthermore, we provide evidence to the generalizability of
the description power of the suggested features by stepping out of the forensic
fingerprint application. We have applied them to recognition of periocular and
iris images. The results and the details of the experimental evidence on their
usefulness are reported in Paper C.

The contributions are listed in further detail next with applicable
category – theory (t) and practice (p).

(t1) Novel way of constructing automatic dense orientation and frequency
maps, (See paper [B], Section VIII for description of the iterative scheme
where one map is estimated from the other, Sections II-IV for the detailed
construction of maps at each step of the iterations and Section 3.2 of the
thesis for summary).
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(t2) General model-based compact feature descriptor of image information
in neighbourhood of a key point (Paper [C], Section III A-C and Sec-
tion 4.2 of the thesis). Our descriptor vector, representing the orienta-
tion/frequency information around the point compactly, contains built-in
quality estimate while it is rotation invariant (Paper [C], Section III D-E
where rotation compensation and quality estimation are explained and
Section 4.2 of the thesis).

(p1) Ground truth for forensic fingerprint database. We have established cor-
respondence at minutia level for NIST SD27 database (Paper [A], Sec-
tion IV). This is significant for understanding, development, and in depth
evaluation of methods for fingermark images, e.g. for establishing base-
line performance at minutia level (Paper [C], Section IV-B and Section
4.2 of the thesis).

(p2) Continuous ridge counting technique for forensic fingerprints, and inter-
polating missing information (Paper [B], Sections VII, IX-A and Section
3.2 of the thesis).

(p3) Point-wise matching of fingerprint images (Paper [C], Section IV-B and
Section 4.2 of the thesis).

(p4) Experimental support for the suggested object-based descriptor being
complementary to texture-based Gabor features (Paper [C], Section IV-
C and Section 4.2 of the thesis).

Detailed contributions (contribution letters a, b, c express the
connection to papers [A], [B] and [C] correspondingly)

(a1) Study of verification abilities of two publicly available minutia constel-
lation matchers on SD27 database in terms of EERs and CMC curves
(Section III of the paper and Section 2.4 of the thesis).

(a2) Experimental support of poor performance of constellation based match-
ers in forensic scenario justifying further research to increase their infor-
mation content (currently location and direction). We detail the contri-
bution in Section IV of the paper and in Section 2.4 of the thesis.

(b1) Automatic estimation of filter parameters for improved orientation map
in application to fingerprints (fingermarks as well as tenprints). We detail
the contribution in Sections IV-A, IX of the paper and Section 3.2 of the
thesis.

(b2) New way of estimating the local spatial frequency without knowing ori-
entation nor the enhanced image first. The latter are obtained in an
iterative process after frequency estimation (Section VIII of the paper
and Section 3.2 of the thesis).
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(b3) Frequency estimation is shown to be orientation estimation but in log-
arithmic scale space where the total least square optimal estimates are
given (again) by the structure tensor (Section IV-B of the paper and
Section 3.2 of the thesis).

(b4) Ridge counting method based on frequency and orientation maps without
explicit ridge localization (Sections VII, IX-A of the paper and Section
3.2 of the thesis).

(b5) Evidence of the dense orientation and frequency maps in vicinities of
singular points being a useful descriptor of a minutia, cores and deltas
(Section IX-B of the paper and Section 3.2 of the thesis).

(c1) Novel model-based feature extractor with rotation invariance and built-
in quality estimates measuring properties sensitive to locations of sin-
gularity points (object/particle properties as opposed to texture/wave
properties). We detail the contribution in Section III of the paper and
Section 4.2 of the thesis.

(c2) Design and mathematical construction of dense filter functions, with its
two spatial support properties (location of the rings and their relative
widths/overlap) being geometrically steerable (Sections III A-B, IV-A
and Appendix of the paper and Section 4.2 of the thesis).

(c3) Experimental support for object-based SAFE feature being complemen-
tary to texture-based Gabor features (Section IV-C of the paper and
Section 4.2 of the thesis).

(c4) Reporting both identification and verification performance addressing
different needs of comparisons, including repeatability (Sections III, IV
of Paper [A], Section IV-B of Paper [C] of the paper and Section 2.5 of
the thesis).

(c5) Recognition experiments in isolation from other features showing iden-
tification power of features alone (Sections IX-B of Paper [B], Section
IV-B of Paper [C] of the paper and Section 4.2 of the thesis).

In addition, we contributed to answer some relevant questions
(q) of forensic and image analysis sciences

(q1) What makes the location of a point unique? We think that a possible
answer is how much its neighborhood has particle-like properties, i.e.
whether or not the point is a singularity (in the mathematical sense) of
its neighborhood.

(q2) A related question is "What makes a point anonymous?" We think that
how much the point is part of a wave determines how difficult it is to
locate (a wave, like a texture, is not localizable) its constituent points.
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(q3) How many points is enough for identification? For fingerprint identifi-
cation the answer is contributed to by extending the feature space of a
point, from currently being the direction (i.e. the minutia direction) to
include symmetry properties of the image around the point. Even though
the exact number is not identified, it is tightly connected with the first
two questions and the uniqueness of the point and its neighbourhood.



Chapter 2

Ground truth in fingermarks

2.1 Introduction to Forensic Fingerprinting
"It often seems to me that’s all detective work is, wiping out your false starts

and beginning again." Yes, it is very true, that. And it is just what some
people will not do. They conceive a certain theory, and everything has to fit
into that theory. If one little fact will not fit it, they throw it aside. But it is

always the facts that will not fit in that are significant."
(Agatha Christie, Death on the Nile)

Fingerprint skin surface forms ridges which are noticed to have unique
patterns (W. Hershel, 1858) and used in identification or identity verification
of humans (and sometimes animals). Since late nineteenth century (1882, A.
Bertillon) fingerprints are used as evidence in criminal investigations. In ad-
dition to unique pattern, fingerprints barely change over time and can differ
even in identical twins, unlike DNA. First Identification Division (for criminal
investigation) was established in 1924 by the Department of Justice of the
United States, but courts started accepting fingerprint as scientific evidence
even earlier in late 1800’s in India and Argentina (1911 in US and 1912 in
Sweden) [4].

The uniqueness of fingerprint patterns was not scientifically or numerically
proven, but at this time courts took an important decision concerning fin-
gerprint identification: "It has occurred to us that instead of the state being
called upon to offer proof that no two finger prints are alike, it may now be
considered in order for those taking the opposing view to assume the burden of
proving their position" [5]. The decision was based upon years of forensic ex-
perience as well as medical scientific research. The latter shows that formation
of friction pattern is influenced by genetics as well as the overall environment
during the development of the unborn baby. According to the law of biological

11
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Figure 2.1: Fingerprint acquired after arrest or through background checks,
tenprint (one of ten), and fingermark, developed from a latent left at crime
scene. Note that only part of the corresponding tenprint is present in the
fingermark, and that the quality of the images also differ significantly.

variation "Nature never repeats". Once the friction pattern is formed, it stays
permanent and unique [6].

Crime scene investigators often search for fingerprint impressions, that can
possibly be left by the perpetrators. They use a variety of techniques, including
powders and chemicals to discover and extract this, often invisible, impression
to be apparent to an eye. Investigators explore the areas where humans often
leave prints. Sometimes invisible trace found at a crime scene is named latent,
while the developed image is called fingermark in Europe and, again, latent in
US, Fig. 2.1 Right.

Technician’s work on latents results in images, here and further referred
as fingermarks, which are passed to the examiners, who analyze the prints
for further identification. Due to the predominantly low quality of these im-
ages, examiners manually explore the images to extract fine, characteristic
details which originate from disruption of a fingerprint ridge pattern, called
minutiae, Fig. 2.5 Left. The minutia points are also referred to as Galton de-
tails, according to the British anthropologist who identified them in the first
book on fingerprints. In the book he divided all possible impressions into four
types: arches, loops, whorls and composites, which were later used by a police
inspector E. Henry for classifying fingerprint images. At the same time all im-
pression types have so called fixed points which are core and delta, comprising
the aforementioned fingerprint patterns, Fig. 2.2.

To match a fingermark, fingerprint examiner marks positions and directions
of minutia points, cores and deltas and submits the query to an identifica-
tion software, performing a one-to-many search. The database which examiner
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Figure 2.2: Left: Left: Core (circle) and delta (square) of a fingerprint. Core
and Delta are coarse (global) scale singularities. Often, distinctive features are
nearby cores and deltas. If such singularities are available in fingermark, the
probability of identification is higher. Middle: Fingerprint of an arch type.
Right: Fingerprint of a loop type, [7]

searches is usually securely located and consists of fingerprints acquired for
criminal or noncriminal justice purposes. The impressions are made either with
ink or with a scanner, allowing for automatic "lights-out" processing and minu-
tiae extraction. The fingerprints are commonly referred to as tenprints since
all ten prints are usually acquired from the person. The minutia set, marked by
the examiner is compared to thousands of automatically pre-marked minutiae
sets of images stored in the database.

First, an automatic matching software using a database, known as Auto-
mated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS), was developed in 1980 by
FBI Identification Division [8], Fig. 2.3. On input it accepts a set of minutia
points marked by the examiner and as output it generates (usually) 20 best
matches found in the database. The examiner visually inspects the suggested
matches via side by side comparison of the fingerprints and their respective
singularity points. If all singularity points are judged to agree, then the exam-
iner declares identification, otherwise she declares elimination, [9]. To reduce
possible human error, two examiners perform the same identification process
independently and confirm the final (yes/no) decision with each other. This
step finalizes the consequence of actions ACE/V (Analysis, Comparison, Eval-
uation, and Verification) of identification. The comparison can be done using
magnifying glass and can include direct comparison of two fingerprints, ex-
cluding database search if a suspect already exists. To perform identification,
it is important that the measurements applied to fingerprints are recognizable
and/or verifiable by humans.

Even though no two fingerprints were found alike, there has been a case
where subparts of them, found at crime scenes, were. The famous landmark
is Daubert’s case (1993), after which the court started if not doubting, but
considering admissibility of fingerprints. Scientific and medical research of fin-
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Figure 2.3: State-of-the-art matching using constellation of minutiae i.e. loca-
tion and direction information per minutia. Analysis step of ACE-V algorithm.
Minutiae of a fingermark (Top) are extracted manually by a forensic exam-
iner, while minutiae of the tenprint are extracted automatically by a machine
(Bottom). The number of minutia between a fingermark and tenprint differs
significantly. In addition, fingermark images posses higher amount of noise.

gerprints formation shows the uniqueness and permanence of friction skin,
[10]. Unfortunately, scientific foundation is lacking for forensic fingerprints,
where only partial areas are available, [11]. We still struggle to answer both
which areas to use and how many minutia points uniquely define a fingerprint.
Quantification of the weight of partial fingermarks in casework is the contin-
uing tendency in forensic fingerprinting [12], [13]. Authors have evaluated the
influence of rare and not rare minutiae on matching, though minutia rareness
is estimated manually by the examiner.

Recent years forensic identification tends to move away from testifying
in terms of absolute certainty (match/no match) towards using a language
containing statistical probabilities and odds when making identification. The
probability is based on the frequency of appearance of fingerprint pattern in
the population. This probability reflects the statistical odds of fingermark,
which is often just a part of a full print, belonging to a third party other than
defendant and is called likelihood ratio. Uniqueness of fingerprint in whole
does not prompt the uniqueness of its subparts. However, in combination they
can provide for a strong uniqueness for a fingermark.
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2.2 SD27 database of NIST
The database was developed by NIST and contributed by FBI. It contains
two sets of images, one from crime scenes (fingermarks) and one acquired in
controlled environments (tenprints). Each image has two sets of minutiae (four
in total for a tenprint/fingermark pair), encoded by trained forensic examiners.
These sets are called Ideal and Matched set. The Matched sets of a mated
tenprint and fingermark are then two sets of minutiae, each containing some
minutiae from the respective images. The number of minutiae are the same
in Matched sets of a tenprint–fingermark pair because each minutia has a
corresponding minutia in the other image. There are no minutia with non-
matching minutia in the other image. Ideal sets of a tenprint–fingermark pair
have generally different numbers of minutiae each. This is because there are
matching as well as non-matching minutia, Fig. 2.4. It is called "Ideal" because
the set that an examiner extracts from a fingermark and the automatically
extracted minutia set from its matching tenprint have different sizes due to
there exist matching as well as non-matching minutiae. To be able to declare
identification the examiner needs to explain the minutia that are not present
in the common part of both images.

Annotated minutia sets correspond thus to a procedure performed by the
examiner, as at the first step he/she extracts all visible (guessable) minutiae
in the image, some of which later might be discarded. First set is extracted
without expert seeing the other image (Ideal set) and the second with minutiae
that exist on both of the matching images after having seen both (Matched
set). Final visual verification of common minutiae is done by the examiner.
In addition to minutiae sets, examiners have also labeled cores and deltas of
fingerprints if they exist (also Ideal and Matched).

In accordance to the quality of fingermark images, all pairs were split into
three subsets - Good, Bad and Ugly. The subsets are roughly equally popu-
lated. It is not mentioned in the database description how the quality of the
image is defined but the number of minutiae comprised in a fingermark (those
that examiner can extract with confidence) is low for ugly, average for bad and
high for ugly sets.

The database consists of 258 pairs of fingerprints, a fingermark and a ten-
print. Images of fingerprints exist in a higher resolution too, but, we have
studied 500 dpi (50 micron pitch) resolution since it is the common format
in which tenprints has been stored in law-enforcement agencies. It is also an
FBI standard format for AFIS, while the higher resolution images are more
common for third level features, namely sweat pores.

2.3 Motivation
It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison step of ACE-V process where both minutiae sets of a
tenprint/fingermark pair originating from the same finger (mates) are given.
Due to non-uniform force application and nonlinear distortion the locations
and directions of minutiae may differ between the two impressions slightly.
This, and the different qualities of the two impressions causes undetected
minutiae or falsely detected minutia, as illustrated by the ideal set, by the
human expert (fingermark) and the machine (tenprint).

(Sir Arthur Conan Doyle., A Study in Scarlet)

It is common in biometrics to use a large constellation of minutia points
to identify a person while in the forensic scenario the number of such points
may be too low and not enough for a definite verdict. We want to increase
the discrimination power of state-of-the-art features, which is a position and
direction per minutia point, with an orientation change information derived
from the (image) neighbourhood around the minutia, see Fig. 2.5. As first
step we need to find how much useful information the new features add to the
existing features. This can help clarifying whether many minutia points are
necessary to be able to match a fingermark with a tenprint. We need the ground
truth to tell if a certain image processing results in a true improvement of an
identity recognition. Though it seemed to have annotation and thereby ground
truth, the labeling of minutiae in SD27 is regretfully at finger (=person) level,
whereas we wished them be at minutia level. To this end, we had to establish
the minutia pair labels for the minutiae of the database. Additionally, we had
to establish the recognition performance of the currently used features (minutia
location+direction) to appreciate what novel features would offer.
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Figure 2.5: Left: The two minutia types are exemplified - bifurcation and end-
ing of ridges. Both types have a direction which is tangential to the relevant
ridge direction. These directions are visualized with a vector starting at the
minutia location. Middle&Right: The suggested features are extracted from
ring shaped areas, e.g. the one between the two circles, around a singularity
point. The way defining directions differ from country to country and even
between the organizations within the same country, e.g. the directions of FBI
and NIST in USA differ by π. Above and in the rest of the paper we use the
NIST standard.

2.4 Approach Description
Forensic fingerprint data is difficult to obtain due to ID protection and con-
siderable (human) resources which are required to create annotation. For non
trained human eye it is a problematic task to annotate such a database.

We performed the following steps to obtain the ground truth at minutia
level. First, we used publicly available software (with source code) to establish
minutia-wise correspondence. The methods perform matching using only the
state-of-the-art features, (minutia location + direction). By reediting the soft-
ware we were able to obtain what such a method suggests in terms of minutia
correspondence (which were visually verified later), that is the we have studied
its performance beyond verification scores (Paper [A]).

To our knowledge this is the first reporting on matching minutiae sets an-
notated by fingerprint experts at minutia level using a published matching
method (with publicly available implementation). These matchers (known as
k-plet [14] and bozorth3 [15]) have verified fingermark–tenprint pairs using the
similarity between their minutiae constellations. We will call those matched
subsets Supposedly Matched. We have measured performance in terms of Re-
ceiver Operator Characteristics, ROC, and Cummulated Match Characteris-
tics, CMC curves. Both curves are detailed in the paper and commented further
next. The rank-1 (correct) recognition rate summarizes a CMC curve, and this
was 78 % for k-plet and 66% for bozorth3. Likewise Equal Error Rate, EER,
summarizes a ROC (or its cousin DET curve). Performance of k-plet is 36% in
EER on Ideal and 6% on Matched sets. The error is much lower for matched
minutia sets since the fact that there are nearly no non-matched minutiae ren-
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Figure 2.6: Left: Tenprint minutiae labeling. Middle: Labeling of the corre-
sponding minutiae in the mating fingermark by (automatic) matchers using
minutia constellations. Right: Corrected minutiae labeling in the same finger-
mark. Note for example the top right minutia 14 (Middle, Blue) is now labeled
as 10 in correspondence with tenprint.

ders the verification task much easier. "Nearly", because unfortunately, even
for Matched sets the original SD27 annotations still contained a few obvious
errors, see Fig. 2.7. Subsequently, we have marked these annotation errors (for
possible discarding) and also corrected them (for possible reuse).

Second, we have established the ground truth visually and manually, by
correcting the errors of the matcher itself. We wrote displaying and editing
software to facilitate this error-correction by means of a human intervention.
The correspondence at minutia level when minutia are displayed on images is
visually obvious to verify for a human eye, but for a machine this is still a
major challenge.

After the second phase, the Permuted Matched set was obtained for 258
pairs of SD27 and each minutia was given a unique label (number) within
a matching pair. Altogether, there were 11 minutiae that were erroneously
annotated (due to human expert error, e.g. maximally incompatible minutiae
orientations - 180°). Therefore, we marked the 8 fingermark–tenprint pairs and
did not use them in our experimental evaluations. Final set contains 5449 vi-
sually verified and reordered minutiae such that the identities of the minutiae,
encoded in their storage order (and label), correspond.

It was not touched in Paper [A], but we have also sanitized the correspon-
dence of cores and deltas between Ideals and Matched sets of fingermark and
tenprint. There were 36 (7) identities for which transfer of cores (deltas) oc-
curred between match and ideal sets. Some fingermarks had Ideal sets that
were not larger in population than their corresponding Matched sets, which
contradicts the definition of the Ideal set. We have consequently marked and
imported the corresponding minutiae fromMatch sets in a hope that examiners
verified Match sets more carefully in comparison to Ideal sets. After sanitation
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Figure 2.7: Types of erroneous minutia annotation (left - fingermark, right
- tenprint). Top: Missing minutia (42) in the tenprint while existing in the
fingermark. Bottom: Differing orientations in minutiae that correspond (20).

and labeling of cores and deltas, Matched set of the database has 57 (114)
identities that had no cores (deltas) and 201 (144) that had cores (deltas).

2.5 Evaluating performance - CMC and DET/ROC
curves

Images analysis of forensic fingerprints lies in the intersection of forensics, bio-
metrics and image processing. Accordingly evaluation of results is also special
in some aspects but also common in others. Due to the procedure of finger-
print analysis used by forensic examiners, the latter awaits from the matching
software to output approximately 20 images to compare them to the input fin-
germark. Therefore, if the matched pair exists in the database it is important
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Figure 2.8: Different ways of performance evaluation results - ROC and DET
vs CMC. A and B are typical biometric systems with A being more accurate
than B.

that it pops up among the first 20 suggested by the matching software. At this
stage, for a forensic expert it is more natural to see the curve which visualizes
the probability of the matched tenprint to be in the first N, Fig. 2.8 Right.
Such curves are called Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves.

Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve is a measure of performance
of identification (one-to-many). CMC is obtained from observations of lists
of sorted tenprint candidates upon fingermark queries, the ones having the
highest matching score with the enrolled image having the highest ranks

CMC(k) =
1

n
(#kl ≤ k), l = 1 : n (2.1)

where #kl is the number of the mating tenprints observed at rank kl and
n is the size of the database, [16]. It represents the probability of correct
identification up to different ranks.

The queries are assumed to be on closed set, i.e. the tenprint of a queried
finger is assumed to exist in the database, which in itself is problematic be-
cause it puts the burden of proving that the assumption is false on the human
examiner. Such curves depend heavily on the size of the database, hampering
comparison of different matching algorithms unless the used databases have
the same size and similar diversities. The difficulty of comparison is illustrated
by Fig. 2.9 Left where it is evident that the skills of the shooters are not pos-
sible to assess solely based on the shots being closer to the center. Even the
background conditions, e.g. the shooters distance to the targets must be taken
into account. Similarly, a CMC curve displays the performance that does not
provide a fair comparison basis between the algorithms if the database size,
from which the tenprints must be recalled, is not the same between the algo-
rithms. This is confirmed further by [17], see Sec. 5.1 and 19.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) or Detection error trade-off (DET)
curves in turn measure the performance of verification (1:1). Curves plot False
Reject (FR) vs. False Accept (FA) rates together visualizing the performance
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Figure 2.9: Shooters at the different distances to the target, hampering com-
parison of results using targets only. This is analogous to CMC curves where
the results cannot be used to compare the skills of matchers if the background
conditions (database size and composition) are not the same.

as the two error types are traded off against each other. False reject is a case
of missed detection of the tenprint mate upon a fingermark query while false
accept represents pulling a false tenprint (=innocent) as the mate. ROC curve
can be used to designate an acceptable operation point for a matcher, since
while moving on the curve one error type always increases as the other de-
creases.

DET curve is an refurbished version of ROC, essentially carrying the same
information. The main difference is that a non-linear mapping, similar to loga-
rithmic, is applied to both FA and FR axes [18]. The authors of the latter paper
have suggested using the observed impostor scores and client scores distribu-
tions (rather than Gaussians) to construct the mapping. DET curves thereby
intend to depict how much the FA and FR score distributions resemble normal
distributions, in addition to illustrating the performance trade-off between the
two fundamental error types of a given algorithm. The more a DET curve is
similar to a line, the more likely the FA and FR scores come from normal
distributions. As in ROC curves, it is possible to extract the EER from a DET
curve (the intersection point of the DET with the 45 degrees line).

The Equal Error Rate (EER) point measures the separation power of the
matching algorithm, namely how well impostors differ from client images using
a standard operating point (where FA and FR are equally bad to have for an
operator). EER is established as an intersection of FRR and FAR. All curves
(FA versus scores, FR versus scores, ROC, DET, and CMC ) can be extracted
from verification scores if both impostor and client tests are undertaken in well
designed verification experiments. The client tests represent then fingermarks
being matched against their respective mating tenprints and impostor tests
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Figure 2.10: FA and FR curves are obtained as integrals of client an and impos-
tor score distributions (in practice their observations in a series of verification
experiments) by moving the threshold on the score axis, as indicated. The in-
tersection point between the resulting FA and FR curves is the Equal Error
Rate. This is when the two integrals above become equal at a certain thresh-
old and represents the goodness of a matching algorithm in making correct
decisions when pulling the mating tenprint upon a fingermark query.

represent verifications when every fingermark being tested against every other
(non-mating) tenprint.

When a fingermark expert evaluates the quality of her own decision, e.g. in
case of a match, she is interested in odds of having made the wrong decision. At
that point, the examiner wishes to know the distributions of whatever measures
she has used in the general population. Thereby, even a human examiner is
interested in the ROC curves in the process of decision making, but at a
later stage, because odds are readable from figures like Fig. 2.10, for (every)
threshold the examiner uses in her decision.

2.6 Discussion
The other goal was to establish a baseline performance of state-of-the-art open-
source matchers (as opposed to commercial matchers which do not disclose
method details), at finger as well as minutia level, on the only publicly available
annotated database.

Even though Paper [A] presents mainly experimental findings, the ground
truth finding would be not possible to accomplish without scientific methodol-
ogy, i.e. careful redesign of existing software not meant to be used for matching
at minutia-level. This has allowed us to obtain results on how publicly avail-
able software would fare, if the whole ground truth was established completely
automatically, highlighting the challenges that remain for fingermark–tenprint
matching.

As first step of the ground truth establishment, we determined the perfor-
mance of state of the art published minutiae matchers on fingermark–tenprint
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problem, which is about 40% EER as was mentioned above. After correcting
human errors in the original annotation, the error rate went down significantly.
Recent finding with the updated version of algorithm bozorth3 and k-plet show
EER of 21% on Ideal (Sanitized) set.

Our sanitization guarantees that a match set is a proper subset of an ideal
set, which was not the case in the original annotation, presumably due to
that experts were given incoherent instructions on how to obtain the matched
sets. Several possibilities exist as to how the Matched sets were obtained: i)
an expert sees a genuine tenprint/fingermark pair and the corresponding ideal
sets but allowed only to do deletion from the Ideal sets to obtain the Matched
sets, ii) ditto but the expert is also allowed to add (novel!) minutiae, and iii)
a Matched set is obtained by seeing only the image pair, without seeing the
Ideal sets. Only production strictly following i) will yield a Matched set which
is a proper subset of an Ideal set. Even if only the Ideal set is used in algorithm
development it is useful to know which minutia correspondences it found were
actual ones and which actual ones were missed. Additionally, the researchers
can choose to turn on or off minutiae from the common sub-set or non-common
subset to evaluate and improve their algorithms. This cannot be done without
knowing the proper subset that is common to the two Ideal sets.

The size of the database does not allow for extensive experimental setups
used in testing commercial systems, where larger amounts of sequestered data
(not available publicly) are used. On the other side, it is not a commercial or
fully automatic system that is the target of our study, but to produce tools that
will help a human expert to make better visual investigations. The likelihood
of finding a similar fingerprint by a coincidence is quite high for 258 images.
This explains why human visual system reigns supreme in fingermarks.





Chapter 3

Dense maps of frequency and
orientation

3.1 Motivation
To uniquely identifying a key point we wish to rely on its neighbouring image
information. To this end the image should to be as noise-free as possible in
the neighborhood. Preliminary observations on the SD27 fingermark database
showed that there is a potential to give an "identity" to a key point by using
its image neighborhood only, i.e. without using the minutia constellation of the
fingermark. For single "good" minutia of a fingermark we were able to pull out
the corresponding minutia (in the matching tenprint) to be in the first 20 (out
of 5449 minutia of all tenprints). Unfortunately the number of such minutia
with high quality surrounding is low. This motivated that a new enhancement
technique focusing on the quality of the extracted features equipping key points
with identity or discriminatory information.

To cope with "noise" in forensic image analysis we take the view that such
images have pixels with "vector" values instead of the traditional gray values,
bringing the possibility to represent a multitude of visual properties of pixel
neighborhoods, and the quality at which they can be observed therein, Fig.
3.1. The analogy is color where each pixel of a color image can be assumed
to be a vector, although the color vectors are sensed (e.g. by a color camera)
whereas the components of our vector are computed from the image neighbor-
hood of a pixel. Our vectors are thus dense feature vectors where a part of
each vector represents the quality of the measured visual property, [19]. Foren-
sic experts pay a great attention to the quality of the regions in which they
estimate/locate various visual landmarks. Accordingly we think that there is
a need to quantitate the observability or the "quality" of a measurement even

25
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technically, especially since the use of the term "quality" in relation to evidence
presented in courts have been on the rise during recent years.

In fact, using color to display dense local orientation and frequency images
(also called maps) have been used in image processing before. These maps are
used in higher level operations yielding motion estimation, noise reduction,
detection of corner points, texture classification, and texture segmentation,
permitting a long array of appreciated applications, e.g. face recognition in
cameras of mobile phones, iris recognition in biometric identification, medical
imaging, object tracking, optical character recognition, etc. Orientation and
frequency in fingerprints are relatively easy to define since these correspond to
the direction and the spatial frequency, respectively, of the ridge flow around
a point. Initial motivation for targeting to improve orientation and frequency
maps instead of the enhancement of the original fingerprint, is to suppress
non-relevant observable orientations from relevant orientations, which is often
a problem in fingermark images.

Below, when Fourier transforming sinusoids under Riemann integrals, their
integrability would become an issue, since they are not absolutely (Riemann)
integrable, and their Fourier transforms exist only in the sense of (Dirac) dis-
tributions. Accordingly, to handle distributions, the integrations below should
formally be interpreted as Lebesgue integrals.

3.2 Approach
Noisy images are not a specific forensic problem, it is a challenge of the image
analysis in general. We address it by connecting different sources of information
together yielding dense frequency and orientation maps in an iterative scheme
comprising smoothing of the original, but only along (not across) the ridges of a
fingerprint. Other higher level measurements directly depend on the computed
orientation and frequency maps. Ridge distance computations, for example, are
influenced by frequency as well as orientation of ridge lines.

Usage of structure tensor (ST) for constructing orientation maps is not
novel [1], but automatic tuning of the filters used to create good quality STs
for every pixel, and thereby a high quality of orientation image, is. We do this
iteratively. To expose how this is done, we need to study the computation of
structure tensor below, see also Fig. 3.2.

i) At first we convolve image f with the (complex) filter h: fcgrad = h ∗ f

h(x, y, σ2
in) = (Dx + iDy)g = (Dx + iDy)

1

2πσ2
in

e
− x2+y2

2σ2
in (3.1)

where σ2
in fixates the inner-scale (the frequency-contents) resulting in an

image with complex valued pixels, fcgrad
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Figure 3.1: The goal of our enhancement is to obtain a dense orientation (and a
dense frequency map, not shown) of a good quality, and not an "eye pleasing"
enhancement of a fingermark to replace the original. This is because higher
level measurements depend on such maps more directly than they do on the
original. In the color image the intensity is the quality of the local orientation
(bright=good) whereas the hue is the local orientation. Note that hue is an
angle, in color spaces where Red, Green, and Blue are assumed to be orthogonal
(HSV color space is used). We use enhanced images to obtain such maps, but
we expect that if our enhanced image at an intermediate state is bad, the
estimated quality (of the orientation) will reflect this by being low in such
regions (black/dark in the color).

ii) Apply point-wise (complex) squaring to obtain infinitesimal linear sym-
metry fils(x, y) = f2cgrad

iii) Convolve fils and |fils| with a Gaussian filter g(x, y, σ2
out) defining the

neighbourhood (the outer-scale)

The maximum magnitude in Step i) is obtained when the maximum and min-
imum of a derivative filter coincide with a valley and ridge of fingerprint re-
spectively. The derivative filter h is the complex version of the gradient of a
Gaussian with variance σin. It can be shown that the distance between the
maximum and the minimum of such a filter (real or imaginary part) is 2σin, in
pixels. The three steps, comprising two LSI systems injected with (non-linear,
pixel-wise) squaring in between, result in a frequency band to which the ST
computations are most sensitive. Spectrally, the result of Step i) is equivalent
to that the Fourier transforms of f and h are multiplied, F · H. However,
because a Gaussian rapidly decreases with increased frequency, even if it is
multiplied with a polynomial of any order (spatial derivations), there is an
effective band associated with every h. Thus, amplitudes of F outside of the
effective band determined by H are suppressed/ignored.
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Figure 3.2: Top: The first step of Structure Tensor computations is a Linear
Shift-Invariant System, LSI. The LSI System is represented as a black box,
transforming an input sinusoidal signal to an output sinusoid keeping the fre-
quency ω0 intact but amplifying the amplitude and adding a (constant) phase.
In the first step the standard deviation of the used filter, σin, determines
which frequencies ω0 get amplified most. A fingerprint pattern is represented
by a sinusoidal wave. Step ii) of ST computations comprise pixel-wise squar-
ing/multiplication of the results of Step i). Step iii) is again an LSI system
which is a smoothing of the results of Step ii) with a filter parameter σout.

Because filtering with a symmetry derivative of a Gaussian, which is what
eq. (3.1) is, [20, 21], is linear (Linear Shift-Invariant System), the input sinu-
soidal signal, by which a local fingerprint ridge/valley image can be modelled,
results in a sinusoid too. Accordingly, if the input signal has the frequency ω0

which is in concordance with the peak frequency of the filter, then the output
signal magnitude reaches a peak value.

The tensor, so called because it is a matrix that measures an observable
physical property (orientation) of the signal, unbiased by the coordinate sys-
tem of the image. That is, even if the camera taking the image is rotated
ST will calculate the orientation of the image of the corresponding (physical)
neighborhood with exactly same accuracy. Parameters (σin, σout) are impor-
tant parameters of the structure tensor defining its scale, with σin fixating the
inner-scale, i.e. the frequency contents and σout fixating the outer scale, i.e. in-
tegration component defining the locality. By increasing the window size σout
of a filter one can reduce the amount of noise but at the cost of diminishing
spatial resolution.

For tenprints (which typically have good quality) one can use predefined
values for σin, and σout, which can be determined heuristically based on exper-
iments relying on tenprints. However, for fingermarks (and other low quality
images), "one size does not fit all". We need to adapt these parameters to the
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Figure 3.3: Squaring introduces sinusoid terms in places (higher part of the
spectrum) they did not exist but also amplifies the lowest frequencies. Left Top:
Fourier transform of a signal. Left Bottom: Fourier transform of the squared
signal. Right: Applying Gaussian to the squared signal suppresses the intro-
duced high frequencies and sharpens the lowest frequencies. If the valuable
information is in the low frequencies, it can be extracted reliably despite the
introduction of high frequencies, often considered as noise.

image at hand, and even to sub-regions of images if the application demands
it. However, informative regions of fingermarks left on crime-scenes are usually
small, meaning that there is a chance σin, and σout are constant throughout
the image, albeit these are unknown a priori. In that case the same parameters
can be used to estimate all STs in the image and thereby the dense orienta-
tion map (including the quality). In Paper [B], we have established a method
to estimate these parameters from a fingermark at hand, automatically. That
is, each time we have a fingermark image, (or its enhanced version of it), we
(re)estimate these filter parameters to obtain orientation fields from STs that
are best adapted to the current image. It is shown in the paper that the outer
scale parameter, σout, completely depends on the smallest allowable absolute
frequency (≈ (π/2)ωmin) in the image, eq. (20) of Paper [B]. Thereby, it de-
pends on the inner scale parameter σin, because it is also shown that the latter
depends on which effective (absolute) frequency range is present in the image,
Multiple Orientation Theorem of Paper B. A fixed σin may be therefore good
enough for a fingermark because the frequency range cannot be very large in
small areas representing such images but as said it must be estimated from
the fingermark at hand.

We introduce the orientation estimation procedure as the iterative scheme
comprised of (see Fig. 3.4): Dense frequency estimation ⇒ Dense orientation
estimation ⇒ Image enhancement ⇒ Dense frequency estimation ⇒ ... The
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Figure 3.4: Iteration algorithm for computing dense orientation and frequency
maps

procedure is repeated until convergence in (global) mean frequency is achieved.
An advantage of the suggested frequency estimation is its estimation of the
absolute frequency without a need to know the underlying orientation. This
allows to construct a dense frequency map directly from the input image only,
which in turn allows to estimate the filter parameters estimating the orienta-
tion map more accurately. Subsequently both maps are used to enhance the
original image by adaptive smoothing which relies on a correct estimation of
the frequency and the orientation.

We retain the orientation map and the frequency map of the last cycle
and use them for further processing, e.g. for feature extraction and for ridge
counting. An enhanced image is also obtained at every cycle, including the
last, but this is currently a byproduct which is not used directly in our feature
extraction albeit it is used indirectly, because the dense maps depend on all of
the intermediary enhancements and dense maps in combination. The enhanced
image cannot be proposed to forensic experts because, they prefer to use the
original image to not be biased.
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The frequency estimation is the initial computation because this allows an
accurate average frequency estimation for a fingermark. Even if the allowable
frequency range is known, the optimal frequency which is the most commonly
occurring frequency is not known, which is what determines the choice of the
filters used in the orientation map estimations. Thus, frequency estimation
must be possible to estimate without knowing the orientation.

In paper [B], we go further than estimating the average frequency. We es-
timate a dense map of it, from which we estimate the average. In turn, dense
frequency estimation is constructed by fitting orientation to a logarithmic scale
space of the structure tensor trace (paper [B]). That is, this requires at least
computation of a discrete scale space for log(I11) which is achieved by com-
puting log(I11) at 3 different inner scales σ2

in chosen around a σ2 determined
by the global mean frequency (via σ2 = 1/ω2). This scale-space is non-linear
w.r.t. the image, f , because already ST, < ∇f(∇f)T >, is nonlinear w.r.t. to
f , and thereby the logarithm of its trace is nonlinear in f .

Dense absolute frequency maps are also used as inputs to enhance finger-
prints, which is done by smoothing the original input along fingerprint ridges.
Prior studies have shown that such anisotropic smoothing, adaptive to ridge
orientation and frequencies, is superior to traditional approaches of denoising
techniques relying on isotropic filtering, e.g. [22]. The smoothing could have
been implemented by adaptive filtering using local frequency tuned (Gabor)
filters [22] in (local) blocks of the spatial domain, or in the Fourier domain,
as in [23], [24], using the energy spectrum itself as a filter. This would en-
tail heavily down-sampling of the orientation map compared to the original
size of the fingermark. Our experiments have confirmed that more informative
orientation and frequency maps are obtained if no down-sampling is made.
This is explained by the fact that the frequency changes vividly in the neigh-
borhoods of minutiae, which are still the most important clues of identities.
Down-sampling of rapid changes cause then significant information loss. In-
stead we have computed a novel Gabor filter for every pixel of the fingermark
and projected the original to this. The ensemble of projections yields smooth-
ing along the ridges.

Image enhancement by projections on Gabor filters, [22], or its kin quadra-
ture mirror filters [25], do not constitute a novelty in themselves. Nor is image
enhancement using structure tensor is new, [26]. Nonetheless, the theoretical
findings on the urgency of estimating absolute frequency sufficiently well and
how to couple the estimation to filter-size (as detailed in the paper), which
helps to reduce heuristics in image enhancement by Gabor projections, are
novel. To be precise, the calculated Gabor filters are novel, Paper [B] Appendix
, because previous studies did not hint on how the Gabor filter size (not the
frequency of the complex-sinusoidal part) along and across the current ridges
are related to the estimated frequencies.
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Master orientation and master frequency maps are obtained as those in the
final cycle, when mean global frequency has converged. Typically it requires
2-4 cycles for convergence to occur for SD27 fingermarks.

The paper offers a mathematical unification of orientation estimation and
absolute frequency estimation, namely that both problems reduce to orienta-
tion estimation problem. We believe that this is a novelty relevant to system-
ization of image analysis. A practical consequence is that with few scale-space
samples it is possible to obtain useful absolute frequency estimation along
with a certainty. The certainty has then a physical interpretation, total least
square fitting of an orientation to scale-space. In automatic scale estimation
or interest point estimation, e.g [27], [28], the original sampling grid of the
scale parameter limits the accuracy of the location of scale-space extrema.
Interpolation must then be employed to obtain higher accuracy. Confidence
in automatically estimated scale, in the frame of scale normalized derivatives
and physical interpretation of the confidence is not a well studied matter in
published studies.

In Paper [B], we have introduced another use of absolute frequency maps
in fingerprint processing, to count ridges continuously along an arbitrary path,
without detecting ridges explicitly. The computation needs dense orientation
and frequency maps, nothing else. It is demonstrated that already 3 scales in
fingerprint ridge counting yields absolute frequency estimations good enough
to target application, ridge counting.

Structure tensor trace, as driving force to generate a Gaussian based non-
linear, isotropic scale space is a construction that has not been studied well
previously, although the tensor has been applied to frequency decompositions,
e.g. [29], [30]. If linear scale space is to be used to measure absolute frequency
then at least second order derivatives, which can be made isotropic (e.g. Lapla-
cian), are needed. This study shows that a non-linear construction of scale
space saves a factor of

√
2 of multiplications per metric dimension, i.e. factor

2 for 2D images. The absolute frequency is estimated isotropically by mag-
nitude responses of first order derivatives. The latter are anisotropic but the
magnitude responses of a vector/complex filter composed of all derivatives of
Gaussians are isotropic. Thereby, the suggested non-linear logarithmic scale
space offers an original way to quantify image properties related to scale using
more compact filters than those of linear scale space theory, used in automatic
scale estimation.

Another issue that we have studied is the isotropy in connection with the
outer scale, and the size of the outer scale itself. The isotropy and the size of
the neighborhood in which the local maximization is made, [27], is not well
studied in automatic scale estimation by using the linear scale space. It is
reasonable to couple it to a-priori available information, as it is done here and
elsewhere, but then there is no-guarantee that the max operation will be able to
extract the local amplitude/energy in the signal isotropically, even if Laplacian
is isotropic, and the window max operation is circular (i.e. as circular as a
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digital grid allows). The subsequent processing, including absolute frequency
or scale estimation, risks then to be biased by the orientation of the (local)
image. This is shown by using double sinusoids in all possible orientations, and
changing the local period linearly, paper [B].

The main mechanism of frequency estimation in Paper [B], as well as previ-
ous studies, e.g. [27], includes pulling out the frequency information by observ-
ing the response of the local image to a series of linear filters whose frequency
characteristics are known, i.e. probing by known "instruments" and observing
the result. Our probing happens in the first step of the ST calculation by fil-
tering the original with a complex gradient, eq. (16) Paper [B]. At this point
the sought quantity is to be found in the amplitude of the output sinusoid,
because it amplifies it in a way which is characteristic to the input frequency,
but also in the (output) sinusoid term itself. By way of example, this probing
or interaction happens via a series of Laplace filters in [31] and the frequency
information is then "hidden" in the same way as in our method, i.e. in the
amplitude and in the sinusoid term. The sinusoid term is the undesired term
in both methods because the value of a sinusoid changes with image location
r whereas frequency, which is a wave property is desired to remain constant
throughout all image locations where the wave is present.

In our method we use pixel-wise squaring in the second step of ST calcula-
tion, which does two useful things. First, it transfers the useful term, the am-
plitude after interaction with the probe filter, to the lowest frequency possible
(zero frequency or DC component). Second, the unwanted ripple term which
originally had the frequency ω is now "transfered" to a sinusoid with double
frequency, 2ω0, as illustrated by Fig. 3.3. Thereby, the subsequent smoothing
which happens in the third step of the ST calculation suppresses the ripple
term more efficiently than not squaring (and smoothing). Needless to say, the
DC term containing the useful measurement comes out "unharmed" and con-
stant throughout all image locations where the input wave is present. Evidently
squaring demands that the original image is sufficiently densely sampled such
that squaring does not cause aliasing. If this presupposition is suspected not
to hold, the original can simply be doubled in size appropriately (zeros in ev-
ery second row and column and appropriate low-pass filtering) as a preventive
measure.

By contrast the extraction of the useful term and suppressing the ripple
term in [27] happens by a maximum operation in a "sufficiently" large neigh-
borhood (the size of which is not specified). While this works reasonably well
for signals without noise, Paper [B] shows that the maximum procedure is
more vulnerable to noise than squaring and smoothing.

In paper [B], we have evaluated four additional frequency estimation tech-
niques from theoretical and practical view points. These are on one side Hong
[22], and Chikkerur [32], which were suggested in biometric identity recognition
applications and are well studied w.r.t. (recognition) performance, but have
succinct theory or/and poor generalization ability (to other applications). On
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Figure 3.5: Experimental evaluations of the proposed frequency and orientation
estimations as compared to state of the art in image processing and biometrics

the other side, we have also studied Knuttson [25], and Lindeberg [27] which
were suggested as general image analysis tools, having well studied theory,
though not having performance statistics in biometrics, Fig. 3.5.

In the paper we have tested the improvement of enhancement by using
a minutia extraction (mindtct), and a matching (bozorth3) techniques, both
implemented and documented by [15]. Open source and third party imple-
mentations are important for repeatability and reduction of risks of biased
implementations. In the experiments, we have compared the frequency map of
[22] and [32], and the one we have suggested in a processing chain where ev-
erything else remained identical. The chain has comprised matching manually
extracted minutia (by experts) from fingermarks with automatically extracted
minutia from enhanced tenprints.

Additionally, we have suggested a new method of ridge counting between
two minutia points. The method performs ridge counting continuously with-
out a need for explicit localization of ridges. It relies on availability of dense
orientation and frequency maps. The ridge-counting method is also evaluated
to verify that the suggested frequency and orientation maps can be used for
this novel purpose, and that our dense maps offer advantages over a state of
the art generalist maps, [27], when used for fingermarks.

The ridge count on an arbitrary path between two points (including minu-
tiae but not limited to) uses a model where the image neighborhoods on the
path are represented by a planar wave, cos(ω0r), with ω0 being the wave vec-
tor (frequency of the image ridge flow calculated beforehand) and r being a
point on the path.

In the special case, when the ridge orientation ∠ω0 is constant and the
path is a line (Fig. 3.7 Left Red), we have NL = L

T̂
= L ω̂

2π , where the period
and the frequency along the line (red in the figure) are related to each other
as T̂ = 2π

ω̂ , the distance between the points is L. Then the frequency in the
direction of the (red) line is ω̂ = ω cosα where ω is the frequency of the ridge
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Figure 3.6: Correct and erroneous ridge count estimation examples. Most of
erroneous estimations arise from either recipient ridges or from minutia mis-
placement.

wave along the gradient (with ω = ‖ω0‖) (yellow in the figure), and α is the
angle between the line and the ridge gradient (yellow in the figure, orthogonal
to the ridge direction).

In practice the orientation on the inter-minutia path is not constant. How-
ever, the equation of number of ridges is still valid but on (infinitesimally)
small segments of the inter-minutia line, meaning that it can be calculated by
a line-integral

NL =
1

2π

∫

L

ω̂(x, y)dL =
L

2π

∫
q(τ)ω(τ)| cos(ϕ(τ))− ϕL(τ)|dτ (3.2)

The frequency ω can be obtained from the frequency map, whereas the quality
q(τ) can be a combination of the quality obtained from frequency and orienta-
tion maps, e.g. their products. Here ϕ(τ)− ϕL(τ) = α is, as above, the angle
between the direction of the tangential direction of the path and the gradient
direction of the ridge-wave (available via the orientation map). The theory is
developed in the continuous domain assuming a finite number of sinusoids as
input, which is the case for fingermarks (which are even smaller in size than
tenprints).

Automatic enhancement of the orientation and frequency maps resulted in
78% ridge count estimation agreement (within 1 ridge error on +70000 minutia
pairs) between fingermark and tenprint using all possible minutia pairs and
83% ridge count estimation agreement (within 1 ridge error on +6000 minutia
pairs) between fingermark and tenprint when pairs with edges passing by other
minutiae are removed from statistics.
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Figure 3.7: Left: The period along the line connecting two points (here minu-
tiae) and the period along the line orthogonal to the ridge-wave direction are
connected by cosine of the angle between the two lines. Right: Complex area
where ridge counting is desired between minutiae. Several significantly long
sections of lines connecting pairs of minutia run almost parallel to nearby
ridges

In computing ridge count feature, some combinations of minutiae are prone
to error, for example, when the minutiae directions (or the opposite direction)
are close to the line connecting the two minutiae Fig. 3.7 Right. We imple-
mented an automatic rejection scheme for such lines, using orientation maps.
We have studied this error source, (called second type of constellation errors)
in conjunction with the ridge counting method.

Being critical when selecting paths on which ridge counts is made is al-
ready built into work flow of forensic experts, when such counts are needed.
When using ridge counts as evidence, it is more intuitive and practicable for
experts to go from one minutia to the next by visiting the nearest minutia,
rather than attempting to count ridges on every possible minutia edge, thereby
evading edges being too close to other minutia. Likewise, human experts avoid
choosing paths running parallel to ridges. Additionally, It is also normal for
forensic experts to avoid minutia edges passing regions with no ridges, simply
because they cannot count them. Accordingly, an automatic system for count-
ing minutia can suggest edges to a human expert, and human expert can reject
some of the suggested edges interactively, bringing in her valuable experience,
and improving the quality of her assessment by machine counts.

Finally, the ridge counting section of the paper links frequency and orienta-
tion maps including their certainties to continuous ridge-counting, comprising
interpolation when image quality is poor, or even lacking partially. In the
latter case a propagation of average frequency and orientation estimations,
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Figure 3.8: Left: State-of-the-art representation of the orientation (of the ten-
print next). Next to the fingerprint is a Synthetic image with overlayed color,
showing the local orientation of the faint (purposively) ridge pattern beneath.
It can be used as a reference sheet by a forensic expert not (yet) habituated to
the color scheme, for remembering the relation between a (ridge) direction and
its corresponding color, in a dense orientation map. Next is the dense orienta-
tion map of the tenprint as represented by the same color scheme. The corre-
spondence between sub-regions are highlighted with respective square boxes.

from path sectors where they are reliable towards where they are not reliable
automatically occurs.

3.3 Dense vector maps and interactions with ex-
perts

Drawing and colour are not separate at all; in so far as you paint, you draw.
The more the colour harmonizes, the more exact the drawing becomes.

Paul Cezanne

Forensic expert may not be directly helped with automatically obtained
orientation map, if she is not habituated to how to interpret them. We think
that habituation problem can be conveniently solved by displaying an orien-
tation map side by side with a circular color reference as exemplified in Fig.
3.8. Even such a simple presentation (displaying a reference chart) can quickly
eliminate the problem of associating a color with its reference orientation rea-
sonably precisely and an unhabituated expert can start using her knowledge
to correct the errors of orientation, if need be.

Evidently, even more advanced, specially developed Graphical User Inter-
faces, GUIs, for Human Machine Interactions, HMI, can be envisaged, software
programming resources allowing. For example, the expert can click on a point
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and a zoomed rectangle is shown on the same image (or in an image of its own
beside) where the color and the original image are blended gradually. Alter-
natively the color and a synthetic ridge pattern (estimated by means of the
orientation map, the frequency map, and the Gabor phase) can be blended
dynamically until the original is produced, etc. Such GUIs, although very use-
ful, were not implemented given that the present study had to focus on the
fundamentals of image processing.

In all our (appended and supporting) papers we have extensively used color
images to represent angle information. Accordingly dense orientation maps
were presented as color images as above when we were analyzing/verifying ori-
entations of fingermarks. The same representation was also used in computers:
one vector per pixel where the magnitude of the vector always representing
the quality of the estimation, [19]. However, in state-of-the-art orientation
maps are heavily down sampled and human analysis of them is made by bars
as shown in Fig. 3.8. As the color rectangles indicate, it is difficult to dis-
play, verify and correct the rapid changes of orientation, e.g. around cores and
deltas, by a human since a drawn (black-white) bar occupies many more pixels
than a (color) pixel.

Color representation is especially natural when using Linear Symmetry
Tensor (LST), an analogue of ordinary structure tensor but using complex
numbers. How this complex representation is coupled to displayed/printed
orientation maps is discussed next. We begin with the complex number

LST = (I20, I11) = (

∫
((Dx + iDy)f)2,

∫
|(Dx + iDy)f |2) (3.3)

where I20 represents the directional part and I11 is a scalar measuring the
nondirectional part of the local image. Linear symmetry direction present in
I20, defines the direction of a local image along which it has a unique direction
for all of its isocurves, e.g. parallel ridges, a single line, or an edge. A unique
isocurve direction in this context is the direction along which the local image
varies the least upon a small translation.

ST (eq. (2) of Paper [B]), as a symmetric matrix is the result of alge-
braic computations reducing the problem of finding the mentioned direction
to a standard mathematical problem, the minimization of a quadratic form,
min kTSk. The information in the ST and LST are fully equivalent (one to
one, onto) and as follows

I20 = (λmax − λmin)e2∠umax (3.4)
I11 = λmax + λmin

where the largest eigenvalue λmax defines the corresponding eigenvector associ-
ated with it umax, the structure tensor. The Difference between the eigenvalues
express dominance of the fitted direction umax as compared to its orthogonal,
umin. This difference is an evidence for the presence of a unique orientation,
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albeit it is energy (contrast of an edge) dependent. Absence of linear symme-
try assumes randomly oriented gradients in the support (defined by the outer
scale σout of ST), or occurrence of (two, three, four...etc) jointly occurring and
maximally different orientations therein.

The inequality |I20| ≤ I11 holds with equality if and only if a single orienta-
tion fits the image perfectly, in which case λmin, the Total Least Square (TLS)
error of the fitting in the Fourier domain, vanishes, [1]. This is a case of unique
orientation and eigenvalues being different, i.e. λmax >> 0 and λmin = 0.
In other words, all local gradient vectors (in double angle representation) are
pointing in the same direction. A vectorial summation (or average) of such
(parallel) vectors then equals to the arithmetic (or average) summation of the
magnitudes of the vectors. The component I11 is used to normalize the com-
plex I20, the magnitude of which becomes a quality measure between 0 and
1, so that the magnitude of the result specifies the quality of the estimated
orientation in the support of ST, and the argument specifies the estimated
orientation.

The complex images I20 or I20/I11 can then be directly interpreted by
humans since they can be displayed as color-images, by steering H and V com-
ponents of color pixels, represented in HSV color space. Therein, argument,
and magnitude of complex pixels would steer H (scale) and V (intensity) re-
spectively, at maximum saturation. Having two degrees of freedom, the nor-
malized complex pixel values (subpart of the structure tensor) allow it to be
represented by two color components of a (three dimensional) color space. In
addition, HSV space complies with natural human colour perception, where
brighter parts (higher intensity V) of at highest color saturation (=vivid col-
ors) deservedly draw our attention. Orientation map, Fig. 3.8, is an extension
of commonly used images with gray valued pixels to a higher pixel dimension.
Pixels values are then (orientation)vectors in double angle representation, dis-
cussed next.

The local ridge orientation is an angle θ ∈ [0, 180], masking the difference
in orientation between α and 180 + α. Full range of 360, called direction here
next for convenience, will differ the ridge direction angles that are equivalent.
Therefore, we need to use a (ridge) direction representation that is invariant to
a rotation of 180 degrees, which, additionally allows for a continuous (smooth,
without jumps) when ridges rotate. Such a mapping is achieved by doubling the
angle of ridge gradient directions. However, this is already technically achieved
by the argument of I20 which corresponds to the double of the (common)
unique direction angles of parallel ridges in the support of ST.

The support of an ST is illustrated in 3.9 Right. From an engineering point
of view I20 is nothing but a vectorial averaging of (squared gradient) vectors
in such a support (not shown) except that the vectors are internally in double
angle representations before entering the vectorial averaging. It is thus an
average of "rectified" gradient vectors, such that those that differ with 180
degrees no longer do so after rectification, i.e. they are equivalent (and do not
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Figure 3.9: Left: Ridge direction angle. Right: Support area for estimating the
dominant orientation and gradient vectors

sum up to zero). The quantity I20/I11 is a vector where the orientation angle is
present in the direction of the vector in double angle. The quality of the angle
estimation is reflected in the magnitude of the vector. The angle representation
is however different than the commonly used gradient image representation in
color where there is a direct (not two-to-one) one-to-one connection between
the ridge (orthogonal) gradient angle and a hue representation of that angle.
Consequently, it is all the more important to have a reference circular image,
Fig. 3.8, acting as a legend for what a forensic expert not habituated to, the
color/orientation representation he sees.

To use a metaphor, in the era of black and white movies we had no possibil-
ity to be informed on the color of objects in movies. We were certainly aware of
this information loss when we were watching the movies of Charlie Chaplin but
we had to be content with what was available. Likewise, the forensic experts
are aware of that there is actually more to a fingermark than the constellation
of singularity points, but this is all what experts are offered to communicate
with machines. Machines can currently only extract and match with this infor-
mation in a way that an expert wants it. However, the expert wants also to use
more image information and pass it on the top of key points but is hindered by
that the machine is often not able to do the same on tenprints and certainly
not in fingermarks. We have to remember that already extracting the minutiae
from fingermarks is generally a huge challenge for machines (although the task
is feasible for them in tenprints). The contrary is also a problem because what
machines can do is too difficult and/or meaningless for humans who have to
deal with its consequences, e.g. experts, judges, attorneys, jury, defendants,
and victims.

In this context we have suggested dense orientation and frequency maps
even for fingermarks. We have suggested to represent them in color maps so
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that humans can evaluate and correct them by means of GUIs and legends in
an attempt to effectively improve the result of machines. In Paper [C], we have
suggested to compact this human interpretable information and represent it
as vectors to complement key points (just as the currently existing minutiae
directions complement minutia location information) so that machines can use
even dense maps when identifying key points. For this purpose, and the purpose
of ridge counting, it is important that what is to be used by machines in
subsequent automatic processing is extracted as reliably as possible. Although
the machine can do most of the chores when extracting fingermark orientations
(and frequencies) densely, the human expert must be offered to verify and
correct the results when needed. The human correction must also be allowed
to be "no color" for a region, which is possible in our representation. This
would mean that it is not possible to extract the desired information with
the currently available data, although the machine suggests otherwise for any
reason.

When suggesting human experts to interact with machines via dense color
maps, we have been assuming that it is easier for a forensic examiner to
correct entire regions by delimiting them or brushing them with color semi-
automatically. A motivation for this belief is that tracing the ridges one by
one, as it is done currently, is error prone, not the least because of the fatigue,
since the task is difficult and tedious. A reason is that backgrounds of finger-
mark images are often strongly structured and can interfere with fingermark
structures.

3.4 Discussion
Commonly high density frequency maps and orientation fields are not calcu-
lated in fingerprint recognition (tenprint to tenprint) in published studies. Due
to locally slow changes of ridge orientation and frequency, block-wise field esti-
mations are enough to enhance good quality tenprint images. In case of match-
ing fingermark to tenprint there is not nearly as much image knowledge avail-
able. Even if the enhancement is done on tenprints in the fingermark/tenprint
combination, the process of matching may need the full information of ten-
prints in tact to achieve a better recognition. The evaluation of the frequency
map of [22] (low-resolution dense map) against ours (high-resolution dense
map) evidences a measurable difference in favor of high resolution frequency
maps as detailed in paper [B].

The frequency estimation algorithm was tested on overlapping fingerprints
to demonstrate its use in multiple plane waves. The SD27 fingermarks contain
numerous minutia neighborhoods containing multiple planar waves, violating
single frequency and/or single orientation model. Experiments show that for
such cases other enhancement algorithms, e.g. [32], do not offer more discrim-
ination power to identity establishment. We think that extracting a single
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scalar from Short-Time Fourier Transform mathematical model (the position
of a peak) as frequency estimation does not handle more joint occurrences of
multiple wave patterns than the suggested algorithm if no additional heuristics
are utilized.

The current implementation of an orientation map is done by computing
STs, the parameters of which are obtained from the (global) average frequency
of the companion frequency map. In this (iterative) process it is assumed that
fingermark orientations have slow variations, and therefore ST parameters are
set globally, as determined automatically by the average frequency. Although
the (dense) frequency map is not used directly in the orientation map, it is used
indirectly. The enhancement of the original is done by projections on automatic
Gabor filter constructions for every pixel, which demand dense estimations
of both orientations and frequencies. Accordingly, dense frequency maps are
implicitly used to construct dense orientation maps and vice-versa, via the
enhanced image. This makes sense because fingermark areas left in crime scenes
are small (in comparison to tenprints) and variations in orientations can be
expected to be slow.

Experiments show that single parameter estimation for all STs in a finger-
mark was sufficient to yield favorable results in several tasks of forensic identi-
fication, i.e ridge counting, using frequency as minutia descriptor, in compar-
ison to state-of-the-art. However, further improvement can still be envisaged
as future development of the method. For example, estimating orientation and
frequency maps can be extended to include larger areas but one sub-window
at a time, and assuring that sub-windows overlap for continuity.

Forensic routines attempt to improve the quality of an identification by
providing expertise from two different examiners. It seems to be beneficial if
this procedure will be additionally supported by machines acting as "calcu-
lators" on demand for fingermark/tenprint measurements. For example, ridge
counting between all key points can be time consuming, since the number of
minutia pairs grows quadratically with the key points. Such exhaustive count-
ing may even not be desirable, even if it is easily computable since the results
would be too cluttered and not all counts would have a high reliability. Using
the results in Paper B, a machine could automatically select a subset of the
key points (assuming that they are already extracted) and count the ridges
between them. The presentation of the counts should show the selected pairs
and where the estimated locations of the ridges are. The forensic expert would
then be able to verify the results quickly and accept, reject, or even redraw
paths (not necessarily straight lines) between pairs of key points increasing the
total reliability of her decision making. The machine would not make a decision
but merely support the human expert with easily verifiable (by appropriate
GUIs) computations.

Ridge counting ground truth was not available in SD27. We performed in-
stead a manual verification for 100 minutiae pairs since exhaustive verification
would be prohibitive (on +70’000 paths). We counted then the corresponding
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paths in both mates (tenprint/fingermark) visually. The manual verification
suggests accurate computation of ridge-counts in conformance with the real-
ity. Since the locations and the labels of minutiae of SD27 were available from
Paper A, the two ridge counts on the same path in both mates should also
agree, if the counts and locations are accurate. This allowed an additional (au-
tomatic) evaluation of the ridge counts. As detailed in the paper, between 78
% and 82 % agreement (within 1 ridge distance error) could be verified using
+6000 through +70000 different paths. Remembering that the disagreements
could also be due to inaccuracies in localization of the minutiae, and that a
human expert can verify the computed ridge locations by a graphical inter-
face, the results support the conclusion that our ridge-counting is accurate on
fingermarks.





Chapter 4

Extracting features from
dense vector fields

4.1 Motivation
"Tårta förstås", sa Lillebror. "Jag får en födelsedagstårta med åtta ljus på."

"Jaså", sa Karlsson. "Du, jag har ett förslag!"
"Vad då", frågade Lillebror.

"Kan du inte be din mamma att du får åtta tårtor och ett ljus istället?"
Karlsson på taket, Astrid Lindgren

Can a person be identified with characteristics of the image around a single
point (minutia)? Put differently, can a point be characterized by the image
information around it so that the point becomes so unique that it can be
recognized among other points? If the latter is not strictly achieved, i.e. can
the point be characterized to belong to a unique category of fingers, instead
of a unique finger? These were some of the questions that have motivated the
study behind Paper [C]. They are also relevant to other applications of image
analysis, thus fundamental, we believe.

We suggest novel descriptors representing image information around key
points to enforce the uniqueness of their "identity". Thereby we wish to en-
able a machine algorithm to pull out the matching tenprint of fingermark based
on fewer minutia but with extended descriptors. Each of our descriptors are
equipped with its own quality measure. Sample fingermarks with as few as 5
minutiae were possible to establish identities for, e.g. Fig. 4.1. An additional
reason for why image based novel features are needed in forensic fingermark
recognition is that they occupy small (physical) areas compared to tenprints.
Accordingly, as much information as possible should be extracted from them,
not only singularity points. Current state-of-the-art systems used by forensic
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experts employ coordinates of singularity points and their directions only. This
is often not enough for identification due to the too few available singularity
points. We propose usage of rotation invariant features since the global orien-
tation of fingermarks (the orientation of the finger as it leaves a fingermark
on a surface) found on crime scenes is often not possible to estimate accu-
rately. Also using rotation invariant orientation features allows us to make
each minutia independent of other minutia, i.e. minutia constellation.

Additionally, the local structure of the fingerprint is less stable as compared
to the global structure. Even if a fingerprint quality is poor, matching is still
possible if entire fingerprint available is large [33]. Forensic fingerprints often
possess less amount of image and minutia information, as well as complicated
noise types, constraining us from using and comparing to the methods ([34],
[14]) working well for traditional (biometrics) fingerprint images.

4.2 Approach Description
"Think globally, act locally"

As a feature to describe the local image structure around a key point we use
orientation or a change of gray value in one direction. To be more precise we
describe the dense orientation field around the point rather than the image.
Later, the concept is extended to describe dense frequency maps, because as it
has been shown in Paper [B], even the local frequency is an angle, at least as
it is delivered by the estimation algorithm. When more advanced structured
than constant orientation are allowed in the model, the model can extend the
simple orientation concept described by LST (3.3) to include other isocurves
than straight lines.

The Generalized Structure Tensor, GST, can be defined in curvilinear
(ξ(x, y), η(x, y) coordinates, where (ξ, η) constitute a harmonic function pair.
GST has the ability to detect the orientation of isocurves of a local image,
when orientation is interpreted in harmonic coordinates ξ, η. An easy way of
obtaining harmonic function pairs is use of analytic functions as generators.
The real and imaginary parts of an analytic function, g(z), are always harmonic
pairs, i.e. <(g(z)) = ξ(x, y), =(g(z)) = η(x, y). The ordinary ST is obtained
thereby as a special case of GST by the simplest analytic function transforming
z, namely the identity transformation, g(z) = z, mapping z on itself, where
ξ = x, and η = y. The ordinary ST measures the orientation angle (doubled) of
isocurves of the type ax+ by = constant, i.e. the 2 arctan(b/a). GST measures
the orientation angle (doubled) of isocurves of the type aξ+bη = constant, i.e.
the 2 arctan(b/a). In other coordinate systems than Cartesian, the isocurves
(the orientation angles of which are measured) are not straight lines. When
such isocurves are "parallel", it is meant that they are parallel in the (ξ, η)
coordinates, i.e. they share the same 2 arctan(b/a) but each such curve has its
own constant in aξ + bη = constant.
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Figure 4.1: Sample fingermark of SD27 database with 5 minutia points used for
identification (pink). Additional three points were extracted by the examiner
at the analysis step but later excluded as not present in the corresponding
tenprint (green). Thus there are two minutia annotations available, one called
Matched set, where every minutia in a fingermark has a matching minutia in
its corresponding tenprint, and the other called Ideal set, where in addition to
common minutiae there can also be minutiae that do not exist in the matching
fingerprint. These sets are detailed in Chapter 2 and Paper [A].

For example, isocurves of a "spiral" space are defined by the following
equation

g(z) = log(|x+ iy|) + i arg(x+ iy) (4.1)

Members of spiral families have built-in rotation invariance which is a desirable
property in forensic applications where the global (finger) orientation often is
not known. In GST one filter detects all members of the modeled isocurve
family. This applies to the spiral family too, i.e. the presence of any spiral
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· · · z−1 z−0.5 log(z) z0.5 z1 z1.5 z2 z2.5 · · ·

Table 4.1: The used analytic functions in GST

family member and its orientation angle are estimated by a single filter devoted
to the spiral family. The orientation angle of a spiral is its level of twist or
chirality, see Fig. 4.2 where these angles are marked for two spiral images.

The list of symmetric patterns detectable by GST can be made infinitely
long. This is because any analytic function g(z) generates a harmonic curve
(coordinate) pair ξ, η, and all patterns having iso-curves aξ + bη = constant
will be detectable provided that ξ (or η) is known to GST. This detection
of symmetry patterns and measure of the angle 2 arctan(b/a), is equivalent
to fitting a line in the Fourier domain of the image containing the pattern
where the Fourier Transform is taken w.r.t. ξ, η coordinates (not x, y). How-
ever, ST as well as GST is able to detect the presence of the patterns and
estimate their "orientation" (=2 arctan(b/a)) without Fourier transformation,
directly in spatial domain. For this GST uses dense orientation fields, i.e. those
generated by ST, to detect its symmetric curves and estimate the orientation.

In Paper [C], we have suggested to use a particular set of analytic functions,
Table 4.1, to generate harmonic functions and the series of symmetric patterns
associated with them, as illustrated by top row of Fig. 3 of the paper and
generated by the (real and imaginary parts of the) analytic functions.

Each of the real and imaginary parts of these functions represent a curvi-
linear coordinate system in which a "line" is actually a curve in Cartesian
coordinates. If an image around a point has isocurves as described by one
family of these curvilinear coordinates then the local image has an orientation
can be detected by a GST specific for that curvilinear coordinate system. The
detection of the orientation is done by applying a single complex filter, de-
termined by the analytic function above, Paper [C] eq. (8), to the (ordinary)
orientation map of the original image (I20, or I20/I11, as suggested in paper
[B] for fingermarks). These complex filters, turn out to have integer angular
frequencies in the complex term, Paper [C], eq. (8). From this it follows that
the above analytic functions are not randomly obtained but these are selected
such that their corresponding filters constitute a Fourier basis in the angular
direction. As such estimating the orientation in an image (neighborhood) in
the above series of curvilinear coordinates corresponds to analysis (by recon-
struction) of the dense orientation map via the orthogonal Fourier basis in the
angular direction.

Furthermore, the analysis (by reconstruction) is extended to the radial
direction where the center is the common (singularity) point by suggesting a
novel way of obtaining GST filters where the common point is the origin of
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Figure 4.2: First column (left) is a ring around a fingermark and its orientation
map in color. Next column is the parabolic curve family having zero degrees
orientation in a ring with the complex GST filter detecting all members of
the parabolic curve family (color ring). Different members differ with global
rotation of the zero degrees pattern. Third column shows two members of the
(same) parabolic curve family with the intrinsic orientation of each pattern
shown in yellow. The fourth column is ditto but showing two members of the
spiral family, with their respective orientation angle marked with yellow. The
orientation angle of a member of a harmonic curve family (e.g. those in the
third and fourth columns) is determined by the orientation of a line in the
respective curvilinear coordinates. For example it is arctan(b/a) where a, b are
coefficients in the equation of a spiral a log r + bϕ = constant, marked as the
angles in the Fourth column. These intrinsic angles (yellow) are measured by
GST along with a quality quantity representing the goodness of curve fitting.

all curvilinear coordinates and a key point. The overlaps of these filters are
steerable so that arbitrary small overlaps can be achieved making the filters
arbitrarily close to orthogonal filters, even in the radial direction, Paper [C],
Fig. 10. In turn this allows to obtain a series of GSTs which in themselves do
Fourier analysis of orientation maps in essentially non-overlapping rings. If the
number of different rings and GSTs within are increased, one can reconstruct
the orientation field around any (image) point up to arbitrary accuracy, while
each obtained coefficient is an orientation estimation in a predefined harmonic
curve family.

In previous studies, in addition to orientation maps, reinterpretations of
the linear structure tensor have been used to find interest points, in 2D [35]
as well as in 3D [36]. The idea is based on detecting lack of a dominant ori-
entation. The concept came to define "cornerness" and it has been used in
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many applications. This is because a presence of orientation as well as a lack
that of, are verifiable by use of ST. This is typically done by heuristically con-
structed algebraic expressions testing the closeness of the eigenvalues of ST.
Harris corner detector, [37]

λmaxλmin − κ(λmax + λmin)2 = (λmax − λmin)2 + κ−1λmaxλmin, κ ≈ 0.04
(4.2)

is an example where the lack of orientation is tested rather than presence of a
corner because there is no explicit corner model in their study. Note that this
algebraic expression of eigenvalues becomes large when the eigenvalues in the
first term are close to each other, if at the same time both eigenvalues are large
causing the second term to surge signaling the presence of corner (by way of
lack of orientation). Forstner and Gulch [38] have taken a similar approach to
quantify cornerness, via an algebraic testing of the closeness of the eigenvalues
of ST.

There is a concept of "Tensor" processing , [39], [40] that is related to
ST, [1, 41], and used to apply to images with high dimensional coordinates,
x1, · · ·xn where n > 2 and the coordinates are Cartesian. Example image types
include sequence of images as in video or slices of a volume as in computer
tomography. The tensor is computed for a local image around an image point
and is capable to tell if the neighborhood belongs to one of the n predefined
categories. In n = 3 these types are called "plate", "stick" and "ball", [40],
and are easily found by decomposing ST (eigenvalue decomposition) into a
sum of plate, stick and ball tensors. The decomposition (and thereby classifi-
cation and the subsequent processing) is always possible given a ST of a point,
because ST encodes the statistics of the concentration of energy in the Fourier
Transformation of the local image, [41], [21]. By way of example there are 3
types of extreme concentrations, plane, line and point, in 3D corresponding
to 2-d, 1-d, and 0-d hyperplanes on which energy concentrations can occur in
the Fourier domain, etc. Thus this extension of Tensor concept is purely in
the number of Cartesian dimension, n, and seeks to explain the local image
by the ordinary ST albeit in n-D. An interest of this decomposition in terms
of the natural concentrations of hyperplanes (in Fourier Domain) is that the
tensor decomposition automatically suggests algebraic expressions for testing
presence of planes, lines, and points (=corners) by orientation statistics. ST
decomposition into its more basic tensors (plane, line, point) brings a system-
atization to interpretation of the eigenvalues of ST, without heuristics.

The GSTs, which we have used in Paper [C], are applied uniquely to images
with coordinate dimension n = 2, where there are only two types of Fourier
Transform concentrations, line and point concentrations. However, it is the
coordinate types that are generalized in an infinite number of variations, not
the number of dimensions. Thus not only Cartesian coordinates, x, y but also
each harmonic mapping of them as obtained by an arbitrary analytic function
g(z) = ξ(x, y) + iη(x, y), e.g. log(z),

√
(z), z2, etc. (with z = x+ iy ) can gen-
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erate a GST which describes the statistics of concentration of the FT (taken in
the respective ξ, η coordinates). For a taxonomy of tensors and the orientation
types associated with them we refer to [21].

In applications of fingerprints, two sets of harmonic families have been used
in GST to detect singularity points of type cores or deltas [42]. These were
used to quantify if the entire neighborhood, not just a ring, can be explained
by members of harmonic families. In paper [C], we have used these (and more)
families too, but to describe (image) rings around a point of interest (rather
than the entire neighborhoods).

We have suggested to use the ability of GST to detect the presence of
curve families and to measure their orientation angles around an arbitrary
image point. We have applied this to forensic fingerprints and iris images to
establish the human identity behind such images. In our approach we use
first the ordinary structure tensor to obtain the orientation maps, then sub-
sequently we apply the generalized structure tensor to obtain feature vectors
from these maps. This establishes a mathematical framework for extraction of
visually meaningful features, and at the same time quality measures associated
with them via GSTs, which we believe is useful for also other image analysis
applications. Implementation of GST is a discrete convolution between LST
of an image and a (novel) series of filter family similar to symmetry derivative
filters angularly, [20], but more precisely steerable in the radial direction, see
paper [C] for details. The convolution kernel (filter) is complex valued, as are
the symmetry derivative filters, resulting in complex valued feature vectors.
We represent the complex filters as color images, using the same displaying
technique presented previously (Sec. 3.3) in Fig. 4.2 Left.

Details of the algorithm of feature extraction are described in the paper.
However, a stylistic version of it, and the context it is used in, is illustrated
in Fig. 4.3. In a preprocessing step, an enhanced orientation map of the origi-
nal fingermark is obtained iteratively as detailed in Paper [B]. The enhanced
orientation map is displayed as a colour image. The expert is given a chance
to correct the regions with false colors (orientations are estimated but they do
not correspond to those of fingermark ridges) or no-colors (poorly estimated
orientations). The expert manually or semi-automatically extracts a set of sin-
gularity points. Then these are presented to our feature extraction algorithm.
The algorithm decomposes the orientation map within concentric rings around
each singularity point into a set of predetermined family of curves. Concentric
rings are obtained by means of filters with radial functions having peaks and
peak-widths progressing geometrically, to preserve and use the available infor-
mation around singularity points systematically. We have developed a frame-
work for controlling the overlapping areas of filter functions and the locations
of the peaks by few parameters, as summarized in Lemmas of the paper [C].

We demonstrated that our feature extraction generalizes to describe other
vector maps well, not only those representing local curve orientations. In paper
[B] it was shown that even spatial frequency information and the quality are
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the context of our feature extraction method and
the summary of the features

estimated as angles and scalars, respectively, that can be merged into a vector
field. This was possible with the discovered connection between the frequency
and the orientation of a line fitted to the log-space of the trace of the ST. In
Paper [C] we have shown that the frequency map around singularity points
contains valuable, identity specific information, that can be extracted and
encoded by our features. This was observed already in Paper [B], where the
frequency map as is, without compaction by SAFE features, was shown to
contain valuable (minutia) identity specific information.

Both an orientation map and a frequency map originate from poor qual-
ity images in forensics. Accordingly they cannot always be reliably extracted
with a lights-off algorithm, including our iterative algorithm presented in Pa-
per [B]. However, using a color map, the examiners can be equipped with the
ability to correct semi-automatically the automatically extracted orientation
and frequency maps by painting in them with user friendly GUIs. Our fea-
ture extraction in paper [C], has however been applied to fully automatically
extracted orientation and frequency maps, to allow evaluation of its results.

As mentioned above, we have proposed to project the orientation map
of an image at different tori around points of interest on a base of harmonic
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functions. These projections, themselves are structure tensor computations but
in the coordinates defined by curvilinear bases, Fig. 4.2 Left. This procedure
has allowed us to construct a feature vector for each key point, e.g. minutia,
of a fingerprint image. Such a projection can be seen as a verification of the
conformance of the input data with a model (as represented by a filter, which
in turn represents a curve family), making our feature extraction model-based.
Model-based feature extractor provides grounds not only for unique description
of a signal (by means of the model), but also for an error (certainty/quality)
estimation of a fit. While we project the complex valued orientation map on
the complex filter, we are thereby searching for a specific symmetric structure
in the underlying gray images, Fig. 4.2. Such a projection result is a complex
scalar which is the filter response, as all scalar products are implemented via
convolutions.

We have shown that the filter response magnitude represents a quality mea-
sure for the presence of a member of the curve family, in the corresponding
torus. At the same time the filter responses are coefficients of projections on
orthogonal functions. This double meaning of the coefficients allows to con-
clude, by way of example, that the ring neighborhood of point A (Fig. 4.2 Left)
has 0.1 amount of parabolic symmetry, 0.8 linear symmetry and 0.01 hyper-
bolic symmetry and 0.05 amount of circular/spiral symmetry, etc., which is
description of the content but also allows reconstruction. The latter is because
the orientation map in the ring can be reconstructed by these coefficients. The
argument of each complex coefficient (filter response) tells which family mem-
ber of the corresponding curve family best explains the torus, since for each
angle there is a unique "orientation", though the meaning of "orientation"
varies from curve family to family, e.g. Fig. 4.2. Because each filter response is
complex valued, it can be displayed as a color image, using the same technique
as (HSV color space) described in Sec. 3.3. In a way, one can say that our fea-
tures are more "colorful" than state-of-the-art because they are orientations
with well defined visual interpretations (in terms of curve-families) and built
in quality measures (in terms of Total Least Square Error fits).

Our feature vector represents the orientation map around minutia com-
pactly (with tens of complex scalars we are describing hundreds of complex
pixels in tori), and it contains both dependent and independent components of
global (finger) direction. Absolutely rotation independent components are ob-
tained by projecting the ordinary orientation map (of lines) on the (orientation
map of) Spirals Space. The global direction steerable/dependent components
are obtained similarly but by projecting the orientation maps of tori on other
curve families, (achieved by complex convolution). The global direction depen-
dent filter responses have however an interesting property namely that when
the image (finger) rotates globally with ∆ϕ, the filter responses arguments
get translated with p∆ϕ with p being an integer determined by the symme-
try order of the curve family (of the filter). That is the filter responses are
(mathematically) invariant to rotation in the sense that the filter responses
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of two SAFE feature vectors as two images before and
after rotation compensation with a known global rotation. Left: the features
are before compensation, Right: the features are after compensation. Note
that the green column corresponds to the spiral family which is invariant to
rotation. Each row corresponds to a torus whereas a column represents the
same symmetry (curve family)

are compensatable to known rotations without a need to project the rotated
images. In paper [C] this mathematical invariance is detailed in Sec. 3-D, and
in eq. (18). Here Fig. 4.4 illustrates the rotation compensation of presented
features.

One can notice that all the filters are highly symmetrical and the underlying
gray-image patterns are also highly symmetrical, explaining the acronym we
chose for our descriptor, SAFE (Symmetry Assessment by Finite Extension).

Independent of ridge counting, and dense absolute frequency maps, orien-
tation maps are critically important for automatic fingerprint processing e.g.
for minutia, core and delta points extraction. It is also typical for fingermarks
that the quality of ridges in certain regions of the image are so poor that the
ridges in such regions are only perceivable thanks to the (somewhat) higher
quality in the neighboring regions. Built-in quality estimates exist on the two
critically important layers of signal processing of our features. First, they help
to reveal the amount of the available high quality data even before orienta-
tion maps are input the feature extraction processing of a fingermark so that
a human expert can verify and correct them. Second, the explanation power
of each symmetry type for a particular (ring) region is clearly visible if the
feature vector (which is a matrix) is displayed as a color image, e.g. Fig. 4.4.
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The resulting feature vector can be used to improve the odds of extracting
the matching image from the database of tenprints. Our and a previous study
[43] show that angle and coordinate of minutia as feature, can be complemented
with image based information to improve the performance and the quality of
the fingermark identification. Possible additional features can include ridge
counts, which are done manually by human examiners currently, but can be
transferred to machines which can count and present them with appropriate
GUIs for verification by human experts.

All image information around the point of interest must ideally be taken
into account, which is important for forensic images where only small amounts
of useful information are available. The suggested mathematical framework
includes finite expansion of the orientation map of an image, where each pro-
jection is an independent GST in a well controlled torus. This framework
facilitates to adapt the method to different applications because the meaning
of each feature is well understood in terms of (a priori known) symmetric curve
families.

All curve families but one (which is the curve family representing straight
lines, ridges and edges, etc) which we use in GSTs are well localized, i.e. object-
based. Each such curve family has a unique (mathematical) singularity at the
origin of the (curvilinear) coordinate system. This fundamental singularity
existed in the original filters of the respective GSTs detecting the respective
curves, [20, 44, 45], and are evidently present in the novel filters too, Paper [C].
It means that the location of a point of interest matters w.r.t. the surrounding
image pattern and vice versa i.e., the extracted features would change signifi-
cantly if the feature is extracted from even a point nearby the true singularity
point. This behaviour is desirable since the features attempt then to extract
point specific rather than region specific image structures. Consequently, the
feature vector will attempt to equip the point on which it is associated with,
with a unique identity extracted from the image pattern, hopefully, present in
the neighborhood. If this information is not present in the neighborhood, the
result will be a complex value close to zero.

In the paper, we have therefore put forward that the SAFE features, as de-
scriptors of points of interest, measure the particle nature of the surrounding
image neighborhood. This is to be contrasted to what we called wave (tex-
tures), e.g. linear symmetry features. Wave features should be constant when
extracted for local neighborhoods of a wave, meaning that they should not
at all be sensitive to location if they are extracted in a completely different
location of the image, as long as the new location is part of the (same) wave.
It is a fundamental nature of waves that they are repetitive and everywhere,
(not localized).

To be precise, features measuring the wave nature are present even in a
SAFE feature vector, one per torus, wherein we have extract ∼10 times more
features (the linear symmetry component). If an application demands it how-
ever, it can be deleted from the SAFE vector, since its wave nature, as well as
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which filters they correspond to (and therefore not to be used), are established.
We have included it deliberately for two reasons. First, it is not sure that it
is desirable to ignore all wave type characterization of a neighborhood. An
expert may want to include information sensitive to whether or not a minutia
is close to a core or a delta point in the information describing the minutia.
If the minutia is peripheral (w.r.t. cores or deltas) then it is known that it
tends to have little orientation variation around it. Linear symmetry measures
exactly this, the presence of a uniform orientation. Second, The collection of
GSTs become (mathematically) complete to represent any non-zero orienta-
tion map (per torus), since this GST represents the DC component of the
angular Fourier Transform. It means that if the norm of a SAFE vector equals
to the norm of the DC component, then there is nothing but a planar wave
with a perfect orientation (a sinusoid in the torus). This information can be
or not desirable to know in an application. The analogical metaphor that an
application may reject or accept a visual feature is 6 and 9 in digit recognition.
In many applications we want to measure rotation invariant visual properties
(including fingerprint recognition), but in this case we do not, else we can not
differentiate a 6 from a 9, etc.

As mentioned, Linear symmetry features which correspond to curves having
a common (constant) direction, are also detectable by GST formalism. The
GST reduces then to an ordinary ST, with its filter (outer scale) detecting the
curves being a Gaussian in the original formulation, [1]. A Gaussian is a real
valued function, as opposed to filters detecting the other symmetric patterns,
which are complex. In other words neither the curves, nor the filter detecting
linear symmetry have neither intrinsic, nor unique (singularity) point to anchor
the neighboring patterns to. Nonetheless, in SAFE features, the associated
filter of the Linearly Symmetric patterns is a real torus having a singularity
at the origin.

This singularity is not an essential singularity of the Linearly Symmetric
patterns that the filter aims to detect. The singularity in the corresponding
SAFE features is induced by our desire to define the (spatial) support of the
(G)ST, to be a torus, which in turn is caused by our desire to make the SAFE
features complete. However artificial or external it may appear, this "imposed"
requirement has actually never been contradicted by the theory of ST. This is
because the Gaussian filter in ST, even in the original formulation, was meant
to define the (spatial) support in which the Linear Symmetry features were
to be measured. That ST has been used to extract local features in circular
(filled, not rings) neighborhoods, does not exclude its ability to model and
measure the same but in any other type of spatial support, (e.g. a ring, two
attaching rings like the digit 8, etc).

Because the convolution of a Gaussian with a Gaussian is another Gaussian,
and the convolution of a Gaussian with a (complex) torus is another (complex)
torus, the complex filters of GST originally suggested to be applied directly to
Infinitesimal Linear Symmetry images, i.e. to complex images of (fx + ify)2 =
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f2x−f2y +ifxfy (without smoothing by the outer scale Gaussian of the ST), can
be applied to any orientation map represented in double angles (of gradient
directions) and the responses still retain the same meaning (of fitting members
of curve families to the image). This is what we also did in Paper [C], i.e the
input to the finite expansion of SAFE features is an (enhanced) orientation
map, i.e. STs computed at local circular supports.

Accordingly, the intention behind using linear symmetry in the "opposite"
sense to its nature, which is to identify the presence of linearly symmetric
regions, is thereby justified and is not opposite to the original meaning of ST.
This is because we use them to explain global variations of orientation maps
around minutia points. We are aware of that they are translation invariant
(wave nature) even when used with real valued torus filters, which do have
a singularity. This use of Linear Symmetry extraction (orientation) in tori, is
however, in a much coarser level than its other use to extract the orientation
maps, paper [B], where the scale is finer (at most a few ridge distances). In both
cases however the support (ring and Gaussian respectively) are purely real (else
it is not linear symmetry orientations that are measured per construction. We
recall that only when the spatial support of the filter is complex when filtering
I20, we obtain fitting of non-linear curve structures. This was used to detect
singularity points such as cores and deltas of fingerprint images [42], which
have even larger spatial supports our tori.

A SAFE vector at an image point is intended to uniquely define the point
(e.g. a minutia), via the vector field patterns around it. We have used complex
filters (nine per tours) which were originally suggested to extract (orienta-
tion) parameters of curvilinear patterns at exponentially increasing radii, in
tori with exponentially increasing thicknesses to describe the true orientation
maps (vector fields) but also the frequency (represented as vector fields, Pa-
per [B]). We presented experimental results of identification and verification
of single core points and minutia points in fingermarks against their tenprint
correspondences, by using our SAFE features on both types of maps, true ori-
entation maps, and artificial orientation maps (frequency maps). The latter
was possible because SAFE features, being finite expansions of vector fields
on one hand are not limited to represent orientation maps as they come from
STs. On the other hand, we can no longer interpret the delivered coefficients
(elements of a SAFE vector) as evidence for membership in harmonic curve
families. If a coefficient magnitude is large we cannot say that it represents an
orientation singling out one member of the harmonic curve families detailed
here and in the paper, because the input vector field is not a field representing
the local orientation, (here the absolute frequency which happens to be in a
vector representation).

The SAFE feature vector remains invariant under global rotation (when
proper rotation compensation is made). Such a compensation can be made
according to an externally provided orientation (e.g. the orientation of the
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minutia delivered by a human expert) or , provided that it is non-zero, also
automatically by the complex response of the parabolic symmetry in any torus.

All SAFE features are by definition also invariant to the true location of
the singularity point (global translation invariance). That is the feature vector
extracted at a point of a tenprint, and the one extracted in the corresponding
point of the matching fingermark will be the same, if the fingermark has un-
dergone a translation (only) w.r.t. the tenprint. This assumes that the neigh-
borhoods of the respective points are fully visible to the feature extractor.
However the SAFE vector will change if it is placed in a false location, i.e. not
exactly at the same singularity point (local translation sensitivity). This de-
sired sensitivity should not be confused with its desired insensitivity to global
translations, because the latter insensitivity is when the true location is trans-
lated elsewhere in another image whereas the former is due to the translation
of the current point (which is a true point) to another point (which is a false
point, even if the displacement is small).

In the experimental section of paper [C] we have extracted SAFE features
at minutiae and cores. The reason for not using delta points is their more com-
plicated interpretation in terms of their three-folded ambiguity w.r.t. global
rotation, Fig. 4.5, in case some delta points really turned out to be perfectly
three folded ambiguous. This in turn would be less effective to demonstrate
how our rotation compensation works, pedagogically. This does not mean that
all delta points are perfectly three folded symmetric and are therefore use-
less SAFE features in fingermarks. By contrast, most individuals deltas are
not perfectly three folded, meaning that there is a good chance that they can
provide distinctive identity. Such a study is however left as future work.

We have used the annotation of SD27 when performing our experiments
on recognizing cores and minutiae deliberately, to free SAFE features from the
burden of i) having used locations that are not extracted by humans whereas
we have suggested the features for exactly such a scenario, ii) having used
location information that are not easily repeatable or accessible if automatic
techniques would have been used for localization. However, automatic estima-
tion of minutia and core directions (as well as their locations) is possible with
the same GST, at least for tenprints, [46]. A possible study of SAFE features,
do include GST?s, to suggest automatically the minutia and core points of a
fingermark to a human expert is left as a future study.

The SD27 database comprises 258 tenprint/fingermark pairs while the
number of cores existing both in tenprint/fingermark mates is 263. This is
explained by that, some pairs of tenprint/fingermark mates had more than
one core each (e.g. loop) and some pairs had none.

As it was established when sanitizing the database, Paper [A], and also
observed (but not detailed) by [43], there are two fingermarks in SD27 hav-
ing the same tenprint mate but with different areas of the latter matching
the two fingermarks. Thus the same tenprint is present in two different ten-
print/fingermark mates. If we would suggest identification on a person level,
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one pair needs to be excluded, at least from impostor tests. However, in or-
der to analyze the identification power of a single point, we facilitated the
point level identification and therefore left both images. It is worth noting
that fingermarks are originated from (almost) non-overlapping areas of ten-
print. Common minutia were excluded from the experiments.

We have presented recognition of people by their periocular regions of their
faces. The periocular dataset we have used (BIOSEC database) has required
less annotation expertise and therefore provided a larger test set in terms of
the number of (periocular) images used in the evaluation (1200), although
the number of different people was (75) less than that of SD27. In the iden-
tity recognition experiments we have sought support for the usefulness of the
proposed SAFE descriptors in a problem where we knew that i) Gabor (mag-
nitude) were among the most successful feature extractors for the problem,
and ii) that Gabor (magnitude) responses excel in texture description, i.e.
equipping regions with identity. The results confirm that SAFE descriptors
nonetheless succeeded to improve the recognition performance offered by Ga-
bor features when used in combination. However, they do not outperform the
Gabor features when both used alone. We think that, this is because the iris
region has both texture (wave) and object (particle) type of information al-
though texture type information is the most dominant. This supports the view
that SAFE features extract (object type) information that is not accessible to
powerful texture features, because they are not as good object type feature
extractors.

4.3 Discussion
In the paper we have suggested a set of features, SAFE descriptors, that ex-
tract image information around key points and can bring in novel recognition
power to the traditional features, (minutia, core and delta points, and their
directions).

SAFE features are orientation steerable, i.e. there is no need to rotate the
reference image towards the test image, since the descriptors can be compen-
sated for rotation by complex multiplication. In that sense they are rotation
invariant. The spiral features subset is in any case absolutely invariant–no need
to even rotation compensation.

We have provided experimental support for their usefulness based on single
key point recognition. The end goal of these descriptors is to be complementary
to the state-of-the-art features used for forensic fingerprints, a constellation of
the key points. However, to extend the features such that their recognition
power is combined with the existing key point constellation matchers is left
out as a future study, as we had to focus our study.

The focus of our study has been to demonstrate the usefulness of image
information, in particular as expressed by orientation and frequency maps.
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The problem was to find a suitable mathematical framework to extract this
information compactly and yet make sure that the extracted information is
interpretable by humans. The latter was important, because the idea was to
use a human expert to evaluate and correct the extracted features.

Accordingly our experimental and theoretical contributions had to focus
on empowering single points with their own identity to the extent their in-
dividual image neighborhoods permit. This focus is also useful for in depth
understanding of these features alone, isolated from effects of other modules
in a full system of recognition procedure (which may or may not involve au-
tomatic machine processing). We think that this promotes repeatability.

The GST interpretation of complex filtering as an alternative to General-
ized Hough Transform was introduced in [47] which in turn used the theoretical
results that i) all analytic functions generate harmonic functions defining lines
in curvilinear coordinates, and ii) the orientations of "lines" in such curvilinear
coordinates can be determined using a single complex filter as suggested in,
[45]. Three studies have been built on these studies, [48], [49], and [20] with
partial overlap. The separable filters estimating I20, given in [20] are similar
to those suggested by [48] to describe the orientation in the local image.

The main novelties of [20] in comparison to [48] are i) it enhances I20 that
encodes the orientation of the pattern with the total error measurement I11 so
that these are fully equivalent to GST, ii) through the tensor, [20] fits a har-
monic curve family to the iso-curves of the image that satisfies the total least
squares optimality criterion, and iii) theorems on and introduction of symme-
try derivatives of Gaussians, facilitating understanding the relationship of the
filters (and the curve families) to each other. Paper [C] positions itself w.r.t.
[20] as the introducer of a viable mechanism to steer the complex filters such
that they are in geometric progression in their spatial support peaks as well as
widths. Moreover, the idea of completeness in the radial direction is enabled so
that GST responses, that can be extracted individually using standalone curve
models (even without the function expansion idea), can be combined to con-
stitute a finite (orthogonal) expansion allowing visually meaningful analysis
(by synthesis).

In [50] it was shown that additional image based features have the poten-
tial to improve the recognition, but these results were due to (commercial)
features which were not disclosed. We have here suggested novel image based
descriptors whose inner workings have been analyzed theoretically as well as
in practice. We are not aware of a prior published study using image features
(to add-on to minutia features) in forensic fingerprint matching in general, on
the only publicly available forensic database, SD27, in particular.

The SD27 contains fingermarks representing genuine orientation of ridges
blended with background orientation. We think that the reported results are
significant in that without using minutia constellation information, but by us-
ing only (automatically obtained) orientation information around key points
(mostly one key point per latent) we were able to obtain a performance simi-
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lar to minutia constellation. Evidently the problem of interfering background
orientation is not resolved 100%. However, we think that the features con-
tribute to this nonetheless, because an expert in the real scenario will be able
to assess/correct the orientations around the few key points she/he deems
important, before orientations are actually encoded into SAFE vectors.

This scenario (evaluating machine results) is realistic because in forensics,
courts will not accept automatically extracted minutia from fingermarks. All
minutia, core, delta points related measurements and other measurements from
crime scenes must be verified by human experts. The neighborhoods of latents
we used come from minutiae extracted by FBI experts whereby they are equiv-
alents of case data. By contrast the description of such neighborhoods by our
features were automatic in the experiments and therefore the results should
be interpretable by humans to be verifiable by them. Therefore we think that
the additional provision that the orientation (and frequency) fields can be ver-
ified/corrected by human experts because the fields can be visualized as color
images is a useful novelty.

There is an additional provision that the machine can reconstruct an ori-
entation map from a SAFE vector using the inverse Fourier Transform (of the
SAFE coefficients), which can be presented to an expert to see what orien-
tation map actually has been used in matching a minutia neighborhood in a
fingermark to that of a tenprint. This would increase the confidence of the hu-
man expert in her final decision. As this would involve a GUI development and
it is difficult to evaluate it quantitatively, other than what we already did, we
have left it out of the focus of our study, though useful to forensic examiners.

Testing and comparison to "other" automatic feature extraction algorithms
was not available to us via prior published studies, since single point features
have not been studied. Single point features that we have evaluated are not
meant to be in competition with the key point constellation-based features,
but meant to be used in completion to them. Our goal was to evaluate the
usefulness of the automatically extracted image features from extremely poor
quality images. The latter was evaluated by relating the image-based features
to the benchmark, the constellation based identification, with the intention of
fusion of both in the future.

The suggested descriptor evaluates the image information in the surround-
ing of a point. For fingerprint images if the point is a minutia then its neigh-
bourhood is more or less expressive in terms of its orientation or frequency
map depending on how far it is from a core or delta point. If the minutia is
far away, then it is likely that the strongest symmetries in its SAFE vector
are of the linear symmetry type (DC-components in tori). Evidently, such a
minutia will only weakly be afforded a unique identity and a unique location
using only the image information, Fig. 4.5 Left. If by contrast the minutia is
close to a delta or core then other symmetry types (than Linear Symmetry)
will also have significant magnitude. Such a minutia will then be highly likely
to be described and located uniquely by SAFE features, Fig. 4.5 Right. This
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Figure 4.5: Two local images at different locations of a fingerprint, with corre-
sponding orientation maps, (Left column) One far from a delta or core point,
and (Right column) another in the vicinity of a delta point.

has motivated us to use minutia points close to deltas or cores in parts of the
experiments in Paper [C], to study the object description capacity of SAFE
features.

Nonetheless, we think that there is a potential of avoiding to select which
minutia to empower with SAFE features, because when a minutia is unique
alone (without constellation information), this is indicated by the fraction of
the energy in the non-DC components of SAFE features as compared to the
total energy. The strength of the object property of a minutia neighborhood
changes gradually as the distance to a core and/or delta changes. The rate of
change is also individual to the finger.

We have introduced a feature vector which describes the object properties
of an image neighbourhood. We have justified the object property concept in
that if SAFE features (non-DC components) are strong it means that there
is a (mathematical) singularity of the image neighborhood, whose location is
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intrinsically and uniquely defined by the image content in a translation and
rotation invariant manner. The non-DC components are silent in case the
image neighborhood is part of a texture. This gives a higher precision as to
which property of the image neighborhood a SAFE feature vector gives a strong
identity and which unique location it intrinsically defines. We argue that this
precision is in contrast to popular descriptors, e.g. SIFT [51], SURF [52], LBP
[53], which suggest being universal, but yet have not been studied sufficiently
w.r.t. whether or not they can differentiate between a texture neighborhood
which has no intrinsic and unique location defined by itself and an object
neighborhood which has such an intrinsic and unique point.

We think that the differentiation of SAFE features between the wave and
the particle nature of a neighborhood can be useful to other applications too.
We have presented experimental evidence supporting this view in the form
of identity recognition by periocular regions of faces. We have suggested that
the particle nature description capacity of SAFE features explains why these
features have improved the performance of Gabor filter magnitude responses,
which are well known descriptors for being powerful in quantifying texture
(wave) neighborhoods. Nonetheless, further studies should be conducted to
predict which applications can benefit significantly from them without ex-
tensive experiments. An alternative is to always use them in complement to
texture features, if such knowledge is not acquired.

After the publication of conference papers [C1], [C2], we have noticed a typo
in the rotation compensation formula. The correct version of it is available in
the journal submission version, paper [C] eq. (18).

For pedagogical reasons, we have also made (non-essential) changes in the
presentation of the frequency information in Paper [C] in comparison to the
(published) conference Papers ([C1], [C2], which are comprised in Paper [C]).
These were first, the removal of the outlier frequency estimations, based on a
priori knowledge that ridge periods in 500 dpi fingerprints are between 6 and
13 pixels. Second, the color has been remapped such that increasing spatial
frequency corresponds to increasing electromagnetic wave frequencies of color.
Previously increased ridge periods were mapped to increasing wavelengths of
color. The pedagogy is in the mnemonics, attempting to support the human
memory to remember the legend, even without an explicit color chart. A knowl-
edge of how color progresses in rainbow 1 would then suffice to remember the
essentials of our frequency (as well orientation) legends. The two hue ranges
representing the same dense frequency map of a fingerprint are shown in Fig.
4.6 including the respective color legends.

1...or the chromatic diagram standardized by the Committee International de l’Eclairage
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Figure 4.6: Top: The same frequency estimation (of a fingerprint) but repre-
sented in two different color representations. Bottom The color legends repre-
senting the spatial frequencies when these are mapped to the two hue ranges
used above. The period changes linearly between [2.5, 15] pixels.
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Final Conclusion

Understanding Image Processing by experts of Biometrics and Forensics is in-
creasingly important for a more effective analysis of the image data. This is
because special tools can be designed for specific problems that were previ-
ously not possible to obtain automatically, but now possible due to progress in
image analysis. Not the least it is a legitimate reason to avoid to use methods
from other applications of image processing without taking into account the
needs of the fields of biometrics and forensics. In fact, some of these problems
are fundamental to image processing, a contribution to which would make a
difference in other applications of image processing too. Accordingly, develop-
ing fundamental image analysis methods using the field as test bed should be
fruitful even to image processing science.

We have focused on automatic feature extraction when key points are
known with special emphasis to quantitate local patterns by (visual) pattern
models imaginable (which curve family), interpretable precisely (which mem-
ber of a family and at what confidence/quality), and verifiable (humans can
see identify the specific symmetric curves themselves in a fingerprint) by hu-
mans. This allowed to measure the quality of the estimated model parameters
too, based on deviations from models of symmetric curve families. We have
tested this model in fingermark recognition, and face recognition by periocular
regions.

A central question in this study was thus whether or not continuous ori-
entation maps around minutiae have significant information not captured by
minutia plus minutia orientation, i.e. can this information be used to improve
the individual recognition power of a minutia. If so, evidently this must be ex-
tracted automatically and offered to human experts and machines to improve
the quality of the forensic decision (identification or not). We have shown
that indeed this neighborhood data carries significant identity information.
We have shown how the orientation information around minutiae can be rep-

65
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resented compactly by finite expansion in terms of predefined symmetric curve
families, with promising identification performance.

Periocular images were used for testing the persistence of the usefulness
of SAFE features across different image qualities and scanning resolutions.
In fingermark application the image resolution was constant (500 dpi) but
the noise was omnipotent and the size of the useful fingermark sizes were
small. In periocular region recognition, our experiments gave also support to
the existence of information with object/particle nature beside texture/wave
nature in such images, showing complementarity to texture descriptors.

The features are shown to be rotation invariant in the mathematical sense,
i.e. if the rotation difference is known, there is no need to rotate the image and
recalculate the features from the scratch. The new features can be obtained
by complex multiplications of the original features. Additionally, the log-spiral
features are absolutely invariant to rotations, i.e. there is no change in these
features at all.

Because they can be imagined, interpreted, and verified by humans it can
be postulated that these features encode what humans see in neighborhoods
of key points, regardless if the human visual system actually uses this encod-
ing internally. The encoding offers at least a practicable way of transforming
human visual perception to machines, which they too can use to pull out in-
dividual fingermarks from databases of fingerprints.

We would like to emphasize the need for incorporating the feature vector
containing the extended features into the fingerprint matching algorithms as
well. The current work puts forward contributions in automatic image process-
ing as an assistance for forensic examiner but to reach its full potential even
novel matchers should be developed to use this information when matching
constellations of minutiae.

Automatically extracted orientation and frequency maps, ridge counting,
rotation invariant features were evaluated on publicly available data. This
opens possibility for comparison of future image based features.

Although we have sketched a possible scenario on how these features can be
incorporated to forensic "calculators" for semi-automatic matching, software
efficiently supporting these, including GUIs, are yet to be developed.

To evaluate the performance of feature descriptors, we have provided ground
truths for the SD27 database, making the annotation as deep as minutia level
publicly available. The dataset was lacking the ground truth at key points level
(especially minutiae). We believe that this will facilitate in depth studies of
new features, and evaluating the identification power of them, separate from
the constellations in which the key points are present.

The proposed features can be upgraded with scale invariance augmenting
the application area of it. As of yet SAFE features are "only" rotation and
translation invariant, given the key points. The presumption is realistic in
fingerprints recognition, because human experts are currently extracting the
key points in fingermarks, and machines do that in tenprints. Two prior studies
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have shown that cores and deltas can be detected in tenprints, by using features
corresponding to parabolic curves and triangular-hyperbolic curves of SAFE
features in tori peripheral to a key point [49], and minutiae can be detected
in tenprints by ditto, but by parabolic curve families in tori close to the key
point, [46]. This raises the hope that SAFE features can be also used in a way
that is it can grade which points are cores, deltas and minutiae in fingermarks
and offer those that are above a certain quality, in the future.

Our preliminary studies (not published) show that matching forensic shoeprints
with object-based features show considerable room for improvement, suggest-
ing that SAFE features should possibly be complemented by texture features,
e.g. Gabor features, [54], [55] as the results on periocular region recognition
indicates Paper [C].

Also, image processing improvements could include local orientation and
frequency map (and even image) enhancements, the delimitation of which can
be automatic or suggested by an expert. In our study we have focused on
providing the enhancements for the entire fingermark.

Aggregating feature vectors of single points results to a full fledged identi-
fication system (at finger/person level), beyond being a forensic "calculator"
requires more study. In case of periocular recognition we were able to join the
novel features to existing features on a grid of points. However, the grid point
distances were regular, rigid, with correspondence between the two tested grids
available, and the used grids were provided to have the same rotation between
the compared periocular data (alignment of eyes to horizontal direction is fea-
sible), whereas the same properties of fingermarks/tenprints were the opposite,
increasing the difficulty of a similar development of a matcher for fingermarks
with resources available to our project.

One way of incorporating SAFE features can be envisaged to be done by
using Commercial, Off The Shelf (COTS) software to match minutia constel-
lations one component of SAFE vectors at a time. Since the suggested features
represent angles which also exist in a minutia constellation a COTS may be
"convinced" to perform a matching by replacing the angles of minutiae with
those of SAFE features. However, this is not as straightforward for all SAFE
features. Only parabolic symmetries would allow themselves for such a re-
placement, because rotating the finger globally induces the same rotation in
them, whereas the other features must somehow inverse compensated for the
N-folded symmetries they inherently have. By way of example, if a rotation
of images with ϕ′ is assumed between a tenprint/fingermark, the angles corre-
sponding to triangular/hyperbolic curve components of SAFE features, n = 1,
must be translated with 3ϕ′, see eq. (18) of Paper [C]. A COTS will however
internally translate the tenprint angles with ϕ′ towards those of the finger-
mark (instead of with 3ϕ′) before matching them. Furthermore, the spiral
family angles, n = −2 should not be translated internally by the COT, but
being a black-box, these angles too will be rotated (with ϕ′), if no additional
measures are present. How the data should be preprocessed such that they can
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be blindly used by COTS should therefore be the subject of a future study,
because it would allow to easily use existing infrastructure of software used by
forensic experts.

Our enhanced orientation maps can also be considered as potential con-
tributors to extraction of tenprint sub-regions, similar to [56]. In the latter,
orientation fields were artificially constructed by interpolation using (only)
minutiae directions which are very sparse. This procedure was used to extract
the most probable box of a minutiae subset (rather than using all minutiae)
in the tenprint, which is subsequently shown to improve fingermark matching.
The improvement effect of such a procedure could be studied by using real
(instead of interpolated) orientation fields, e.g. the enhanced orientation fields
of fingermarks suggested in Paper [B], possibly corrected by an examiner.
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Abstract

In forensic fingerprint studies annotated databases is
important for evaluating the performance of matchers as
well as for educating fingerprint experts. We have estab-
lished ground truths of minutia level correspondences for
the publicly available NIST SD27 data set, whose minutia
have been extracted by forensic fingerprint experts. We per-
formed verification tests with two publicly available minutia
matchers, Bozorth3 and k-plet, yielding Equal Error Rates
of 36% and 40% respectively, suggesting that they have sim-
ilar (poor) ability to separate a client from an impostor in
latent versus tenprint queries. However, in an identifica-
tion scenario, we found performance advantage of k-plet
over Bozorth3, suggesting that the former can rank the sim-
ilarities of fingerprints better. Regardless of the matcher,
the general poor performance is a confirmation of previous
findings related to latent vs tenprint matching. A finding
influencing future practice is that the minutia level match-
ing errors in terms of FA and FR may not be balanced (not
equally good) even if FA and FR have been chosen to be so
at finger level.

1. Introduction

To evaluate methods for recognizing fingerprints, data
sets as well as ground-truth are necessary. Example evalua-
tions comprise feature extraction methods, features match-
ing methods or imaging methods.

Fingerprint databases for evaluating methods are diffi-
cult to obtain for a variety of reasons. Firstly, there are legal
restrictions, e.g. ID protection. Secondly they often have
poor quality, e.g. for traces of individuals at crime scenes.
As for the ground-truth, fingerprint experts, rather than im-
age processing researchers, must annotate the valuable im-
age features. In turn this demands considerable resources to
construct such data sets.

Therefore, the fingerprint database provided by NIST
(SD27, discussed below), which is annotated by fingerprint

experts is an important resource for image analysis studies
on fingerprints [1]. In this article, we reveal novel infor-
mation on SD27 including establishment of minutia level
correspondence of the ground truth, enlarging its use. Fur-
thermore, we present performance of fingerprint matching
on SD27 and discuss the forensic issues, by means of two
publicly available minutiae matching techniques, Bozorth3
matcher [2] and k-plet matcher [3].

2. Database

The NIST SD27 data set has been proposed to develop
novel methods, to assess existing systems, train human ex-
aminers on fingerprints, and promote standards, by NIST
and FBI jointly (USA), [1], which also made it publicly
available. It contains 258 pairs of fingerprints at 500 dpi
resolution. Each pair consists of two images produced by
the same finger, albeit at different times–a tenprint and a
latent.

The tenprint is a good quality image, often imaged by
rolling1 a finger from nail-to-nail containing a rich set of
minutia, and all cores and deltas (jointly referred to as sin-
gularity points, SP). The quality in this context refers to the
ability of fingerprint examiners to extract identification in-
formation (minutia, SPs, orientation maps, etc). The high
quality of tenprints is a result of them being recorded in a
controlled manner. As a result, the variance in quality of
tenprints is low.

By contrast, the discovery and imaging of latent finger-
prints in a crime scene is a challenge in itself, demanding
long training and experience. Despite advanced methods,
the latents have significantly lower quality with higher vari-
ance (of quality) compared to tenprints. In SD27 the finger-
print experts use 3 categories to classify the quality of the
latents–good, bad, and ugly. To be explicit, a good quality
latent, Fig. 1 (top right), is still poor in comparison to a ten-
print (top left), but nevertheless is more useful than an ugly
fingerprint in identification, (bottom right).

1For many years this has been done by rolling the inked finger on cards.
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Our first finding on SD27 concerns a double use of a
tenprint. Although there are 258 different pairs, two pairs
(G034 and U270) are special because they are from the
same finger. All other pairs are from different fingers. The
two tenprints in G034 and U270 are identical images but
the latents are different images (of the same finger), one be-
ing Good the other being Ugly in quality. We have shown
sub-parts of them in Fig. 1, top row and bottom right. In
verification tests it is legitimate to use them as they are,
i.e. different pairs, but care should be taken when count-
ing ranking errors in identification tests.

For each fingerprint (both for a latent and a tenprint)
there are two minutia sets, called the Ideal set and the
Matched set. The minutia in the Ideal set of a latent were
extracted by human experts without seeing the correspond-
ing tenprint first, while those in the Ideal set of the tenprints
were extracted automatically. The number of minutia in the
Ideal set of a latent is much smaller than that of its client
tenprint. As such this represents a condition close to the
current practice of fingerprint examiners, justifying the no-
tion of Ideal.

The minutia in the Matched set of a tenprint is a sub-
set of the Ideal set. Similarly, the Matched set of a latent
is a subset of the corresponding Ideal. The minutia of the
Matched sets of a client pair (latent and its tenprint) cor-
respond, which is also one of the most important assets of
SD27. Hence, the number of minutia in the Matched set of
a latent and that of the client tenprint agree. Surprisingly
however, the correspondence is at the (Matched) set level.
Although a human expert can obviously see the correspon-
dence by viewing the two sets side by side, the pairwise cor-
respondence of the minutia is not accessible to computers.
In Fig. 2 (bottom left), we show the latent, and its client ten-
print (top left), along with the associated Matched minutia
sets overlayed and labeled with numbers corresponding to
their indices extracted from the respective files of Matched
sets.

It is clear that the indices provided by SD27 do not rep-
resent minutia labels and one of the Matched sets of a client
pair must be permuted so that the minutia level ground truth
of correspondence becomes accessible to computers. Fig.
2 (top-right) shows the relabeling of the native indices of
SD27 for the Matched set of the latent (bottom-left) such
that the novel indices represent the ground truth for the ten-
print (top-left). How such ground truths are established for
all 258 latent-tenprint pairs is discussed in Section 4.

3. Performance at finger-level
Identification is a semi-automatic process in forensics of

fingerprints. Essentially, a human expert marks the minutia
locations (possibly along with SPs) and their orientations
in the latent and asks an Automatic Fingerprint Identifica-
tion System (AFIS) to provide a ranked-list of tenprints that

are ordered according to their resemblance to the latent.
The query data consists in a sparse set of vectors, usually
three dimensional integers–two for the x,y coordinates of
the minutiae (or SP) location and one variable for the di-
rection, e.g. see Fig. 1 bottom right. Thus, the matching of
AFIS is based on minutia constellation. By contrast, the hu-
man expert uses her experience and her vision when com-
paring the tenprints (minutia vectors and images), pulled
out by AFIS possibly among millions of tenprints, to the la-
tent at hand (image and minutia). The expert either rejects
the ranked-list all together or decides that one fingerprint
in the list is the same as the latent and provides a value of
evidence, a likelihood.

Although it is the human expert who actually carries
the final responsibility of the decision on identification, the
matching skills of an AFIS can influence the human per-
formance negatively because the ranked-list may or may
not contain the matching tenprint. It is worth to note that
AFIS can be used not only for purposes of forensics, (latent-
tenprint matching) but also in many other identification
tasks, e.g. in visa applications where the query image is
of high quality (tenprint-tenprint matching).

Figure 2 shows the FA and FR rates of match queries
using two published minutia matching methods, Bozorth3
[2] and k-plet matcher [3], on SD27. Both methods output
a similarity score if two (already extracted) minutia sets are
presented as input. Since minutia sets are available for every
tenprint and latent in the database, we could use the match-
ers to assess the similarity of an arbitrary latent against a
tenprint. We used the Ideal set, in the above evaluation.

Given a latent, the similarity it has with its client ten-
print should ideally be larger than if it is compared to an
impostor tenprint. Both minutia matchers reported results
that are consistent, amounting to a poor performance on the
statistics of scores. The latter is summarized by score dis-
tributions, and more compactly by Equal Error Rate (EER),
which was close to 40%. EER is a measure that repre-
sents how well a method separates the client matches from
impostor matches in 1:1 matches, by finding the critical
score of the system, and estimating the errors using it as
a threshold in a decision rule. To be precise, the EER deci-
sion rule causes the impostor matches are falsely accepted
(FA) at the same rate as the clients are rejected (FR), i.e.
FAR=FRR=EER.

There is another way of summarizing the score statis-
tics, often referred to as Cumulative Match Characteristic
(CMC) curve for one to many matches (1:N ), using ranks.
It is adapted to identification engines, which suggestR can-
didate tenprints corresponding to a query (latent) searched
against N tenprints. However, we studied matching meth-
ods which are verification engines i.e. they give a score
on the similarity of two minutia sets. A verification en-
gine can nevertheless be used to check a latent against a
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Figure 1. (Top left) A tenprint fingerprint with its minutia of Matched set overlayed. (Top right) A latent fingerprint that corresponds to
the tenprint and that is quality-classified as Good. The minutia labels represent ground truth for minutia correspondence. (Bottom left) The
same latent but the minutia labels, suggested by indices of SD27, do not represent the ground truth. (Bottom right) A latent fingerprint that
is classified as Ugly

database consisting ofN tenprints, one at a time, producing
a score for each assessment. The scores can subsequently
be ranked, and if the client tenprint is among the top R-
ranked tenprints the query is judged as successful. Given a
set of latents, and a large database of tenprints, containing
the corresponding tenprints, one can change R to plot the
frequency of successful searches, yielding a CMC curve.

Evidently FA, FR and CMC curves depend on each other
if the scores are produced by the same engine, [4]. CMC
curves are useful to evaluate the ranking ability of a verifi-
cation engine when used as an identification engine. Fig. 2
shows these curves for the two methods that we studied.

In a successfull query of a latent against a database that
returnsR tenprints with scores, the latent is matched against
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R − 1 (tenprints of) impostors and against one (tenprint
of ) the client. Considering that R will change (to pro-
duce the CMC curve), R will be limited by Rmax, i.e.
1 ≤ R ≤ Rmax. Here, usiing SD27, we matched every
latent against every tenprint, i.e. Rmax = 258 , to produce
Fig. 2. However, the figure reports R up to 20 for readabil-
ity.

Studying R = 20, one can see that the Bozorth3 method
was successful in 66% of the queries, and k-plet method in
78% of the queries. Likewise, the rates of placing the client
tenprint at the top rank, R = 1, and up to the second rank,
R = 2, were 47 %, 50% and 55%, 60%, for the respective
methods.

That the minutia constellation based latent identification
performance is poor is also reported in [5] which suggests
that in no more than 35% of the latent queries of SD27,
their matching method was successful to place the client
tenprints of the latents at the top-rank. The 12-20% lower
performance compared to our reporting, can be explained
by that they used a different matcher than ours and did not
use the annotations provided by NIST DB for tenprints, but
relied on those extracted by the (proprietary) software of
Verifinger (company), i.e. the tenprint minutia data were
different than ours. Another, difference is that they added a
second unannotated DB, consisting of tenprints, to the ten-
prints set of DB27. Because they were unannotated it seems
that they used a software to extract the minutia for all ten-
prints (including that of SD27). Finally, it is also not clear
if they used the Ideal set of latent minutia as we did, since
there is another minutia set available for each latent: the
Matched set. We wish to stress that the relevant conclusion
is that minutia constellation based fingerprint matching has
ample room for performance improvement, e.g. by includ-
ing additional features such as SPs, quality maps and orien-
tation maps [5]. That using the latter leads to performance
gains was previously suggested by another study as well [6]
albeit in the context of tenprint-tenprint matches.

The difficulty of latent versus tenprint matches have also
been confirmed by a NIST workshop on performance of
commercial AFIS regarding latent queries against tenprints
[7]. The SD27 latents were “pulled” out at 56% rate as
the first rank, among 40 million tenprints. The poor AFIS
performance is an additional justification for why the hu-
man fingerprint examiner’s contributions in latent match-
ing is indispensable. Though reduced, there is still a non-
negligible risk that the automatic method will reject to in-
clude the client-tenprint into the ranked-list (e.g. 22-34%
using SD27). This type of error, which is entirely to blame
the machines for, is tolerated more than falsely accepting
a tenprint as belonging to a client latent. The latter may
find an innocent guilty whereas the former may contribute
to a criminal escaping judgement. The lower the EER (or
the top-rank rate (1:m)) the more efficient the output of the

human expert will be.

4. Performance at minutia-level
Suppose that a machine matcher has verified a latent and

a tenprint using the similarity between their minutia con-
stellations. The matcher has then identified a subset of the
latent minutia that it has matched with that of the tenprint
at minutia level. Let each of these two subsets be the Sup-
posedly Matched set of the respective fingerprint. How well
the Supposedly Matched set agrees with the (true) Matched
set is then of interest. To evaluate and improve a matcher,
we thus need to know the ground truth of correspondence at
minutia level, not only at finger level.

In the first phase of ground truth establishment, we used
automatic matching. Initially, there were 5460 minutia in
total in the Matched sets of the latents and as many in those
of the tenprints, annotated by fingerprint examiners of FBI.
To find the true correspondences, we added instructions to
the source code of k-plet method, so that it would also pro-
duce its Supposedly Matched sets, since this was not its
normal behavior. Subsequently, we used this to obtain all
(258) Supposedly Matched sets. The automatic matching
produced then 4672 correspondences rejecting the remain-
der, not found in tenprints although existing.

In the second phase of the ground truth establishment we
compared and inspected the minutia visually, using the Sup-
posedly Matched sets as starting point. For this we had to
write displaying and editing software, overlaying the minu-
tia on fingerprints with their new labels. The erroneous cor-
respondences as well as missed correspondences were then
possible to identify and correct by human intervention. We
could note that a tiny fraction of the minutia (namely 11 of
5460) had to be deleted, both from latents and tenprints, be-
cause they contained obvious human errors of annotation2.
These few errors were due either to impossible positioning
of minutia within the respective constellations, that other-
wise matched (5 cases), or the minutia directions were con-
flicting (6 cases) with 180 degrees3.

After the second phase, the Permuted Matched3 set was
thus obtained for 258 pairs of SD27. This set contains
5449 visually verified, and ordered minutia such that the
identities of the minutia, encoded in their storage order,
correspond. Even when ignoring the 8 latent-fingerprint
pairs containing erroneous minutia2 entirely, the automatic
matcher falsely rejected (by omission) 787 truly existing
correspondences of 5224 total (15%). At the same time
it suggested 170 minutia (3%) correspondences that were
false. In total there were thus 954 minutia (18%) whose

2From fingerprints pairs labeled as G038, G044, G078, G080, U216
one minutiae was deleted from both latents and tenprints. From G082,
G084, U242 two minutia were deleted from both latents and tenprints.

3To download our ground truth findings for SD27 see
http://www.hh.se/staff/josef.
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correspondences were not possible to establish on the ba-
sis of the minutia constellations automatically. In this part
of our study, the matcher was given latent-tenprint pairs
from the Matched sets, meaning that the problem was eas-
ier than the one experienced in operational conditions and
hence the matcher should be more successful. This was also
the case, because the EER obtained on the Matched set was
6 % (Ideal set 40 %).

Hence, the performance of a matcher degrades signifi-
cantly if the number of minutia differ between the evalu-
ated minutia sets, even if all latent minutia truly exist among
those of the client tenprint. If one chooses a score thresh-
old yielding a balanced verification error at finger level, e.g.
6% EER, this does not necessarily mean that the underly-
ing minutia matches have balanced errors, here 3% FA with
15% FR. Accordingly, an AFIS may have low erroneous
minutia associations between latents and tenprints, coming
at the cost of a too frequent rejections of the true associa-
tions.

We were not able to obtain the minutia level performance
of the Bozorth3 method because to deliver the Supposedly
Matched set of an evaluation (a latent against a tenprint) is
not in the normal behavior of the method. Neither was it
practicable to modify the available source code, with the
resources available to us.

5. Conclusion
Beside estimating scores for correspondences at finger

level, fingerprint matchers can be used to establish minutia
correspondences. To evaluate the performance of match-
ers in the latter task, annotated data-sets containing minutia
level ground truths for correspondences are needed.

For forensic studies the Permuted Matched set of the
SD27 is established. It represents the ground truths of cor-
respondence at minutia level for minutia that exist both in
latents and tenprints (the Matched set). The minutia in la-
tents were extracted by forensic fingerprint experts.

The finger level matching performance degrades signif-
icantly if the number of minutia differ between the latent
and the tenprint being evaluated. The minutia level match-
ing errors in terms of FA and FR may not be balanced even
if an operation point causing a balanced FA and FR at fin-
ger level is chosen. Consequently, the success of an AFIS in
terms of low false minutia association rate between latents
and tenprints may come at a too frequent rejection of true
minutia association.

We studied the verification abilities of two publicly avail-
able minutia matchers, Bozorth3 and k-plet, yielding simi-
lar poor EERs, ≈ 36% and 40%. By contrast, in an identi-
fication tasks the k-plet method faired better than Bozorth3,
suggesting that the former can rank the similarities of fin-
gerprints more reliably whereas the latter is slightly better
in separating the impostor queries from client queries. Re-

gardless of the matcher, the general poor performance is
a confirmation of previous findings related to latent versus
tenprint matching justifying further research.
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Abstract—Increasingly, reliable absolute frequency and ori-
entation maps are needed, e.g. for image enhancement. Less
studied is however the mutual dependence of both maps,
and how to estimate them when none is known initially. We
introduce a logarithmic scale space generated by the trace of
Structure Tensor to study the relationship. The scale space is
non-linear and absolute frequency estimation is reduced to an
orientation estimation in it. We show that this offers signifi-
cant advantages, including construction of efficient estimation
methods, using Structure Tensor yielding dense maps of
absolute frequency as well as orientation. In fingerprints, both
maps can successively improve each other, combined in an
image enhancement scheme via Gabor filtering. We verify that
the suggested method compares favorably with state of the art,
using forensic fingerprints recognition as test bed, and using
test images where the ground truth is known. Furthermore, we
suggest a novel continuous ridge counting method, relying only
on dense absolute frequency and orientation maps, without
ridge detection, thinning, etc. We present new evidence that
the neighborhoods of the absolute frequency map are useful
attributes of minutiae. In experiments, we use public data sets
to support the conclusions.

Index Terms—Absolute Frequency, Scale, Structure Tensor,
Orientation, fingerprints, Biometrics, Feature Measurement,
Enhancement, Ridge Counting, Fingermarks, Latents

I. INTRODUCTION

Absolute frequency or scale estimation [1], [2], [3] is
an important concept of automatic image analysis. In the
present paper we study dense fields of absolute frequency,
where absolute refers to the norm of a frequency vector,
by which a sinusoid is defined in multiple dimensions, with
further precisions below. For compactness, we will use the
term frequency to mean absolute frequency in the sequel.

Frequency is related to scale in computer vision. Scale
has in turn connotation with size of an object, at least in the
sense of how the notion of interest point came to be used,
e.g. SIFT [4], in applications. In such a context, scale sub-
serves to locate interest points, which are disjoint visual
phenomena having object nature, e.g. they are blob-like.

The sparsity of objects is to be contrasted to the texture
concept, having wave nature. If a visual phenomenon
has wave nature, its “location” is everywhere, i.e. it has
no precise location, since what characterizes a wave is
observed equally well at all locations where the wave is

Authors are with Halmstad University, Department of Embedded Intel-
ligent Systems, SE-30234 Sweden.
E-mail: josef.bigun@hh.se

observed. Frequency estimation of the wave can then be
used to describe densely “size” characteristics of textures,
e.g. coarseness, or period.

In this paper, we will hold the wave nature of scales
prominently, due to our applications, while embracing the
common fundament of both natures.

We aim to estimate dense frequency maps. Three appli-
cations in forensic finger analysis, which rely on such maps
will serve as test bed: a novel ridge-counting technique, im-
age descriptors of minutia neighborhoods, and verification.

A. Problem statement

Theoretical problem: Conceptually, we have an ideal
model of a family of sinusoids f ∈ IR, defined on a dense
coordinate set r ∈ IRn,

f(r) =
∑

k∈Q
Ak cos(ωTk r + ϕk) (1)

where Ak, and ϕk, belonging to IR, are amplitude and
phase of sinusoidal components, respectively. Since the
sign of Ak can be absorbed by ϕk, it is assumed that
Ak > 0. Furthermore, the frequency vectors ωk share the
same frequency1, ω0 = ‖ωk‖ > 0.

Additionally, the set Q is finite and consists of the
integers, 1, 2, · · ·M . It is assumed that 0 ≤ ωTk′ωk/ω

2
0 ≤ δ

if k 6= k′, i.e. all frequency vectors are in the same Fourier
domain half, and no pair has an angle between the vectors
smaller than arccos(δ). This demand is present to tell when
two sinusoids share the same frequency vector ωk.

We study f(r) ∈ IR with r ∈ IRn only, i.e. our im-
ages have gray-value pixels. Extension to pixel dimensions
higher than one, e.g. color images, can be done in analogy
with [5], [6]. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
term image represents the local image, i.e. an observation
of a windowed version of the original image, or the original
itself, the context determining.

In summary, we are interested in fitting a single fre-
quency (multi directional) sinusoid model to an observed
image. Thus, we wish to find the ω0 which best fits equation
(1) to an image using a well defined criterion, without
knowledge on directions of ωk. Beside ω0, we are also
interested in how well the model explains the observed
reality. We focus on images with 2D coordinates, i.e.
n = 2, due to our applications, the problems of which

1In contrast to ωk , the subscript of ω0 is a label (not index).
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are introduced next. Nonetheless, generalizing the findings
to higher dimensional coordinates than 2, whenever not
obvious has also been undertaken in the paper.

Forensic fingerprints as test bed: Fingermarks (also
called latents) are traces of fingers touching objects at crime
scenes. They usually produce poor quality images when
imaged. By contrast tenprints are high quality fingerprints
imaged at controlled environments with supervision, e.g.
entry at country borders, embassies, passport offices, police
stations, Fig. 6.

Although most examinations are done by humans, who
can be fingerprint examiners, jury members, lawyers and
judges, it is desirable to support them, by automatically
extracted measurements. We will suggest two such mea-
surements. First, ridge counting along a path, e.g. between
a pair of minutia, pairs extracted on a fingermark and
on a tenprint. Second, we will suggest to use our dense
frequency maps around minutiae as attributes of minutiae.
Both measurements help the experts to identify minutiae,
and eventually fingers.

We will evaluate both measurements, which rely on our
frequency maps, to present evidence for their usefulness.
Finally, we will evaluate the usefulness of the frequency
maps employed to enhance the tenprints, in the context of
verification of fingermarks against tenprints using minutiae.
Only tenprints were enhanced automatically since only
minutiae from tenprints are extracted automatically.

Forensic fingerprints data: Image pairs representing ten-
prints with corresponding fingermarks, were made publicly
available by forensic experts and NIST (USA), SD27
database [7]. Fig. 6 shows corresponding regions of such
a pair, printed at the same resolution. The bounding boxes
of the regions accord with the shown minutia, the latter
corresponding to each other. Figure 9 shows a fingermark
with expert-identified minutiae and the same image zoomed
at the minutia region. In SD27 there are 258 tenprint-
fingermark pairs, digitized at 500 dpi resolution.

Most importantly, SD27 contains annotation, offered by
forensic experts. There are two annotation sets, Match-Set,
and Ideal-Set. The Match-Set offers the same minutiae in
mated tenprint-fingermark pairs. Although this annotation
contains coordinates and directions of the minutiae present
in mated pairs, the mating does not descend to minutia
level. We have obtained the minutiae correspondence from
a separate study, (publicly available) [8]. The Ideal-Set
contains, in addition to minutiae that are common, also
minutiae that have no-counter parts in the mated image.
These may be false or true minutiae. Both sets were used
in our experiments.

B. State of the art

Witkin [9], and Koenderink [10] have suggested multi-
scale representations of images by successive application
of Gaussian filters as a way to analyze image contents.

Lindeberg 1998, [11] proposed a scale selection principle
to extract interest points. The scale normalized derivatives
of such points correspond to local maxima in space and

scale coordinates, which is the basis of localization of
such points and extraction of scale parameters, including
frequency. The principle is discussed in Section VI, and
compared with that of the present study, in further detail
because they share grounds as well as important differences.

Forasmuch as it was witnessed to have a prominent
role in mammalian vision, [12], [13], the local orientation
characteristics have increasingly come to dominate local
description in computational vision. A principle mathemat-
ical tool of modeling and extracting local orientation in
image analysis has been the Structure Tensor, put forward
as a spectral optimization for multidimensional images
adaptable to narrow frequency/scale ranges in Bigun and
Granlund [14], as an extension of quadrature filtering in
Knutsson [15], as motion estimation in Jaehne [16].

Structure Tensor has been observed as a compact descrip-
tion (second order moment) of gradient distributions in 2D
by (M.S.) Longuet-Higgins [17], and Mardia [18] when
studying orientation statistics. Its usefulness has also been
observed by di Zenzo and Silvano [19], Förstner and Gülch
[20], Kass and Witkin [21], though without dwelling on its
optimality characteristics nor its frequency adaptability. Its
extension to 2D curvilinear coordinates, generalized Struc-
ture Tensor [22], [23], has been an alternative to generalized
Hough transform, [24], [25], to recognize arbitrary shape.

Filterbank based representation of images using wavelet
theory, [26], [27], [28], is related to the Gaussian and
Laplacian pyramid and early scale representation, on each
level/scale of which one can estimate the Structure Tensor,
[29], [30] to represent dense properties of images. Appli-
cations include texture analysis and image compression.
However, which absolute frequency of input sinusoids,
possibly falling between the predetermined subbands, best
explains a local image has not been addressed explicitly.

The quotients of quadrature filters can be used to estimate
the local frequency, [31], [32]. Quotients of monogenic sig-
nal components, weighted by its partial derivatives [33], can
also be used to estimate absolute frequency. Nonetheless
both methods assume that the underlying local image has
a unique orientation (called simple signal).

In the context of tenprints, [34], and [35] suggested a
method of frequency estimation when orientations of local
images are known. A dense frequency map is obtained upon
computing local image summations along (known) ridge
directions. Then, the mean gap within the peaks yields the
mean period. The ridge directions are computed from the
eigen-vectors of the Structure Tensor [14].

The assumption of unique orientation (computed [34], or
not [31]) is not a necessary condition, and may undermine
frequency estimations if it does not hold, Sections VI, IX.

Frequency and orientation maps have been used as inputs
to enhance fingerprints. This is done by smoothing the
original along ridges, implemented by Gabor filters [34]
in image blocks, or in the Fourier transform, FT, of image
blocks, using the power spectrum as a filter, [36], [37].

The dense maps of the latter were used to reject outlyers
and to reinforce one frequency and one orientation per
image block in palmprints, [38]. However, the used orienta-
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tion maps, and those of the Structure Tensor, are weighted
averages of power spectra with the weights ω2 exp 2i∠ω
(being the second order moments, e.g. compare eq. (8) of
[37] to Lemma 1, and eqs. (14-16) of [14]). This hints
that both orientation maps are from the same estimator,
one realized in the spatial and the other in the Fourier
domain. Nonetheless, how such maps, and even to lesser
extent frequency maps, share grounds with the Structure
Tensor have not been clarified so far, motivating this study.

Image based features have the potential to improve
the recognition of fingermarks compared to using minutia
locations and directions (constellations), see [39] reporting
on commercial (undisclosed) methods hinting the lack of
published studies.

C. Contribution and organization

We summarize first the Structure Tensor in Section II.
This is motivated by that its trace is used to build a
logarithmic scale-space, and its optimal orientation fitting
capability is utilized to estimate the frequency in the scale-
space.

One aim of the present paper is to elucidate how Struc-
ture Tensor evolves as its “scale” changes. A practical
outcome of this, which has not been spelled out previously,
is that dense frequency maps can be obtained without
knowledge of input orientations nor assuming that they are
unique. The theoretical derivation is given in Section III,
and IV.

It will be shown that frequency estimation is equivalent
to orientation estimation in the scale space, Section IV-B.
This novelty offers a mathematical unification of orientation
estimation and frequency estimation, namely that both
problems reduce to the problem of orientation estimation.

A practical consequence is that with few scale-space
samples accurate frequency estimations along with their
certainties, that are based on errors of model fitting, can
be obtained. In Section V, we evaluate the accuracy of
the suggested method when the ground truth is known
via planar waves, and noise. In Section VI we compare it
two other estimators on the same test-bench. The results
provide evidence for that our frequency estimator has
isotropic behavior all the while it is more accurate w.r.t. the
ground truth, in comparison with state of the art estimators.
Isotropic and accuracy are critically important to many
applications with dear consequences to humans, e.g. in
analysis of fingerprints, and medical images.

A novel iterative scheme to estimate dense frequency for
poor quality images, is introduced in Section VIII. Based on
projections on Gabor filters, the iterative scheme offers, ad-
ditionally, improved estimations of dense orientation maps.

We introduce an original use of frequency maps, to
count ridges continuously in fingerprints along an arbitrary
path, without detecting ridges, Section VII. In combination
with our dense frequency and orientation maps, the method
allows automatic ridge counting in forensic fingermarks, at
a quality not demonstrated so far (83 % reliability), Section
IX-A.

In addition to that, experimental evidence for usefulness
of our dense maps are provided in, Section IX-B and IX-C.
Here they are examined in comparison to other maps on
novel (frequency neighborhood as attribute of minutia) and
existing (fingermark verification) applications.

II. ORIENTATION AND STRUCTURE TENSOR

Structure Tensor is a symmetric positive semi-definite
matrix S. It summarizes the statistics of directional contents
of an image f(r), with r ∈ IRn

S =

∫
∇f(r) · ∇T f(r) (2)

where f represents brightness (gray-value).
In 2D, a linear combination of the elements of S directly

yields the direction of the most significant eigenvector
along with differences of eigenvalues, readily expressed as
a second order complex moment (of the power spectrum).

I20 =

∫
(Dxf)2 −

∫
(Dyf)2 + i · 2

∫
(Dxf)(Dyf) (3)

Then, the most significant eigenvector of S, umax, and the
eigenvalues of S, λmax and λmin are connected to I20 via:

∠I20 = 2∠umax, |I20| = λmax − λmin (4)

The trace of S, Tr(S), is the other second order complex
moment (although it is always real valued),

I11 =

∫
(Dxf)2 +

∫
(Dyf)2 = λmax + λmin (5)

We will study below the logarithm of the trace in scale
space. For notational convenience I11 will represent Tr(S),
even if the dimension of r is large, 2 < n. The inequality
|I20| ≤ I11 is the consequence of both triangle and
Schwartz inequality. However, the inequality is meaningful
only in 2D and holds with equality if and only if a single
orientation fits the image perfectly (linear symmetry), [14].
On the other hand, in our frequency estimation theory
further below, use of I20, and thereby the equality, will be
needed only for 2D domains namely log Tr(S) = log I11
versus scale σ2, even if 2 < n.

Defining a Gaussian g with variance σ2 as

g(r, σ2) =
1

(2πσ2
in)n/2

exp(−‖r‖
2

2σ2
in

), (6)

the steps of the algorithm, [14], estimating dense Structure
Tensor maps are as follows.

i) Convolve the original (large) image f to obtain the
gradient image

∇f = h ∗ f (7)

where h is obtained by sampling the gradient of a
Gaussian, (6),

h(r, σ2
in) = ∇g(r, σ2

in) = − r

σ2
in

g(r, σ2
in) (8)

with σ2
in fixing the inner-scale (the frequency-

contents). This corresponds to Dxf + iDyf in 2D.
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ii) Apply pointwise tensor product to obtain

S̃ = ∇f∇T f (9)

which represents S in “zero-sized” neighborhoods
(infinitesimal linear symmetry). This corresponds to
(Dxf + iDyf)2 in 2D.

iii) Convolve S̃ with a Gaussian filter g(r, σ2
out) defining

the local image (the outer-scale).

S = g(r, σ2
out) ∗ S̃ (10)

The eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of S represent
then the Total Least Square (TLS) optimal orienta-
tions of local images. To obtain dense orientation
maps in 2D, (Dxf + iDyf)2 and its absolute value
are convolved by g to yield, I20 and I11, (3), (5).

III. FOURIER TRANSFORM AND GRADIENT

Gradient filtering, (7), is needed to obtain (local) Struc-
ture Tensor and the filter is given by, (8). Symbolized by
H , FT of components of h are essentially mapped on h:

H(ω, σ−2in )=ω exp(−‖ω‖
2

2σ−2in
)=ωG(ω, σ−2in ) (11)

where G is the FT of g, (6), which is a Gaussian

G(ω, σ−2in ) = exp(−‖ω‖
2

2σ−2in
) (12)

except for its variance, being σ−2in , and its value at the
origin, being 1. Once σ2

in is fixed, G has conceptually as
many dimensions as ω or r, but it is one dimensional in
practice, since it is independent of direction of ω, i.e. it is
isotropic.

For the same reason ‖H‖ (but not H)

‖H(ω, σ−2in )‖ = ω exp(− ω2

2σ−2in
) (13)

where ω = ‖ω‖, is isotropic and it is maximum at all points
on a ball with radius ‖ω‖ = ω̂

ω̂ = argmax
ω

‖H‖ =
1

σin
(14)

Graphs of ‖H‖ for different σin illustrate how the
location of maximum changes with frequency, Fig. 1.
Consequently, among inputs obeying the model (1), those
with frequencies coinciding with the inverse of the inner
scale of the filter, ‖ωk‖ = σ−1in , will be amplified most in
the magnitude response of the gradient filter.

IV. ABSOLUTE FREQUENCY ESTIMATION

We assume, for now, that the input is a planar wave with
a unique frequency vector, ω1

f = A cos(ωT1 r) (15)

that is, A1 = A 6= 0 whereas Ak = 0 for k > 1 in (1).
The presumption will be widened in Section V to include
two (orthogonal) sinusoids, and proven in the Appendix for

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
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sma_i=4/3
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Fig. 1. Graphs of ‖H‖, with different variances, versus frequency. The
solid black line corresponds to continuous derivation.

multiple sinusoids (with ωk = ω0) in multiple dimensions,
(r,ωk ∈ IRn).

Using (11) we obtain the result of Step i) above as,

h ∗ f(r) = −ω1G(ω1, σ
−2
in )A sin(ωT1 r) (16)

As it stands, (16) has significant spatial variation, due to the
sinusoid term changing with r. Thus, (16) is not suitable to
estimate ‖ω1‖ densely, since the latter is constant w.r.t. r
whereas h∗f changes as r does. Using the property inherent
to the Structure Tensor, doubling frequency content of the
input followed by low-pass filtering, essentially ripple-free
(spatially invariant) estimations of ‖A ·H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2 can

be obtained, as below.

A. Isotropic, spatially invariant energy by Trace

The Tr(S) = I11 is an expedient component of the
Structure Tensor to estimate ‖A · H‖2 (and later ω0) by,
since it is independent of the direction of ω1.

Assume that the trace is computed in a Gaussian window
having the variance σ2

out, by integration over r,

I11(r′, σ2
in, σ

2
out) =

∫
‖h ∗ f(r + r′)‖2g(r, σ2

out) (17)

= (A · ω0G(ω1, σ
−2
in ))2

∫
sin2(ωT1 (r + r′))g(r, σ2

out)

where we can substitute the quadratic sinusoid with its
equivalent having the double frequency

I11(·) = ‖A·H‖2 1

2
[1−
∫

cos(2ωT1 (r+r′))g(r, σ2
out)] (18)

The integral term is an ordinary convolution of a sinusoid
with the Gaussian window representing the outer scale. The
convolution of a sinusoid yields also a sinusoid so that

I11(·)=‖A·H(ω1, σ
−2
in )‖21

2
[1−G(2ω1, σ

−2
out) cos(2ωT1 r

′)]
(19)

where the ripple amplitude G(2ω1, σ
−2
out) decreases with

frequency as a Gaussian.
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However, the vacillation amplitude is now provoked by
double the sought frequency, 2ω0, which will excite the
Gaussian filter insignificantly, compared to the original
frequency ω0. Assuming that a rough range of ω0 is known,
ω0 ∈ [ωmin, ωmax], or alternatively a bandpass filtering with
known bandlimits is applied to f as preprocessing, one can
contain the unwanted ripple term,

G(2ω1, σ2
out) = exp(− (2ω0)2

2σ−2out
) ≤ ε

which is equivalent to

1

2ω2
0

log(
1

ε
) ≤ σ2

out (20)

For example, for G(2ω1, σ2
out) < 0.007, i.e. ε = 0.007, we

obtain via (20) that σout must be 1.575ω−1min, or larger.
Consequently, an estimation of response energy, ‖A ·

H‖2, without vacillation can be obtained with reasonable
accuracy by computing I11 according to (17), with a σout
determined by imprecise knowledge of ω0, e.g. its range

I11(r′, σ2
in) ≈ 1

2
‖A ·H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2 (21)

It is worth noting that we have dropped σ2
out from the argu-

ment of I11 for convenience, since in the sequel it will be
assumed fixed such that the ripple amplitude G(2ω1, σ

−2
out)

in (19) is dampened to insignificance.
Equation (21) singles out how the trace is sensitive to

the inner-scale σ2
in of the tensor as well as the absolute

frequency and energy of the input, A2/2. Then, trace ob-
servations for different σ2

in at one location r′ hold valuable
information on ω0, since ω0 and A are then constant.
Furthermore, there is a peak in the trace when σin of the
tensor matches ω−10 of the input, (14).

Equation (21) holds even in higher dimensions than 2,
and albeit the input may consist in multiple frequency
vectors, as stated by the next theorem, the proof of which
is deferred to the Appendix.

Theorem (Multiple Orientations). Trace of Structure Ten-
sor of an image, I11, obeying the single frequency model of
(1), differs absolutely from a constant, determined by the
inner-scale of the tensor σ2

in as well as the frequency ω0

and energy of the input A2/2, with less than a prescribed
amount ε1 ∈ IR,

|I11(r)− A2

2
ω2
0 exp(− ω

2
0

σ2
in

)| ≤ ε1 with r ∈ IRn (22)

provided that the outer-scale σ2
out of the tensor is suffi-

ciently large compared to ω−20 of the input.

B. Frequency by orientation

Once ‖A ·H‖2/2 is available by the trace, we obtain ω0

from it by taking the logarithm of (21)

log I11(r′, σ2
in) = log |1

2
A2|+ log ‖H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2 (23)

Injecting (13) in the latter constitutes the proof of the next
theorem, which is valid even for high dimensions, 2 ≤ n.

+ x
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Fig. 2. Left planar waves in all directions with frequency ω0 = 2π/12.
Right log(I11) plotted against σ2

in at the marked (symmetric) points

Theorem (Logarithmic Scale Space). Logarithm of the
Structure Tensor trace constructs a non-linear scale space

log I11(r′, σ2
in) = CA − ω2

0σ
2
in (24)

in which tangent w.r.t. scale, σ2
in, is the square of the fre-

quency, except for sign, and the offset CA = log |2−1A2ω2
0 |

is constant w.r.t. scale.

Fig. 2 displays the logarithm of the trace in the scale
space, i.e. (σ2

in, log I11) at two image locations, marked
with ’+’ and ’x’. At ’+’, one can see the evidence of the
mentioned line. At the noisy point ’x’, the corresponding
line is not perfect but appears parallel to that of the ’+’.

Tangents of the parametric curve generated by points s

s(τ) = (σ2
in(τ), log I11(r′, σ2

in(τ)) (25)

where τ is the length parameter along the curve, represent
ω0(τ). If and only if the curve is a line, ω0 is constant,
or all tangent vectors are parallel. Thereby the logarithmic
scale space described by (25) is always two dimensional
even if the dimension of r′ is large, 2 ≤ n.

Fitting the TLS-optimal orientation to a set of 2D vectors
is achieved by the 2D Structure Tensor, (3), (5), as follows.

Is20 =

∫
(
dσ2

in(τ)

dτ
+ i

d log I11
dτ

)2 (26)

Is11 =

∫
(
dσ2

in(τ)

dτ
)2 +

∫
(
d log I11
dτ

)2 (27)

The Structure Tensor formalism delivers the double of TLS
optimal tangent angle in the argument of the complex Is20.
Referring to (24), one can then apply the tangent function
to the tangent angle, by halving the argument of Is20,

ω0 =

√
− tan(

1

2
∠Is20) (28)

As its counter part in the ordinary Structure Tensor of the
image gray space, the magnitude of Is20 reaches its upper
bound, Is11, if and only if TLS error vanishes which occurs
if all tangent directions are aligned. Likewise, it is possible
to combine Is20 and Is11 to express the quality, q, of the
fitted frequency,

Ĩs20 =
Is20
Is11

, so that q = |Ĩs20| ≤ 1 (29)
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Here q = 1, if frequency estimation ω0, is error-free.
In experiments, we have approximated the derivatives as

finite differences on a discrete grid of τ ,

dσ2
in

dτ
=
σ2
in(τ + ∆τ)− σ2

in(τ)

∆τ
(30)

d log I11
dτ

=
1

∆τ
log(

I11(r′, σ2
in(τ + ∆τ))

I11(r′, σ2
in(τ))

) (31)

V. EVIDENCE ON DATA WITH KNOWN GROUND TRUTH

A. A single sinusoid in the neighborhood

Evaluation of isotropy, or measurement accuracy in fre-
quency estimators, which are important to applications,
demands experiments where ground truth is known. Ac-
cordingly, we have constructed test images like Fig. 2 and
4 to study the estimations w.r.t. different challenges, e.g.
change of frequency, apriori knowledge on it, number of
joint orientation components, noise level, and noise type.
Evaluations of usefulness based on real images in 3 forensic
applications will be presented in Section IX.

In the test images of the first type, local images are
planar waves having the same frequency, ω0 but their
orientations change uniformly. In Fig. 2 we have ω0 = 0.52.
We made this and other choices for ω0, to evaluate the
frequency estimation with input frequencies corresponding
to ω0 ∈ [ 2π13 ,

2π
6 ]. The interval corresponds to inter-ridge

distances of real fingermarks (6 to 13 pixels in 500 dpi).
In experiments, this interval (without the ground truth) was
given to the frequency estimation.

Right halves of all test images were corrupted with noise.
In Fig. 2 the noiisy part is obtained by 0.25f + 0.75ns,
where ns is normally distributed, spatially uncorrelated,
noise, N(0.5, 1/6), with 1 representing the highest bright-
ness. Thus, 75% of the signal (peak-to-peak) amplitude is
noise, in contrast to 0% of the left-half.

Deduced from the apriori knowledge, ω0 ∈ [ 2π13 ,
2π
6 ],

via (14), we have used five equidistant σ2
in values and the

(common) σ2
out value

σ2
in : 0.91 1.75 2.60 3.44 4.28 σ2

out : 10.56 (32)

to sample the scale space of log I11 for all image points.
The choice of σ2

out is governed by, (20), where ε = 0.007.
Fig. 3 (left) shows the local frequency estimation at every

image location for the input in Fig. 2. In the clean part, the
average estimation is 0.52, with standard deviation of 0.00,
to be contrasted to the ground truth, which is 0.52. In the
noisy part the average frequency estimation is 0.61 with the
standard deviation of 0.01. The higher mean (compared to
0.52) is due to the added noise, which is to be expected
because the local spectrum contains not only the signal
spectrum but also the spectrum of the noise.

We obtained similar results when other frequency values
in the apriori interval were used in test images. The table in
Fig. 3 (left, top) shows the analogous statistics for a random
choice of ω0 ∈ [ 2π13 ,

2π
6 ]. In the clean half, the estimations

follow the ground truth without error (2 decimals). The
standard deviation in the clean half is consequently zero

Frequency estimation with Gaussian additive noise
C: ω̂0 N : ω̂0 N : St
0.52 0.61 0.01
0.57 0.65 0.01
0.63 0.74 0.00
0.68 0.79 0.00
0.93 0.98 0.00

ω0

0.52
0.57
0.64
0.68
0.93

C: ω̂0 N : ω̂0 N : St
0.54 0.76 0.05
0.54 0.79 0.04
0.62 0.85 0.03
0.62 0.89 0.03
1.05 1.03 0.01

Frequency estimation with salt&pepper replacement noise
C: ω̂0 N : ω̂0 N : St
0.52 0.64 0.02
0.57 0.68 0.01
0.63 0.74 0.00
0.68 0.79 0.00
0.93 0.99 0.00

ω0

0.52
0.57
0.64
0.68
0.93

C: ω̂0 N : ω̂0 N : St
0.54 0.70 0.04
0.54 0.73 0.03
0.62 0.80 0.03
0.62 0.85 0.02
1.05 1.03 0.00

Fig. 3. Frequency estimation for the input of Fig. 2. (left) Estimates
following Section IV-B. (right) Estimates following Section VI-A. Beneath
images are tables where C: ω̂0, N : ω̂0, and N : St represent mean in clean
half, mean in noisy half, and standard deviation in noisy half respectively,
when sinusoids of different frequencies are used as inputs. In the middle
column, ω0, is the ground truth. The (underlined) first row depicts the
respective result of the two images above.

(omitted from the table). In the noisy half, the relative
estimation error of the frequency decreases from 0.16 to
0.06 with increased ground truth frequency, which we will
discuss further below.

The table in Fig. 3 (left, bottom) shows the analogous
results for images with salt&pepper noise, where 25%
of pixels (randomly chosen) were replaced with either 1
(salt) or 0 (pepper), at equal probability. Nonetheless, the
frequency estimation in the presence of replacement noise
has the same behaviour as in additive Gaussian noise–it
improves in relative precision as the ground truth frequency
increases.

The observed decrease of errors, in both Gaussian ad-
ditive and salt&pepper replacement noise cases, can be
explained as follows. An assumption of the method is that
there is a single frequency in local images, for bias-free
estimation. This does obviously not hold true in the noisy
half. The method finds then the frequency of a fictive
input that would generate most similar filter responses, here
called “replacement sinusoid”.

This frequency is 1.22 for pure Gaussian noise and 1.24
salt&pepper noise2. Since the method is continuous in the
mathematical sense, when frequency of the input sinusoid

2These frequencies are obtained if the right half is replaced with nothing
but noise.
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approaches to that of the “replacement sinusoid” of pure
noise, the estimated frequency too approaches to that of
the “replacement sinusoid”.

B. Two sinusoids in a neighborhood
Fig. 4 shows an example test image of our second

type. In such test images, we have synthetized 2 planar
waves locally, similar to [40], [41]. However, here the
2 waves were realized via cos(C log r) + cos(C.ϕ) by
demanding C to be integer. This guarantees that both waves
have the common frequency, ω0 = C/r while the image
is continuous and the wave fronts are orthogonal. The
individual periods of the two waves (T0 = 2π/ω0) are
thereby equal and change linearly with increased radius r
(from image centre), attaining T0 = 4 and T0 = 17 at the
inner and outer boundaries, respectively.

On the right half, normally distributed zero mean Gaus-
sian noise is added to the signal, amounting to 65 % of the
resulting amplitudes (peak-to-peak) in the average, (0 % in
the left-half).

In the figure (top-right), local estimates of the period, T0,
are shown as a gray image (bright=large T0), computed
from frequency estimations (T0 = 2π/ω0). Computation-
ally the input parameters of the method was identical
to those used in the experiments of single orientation
(Fig. 2-3). This includes the apriori (frequency) interval
in which the estimation is expected to be most accurate,
ω0 ∈ [ 2π13 ,

2π
6 ]. Thereby, the method could be stressed to

operate under “false” premises as well as in compliance
with its presumptions, because the ground truth variation
span (ω0 ∈ [2π/17, 2π/4]), was 113% larger than that of
the apriori knowledge in the experiments.

The resulting image suggests directional istotropy in the
estimated periods, and the periods increase (brighter) with
increased radius. This observation is in agreement with the
ground truth, as will be quantified below. Translated to
locations in the image, the points having frequencies in
the apriori interval T0 ∈ [Tmin, Tmax] are those which are
at a distance between [r(Tmin), r(Tmax)] from the origin.
These radii are marked on the mid horizontal line as small
and medium streaks.

In bottom left, Cr (black) represents the local period
estimated along the horizontal diameter (shown in top-
right). In the apriori interval of the clean (left) half, the
estimation coincides with the ground truth graph, GT,
(green) well. In the noisy (right) half, the method offers
a good concordance with GT inside the apriori range,
changing visibly linearly, although with a slight inclination
bias compared to GT. This is most noticable at points
having large T0, outside of the apriori interval. The bias
is caused by the absolute frequencies of the noise, shifting
the estimations systematically, Section V-A. Accordingly,
in the noisy part no frequency method should be blamed
for having bias but for not having linear change or for not
having isotropic behaviour (along circles).

Likewise, in bottom right, the black graph is the local
period T0 but along the circular demarcation (green, top-
right). Here the ground truth (GT) period is constant and
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Fig. 4. Top-Left Two orthogonal waves at each pixel with changing ab-
solute frequencies. Top Right Period estimation by the suggested method,
Section IV. Bottom Left Estimation on mid-horizontal line. Bottom right
Estimation on a circular path

the estimations follow it well with small deviations from
it in the clean half-circle, and with larger deviations in the
noisy part. The deviation (from the mean) is an indication
of non-isotropy. In the clean half-circle, the mean is a
horizontal straight line, which also agrees with GT, (no
bias). In the noisy half there is a larger deviation and with a
bias (compared to GT), explained by the presence of noise.

The third row of the table beneath represents the relative
deviation of period estimation of the current method, ε̂r =
|TCr−TGT |/TGT , averaged over all half-circles (top-right
image), inside and outside of the apriori range, in clean and
noisy parts, respectively. The errors reach as low as 0.00
% (within apriori interval, clean part).

These results support the view that accurate local fre-
quency estimations are achievable by the suggested method
even without precise knowledge of the frequency range.

Not only estimates of frequency but also its certainty can
be useful to applications. The quantity q in equation (29)
can be used to measure the quality of estimation, from the
computations Is20, and Is11. The higher q the more reliable
the estimated frequency is. The quality q achieved high
levels in the experiments when estimations of T0 were
accurate, and low when less accurate. To keep the scope
focused, we have left out experimental evaluation of q.
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VI. OTHER GENERAL PURPOSE ESTIMATORS

A. Laplacian of Gaussian scale space,

A common implementation of the automatic scale selec-
tion of [11] applies Laplacian of Gaussian filters (6) with
different σ2

in, to an image to build up a scale space of the
input

f(r, σ2
in) = (σ2

in(Dxx +Dyy)g) ∗ f(r, σ2
in) =

= −Aω2
0 exp(− ω2

0

2σ−2in
) cos(ωT0 r) (33)

This is successively maximized locally in space and scale,
yielding an estimation of the frequency/scale.

σ2
in = argmax

σ2
in

max
r
|W · f(r, σ2

in)| (34)

Here W is a window function that defines the local image,
analogous to our g(x, y, σ2

out), (17), defining the outer-
scale.

Then, the optimal σin is

ω̂ =

√
2

σin
(35)

for an input sinusoid. Accordingly, (35), must be utilized
to translate apriori interval to scale, yielding the sampling
points

σ2
in : 1.82 3.51 5.19 6.87 8.56 σ2

out : 10.56 (36)

The influence of W on scale estimations has so far not
been studied in publications. In experiments detailed here,
W has been chosen as circular as possible and its radius
has been fixed to be the same as our σout, which we have
shown that it is coupled to the inner-scale, (20) and (A-8).
We have implemented the (spatial) max operator as a gray-
value morphological operation, i.e. dilation with “circular”
structuring element with diameter 2σout+1 ≈ 7. However,
we have also increased this radius to as much as up to
three times with marginal effect on the standard deviations
of frequency estimates in the noisy half (not detailed).

Fig. 3 (right) shows the result of frequency computation
when (34) is used. The presumptions (input image, noise,
apriori knowledge, etc) were otherwise identical to those
of ours. The frequency estimation in the clean part can be
as much as 4 % erroneous compared to the ground truth.
This is due to scale quantization, i.e. the scale-space taps
(five) alone do not provide sufficient accuracy. The argmax
operation chooses simply the closest sampling tap, which is
at random distance to the true frequency but within the step
size. In the noisy part however, the frequency estimations
are more biased towards the included noise, as much as
44% in relative error, and with higher variation than the
corresponding results using the current method, Fig. 3 (left).

It can be argued that, our method is in a more ad-
vantageous position when the noise type is additive and
Gaussian. However, changing the noise to salt&pepper
replacement noise continues to support the evidence for
excessive vulnerability of the argmax combined with max
operation to noise, when estimating frequency. Fig. 3 (right,

bottom-table) presents the results of the corresponding
experiment, where noise type excepted, were the same as
those reported before, Fig. 3.

The table beneath Fig. 4 (marked as “Li”) suggests
that the same technique (including the apriori knowledge),
offers a correct estimation of the local period within quan-
tization errors (of period estimations), when the input is
fundamentally different locally, consisting in two orthogo-
nal orientations (top-left). However when the noise is onset,
the estimations are not nearly as accurate as the estimations
based on the current suggestion.

B. Quadrature filters

In [32] it has been shown that frequency can be estimated
by quotients of magnitude response averages of quadra-
ture filters, emanating from at least two different tuning
frequencies of the filters, if the input is “simple and has
single orientation”. We have implemented this technique
using up to 8 different frequency tunings combined with
2 to 6 orientation tunings, using single, Fig. 2, as well as
double sinusoids, Fig. 4, as inputs.

Here, we aim to illustrate that a frequency estimaton
method designed for inputs with single orientations does
not necessarily generalize well to multiple orientations. We
report our results emanating from a version of filters having
frequencies tuned to {π2−k}4k=0, and orientations tuned to
{lπ/4}3l=0, as applied to double sinusoid inputs, Fig. 4.
The filter relative bandwidths were the same as in [32],
B = 2

√
2. The convolutions were done by multiplication

in the FT domain, to reduce filter approximation errors.
In the two graphs and the table of Fig. 4, we present

the results of this technique (marked as Kn) analogous to
the previously discussed results, Section V-B and VI-A.
In the left graph, the method is nearly linear in the clean
part, although it suffers from bias in inclination compared
to the ground truth. In the noisy part however, the method
is not able to retain the linear change, nearly explicitly
as Cr and Li results. The right graph suggests that there
is a bias and systematic non-isotropy (periodicity) in the
clean part whereas in the noisy part the estimated period is
too noisy compared to Cr and Li. Non-Isotropy was even
more prominent when local images contained two (or more
orientations) while the number of orientation tunings of the
filters were minimum, i.e. 2 as suggested originally.

We attempted to alleviate the bias by calibrating the
estimated frequencies by a linear as well as affine mapping,
which gave promising results on single orientation images
(not detailed here). However, the approach turned to be un-
realistic since first, the number of orientations is generally
unknown in many applications and the calibration constants
were useless when the setup was exposed to two or more
orientation neighborhoods. Second, it is not straight forward
to choose them for every filter parameter setup, and image
type. For example, for a choice of filter tunings, bandwidth
and calibration, the setup that estimates frequencies well
on “clean” test images with floating point pixels did not
estimate the same ground truth frequencies satisfactorily
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when the (same) images were in the most common gray
image representation, 1 Byte per pixel, due to interference
with quantization noise frequencies.

Two elements that contribute to this behaviour is that
even the lowest frequency quadrature filters (here π/16
) receive non-negligable power from the high frequency
contents of the input (e.g. quanitization noise which is near
π ), and that the responses of filters with high frequency
tunings are lsystematicaly weighted highly in the interpo-
lation stage of the method. Changing filter tunings towards
lower frequencies, or reducing the bandwidths (abandoning
the original recommendations), did not help to control
the bias and the sensitivity to high-frequency contents
efficiently. We would like to emphasize that although the
method was difficult to calibrate in our study, it can still be
useful in applications where differentiating the frequencies,
rather than their precise values, is important, e.g. to discern
two textures.

C. Generic and computational comparison

Our scale space is non-linear in the input, whereas the
Laplacian of Gaussian scale space is linear.

The trace of Structure Tensor creates a DC term which
reveals the frequency, while it creates another (weaker) rip-
ple term corresponding to the double of the input frequency,
(19). The ripple term(s), along with noise terms are depre-
ciated via the outer-scale smoothing, inherent to Structure
Tensor computations. We think that this contributes to ex-
plain why there is less variance in our frequency estimation
in the presence of noise compared to the two methods
above, because while the DC-component secures the useful
information and survives the outer-scale smoothing, the
high-frequency terms do not.

Doubling of frequencies by the squaring inherent to the
structure tensor was recognized in [14] (the paragraph after
(21)), with the suggestion of upsampling the input, if it is
a problem in an application. This has also been suggested
in [42], however, without relating it to the former study.

Existence of a peak in the normalized scale space is the
main mechanism of automatic frequency/scale estimation.
Our frequency estimation is instead done by checking for
existence of an orientation by TLS optimization. Addition-
ally, how to determine that a peak is an obvious or a unique
peak has not been studied in the theory of normalized scale
space.

Computationally, our estimator is less costly compared
to the other two estimators on conventional computer
architectures for arbitrary apriori intervals. This is because,
the latter implies that all methods need to apply linear filters
(albeit combined with non-linear operators later) to sample
their respective scale spaces without pyramids/decimation.
Using Laplacian filters to determine the same unknown
frequency ω0 needs in the average

√
2 larger filter sizes

than the corresponding gradient filters per dimension (2 ≤
n), and significantly fewer arithmetic operations than the
quadrature filters, which by construction are not Cartesian
separable.

VII. CONTINUOUS RIDGE-COUNTING IN FINGERPRINTS

In fingermark identification ridge-counting on paths, e.g
lines between minutia points, is a desirable but difficult
operation performed by human experts. The difficulty is due
to the low-quality of the ridges as well as the tediousness
of the task which grows quadratically with the number of
points between which the counts are needed.

Our algorithm for ridge-counting is summarized by

NP =
L

2π

∫
q̂(τ)ω(τ)| cos(θ(τ)− θP(τ))|dτ (37)

where τ parametrizes the integration path, which is arbi-
trary. The functions θ is the direction of the local image.
Furthermore, 0 < q̂ is a quality function, which is normal-
ized along the path of integration, (so that

∫
q̂(τ) = 1 ).

The quality function is assumed to have been generated by
local computations/assesments performed along the path.
The angle θP is the direction angle of the tangent of the
path and L is the length of the path, the presence of which
is due to that q̂ is normalized, clarified below. Examples
of q̂ along the path are certainty of frequency, certainty of
orientation or a combination of the two.

It is worth noting that, the equation formaly introduces
continuous ridge-count, NP , along an arbitrary path. The
continuous refers to the fact that NP is not an integer, i.e. it
changes continuously if the path is prolonged continuously,
allowing to measure the distance in terms of the average
local period. Evidently, NP can be rounded off to the
nearest integer when needed.

The Rationale behind the quality measure in (37) is
to improve the accuracy of ridge-counting. Extrapolating
ridge-counts for subsets of the path where ridge information
is absent is facilitated by q̂, as illustrated by the following
two scenarii. Assume that ω, θ and θL are constant along a
path, and the path is a straight line with length L, causing
that only q̂(τ) remains inside the integral, all other terms
being factored out as constants.

Suppose in the first scenario that certainty is con-
stant everywhere along the line. Then NP reduces to
(L/T ) cos(θ−θL), as it should, due to q̂(τ) integrates to 1.
In the second scenario where we suppose that the certainty
is zero along two third of the path, and constant in the
remainder. Because q̂ integrates to 1 along the (full) path,
we obtain the same NP as in the first scenario. This means
that the ridge-count has been extrapolated from the two-
third of the path where measurements were available even
though no measurements were available in the remainder.

VIII. ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT OF DENSE MAPS

Estimating dense frequency and orientation maps in poor
quality images, including forensic fingermarks, is expected
to be challenging. To meet the challenge, we adopted the
following iterative improvement scheme consisting of three
steps, Fig. 5.

First, frequency estimation was implemented based on
log(I11), as detailed in Section IV.

Second, the estimated frequency map was averaged over
to automatically obtain a global inner scale parameter,
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Fig. 5. Iterative improvement of dense maps

σ2
in for the entire image. Using this parameter, a dense

orientation estimation by Structure Tensor, I20/I11, was
obtained, (3) and (5).

Third, a Gabor filter with frequency and direction param-
eters estimated as in the previous steps was manufactured
for each location in the image. The local image was
projected on the real part of the (dynamically computed)
Gabor filter3.

The projection produces a real image, which is the
original image smoothed along its iso-gray curves, therefore
here referred to as the enhanced image. At this point, we
replace the initial input image with the enhanced image and
restart from the first step above. The three steps are iterated
until the weighted average of the frequency, A: in the flow-
chart, converges, or the maximum number of enhancement
cycles (5 here) are reached. Here, the weights were chosen
as the certainties of frequencies, but can be other regions
of interest, e.g. expert delineations.

IX. EVIDENCE ON TENPRINT-FINGERMARK PAIRS

We have applied the iterative scheme of Section VIII to
images of SD27. In Step 1, we have used the same apriori
knowledge ω0 ∈ [ 2π13 ,

2π
6 ], but using 3 discrete scales, σ2

in :
0.92, 2.60, 4.28. For the majority of images of SD27, at
most 3 iterations were sufficient for convergence, For an
input image, the scheme produces its dense frequency map,
dense orientation map, Fig. 7, and enhanced image, Fig. 8.
In the applications below, only the dense maps were used
whereas the enhanced images were not used explicitly.

A. Ridge-count experiments on tenprint-fingermark pairs

We have applied our ridge-counting method, Section VII
on paths of tenprint-fingermarks of SD27. As paths, we
have chosen the lines joining pairs of minutia, called here
edges, e.g. the blue and red lines in Fig. 6.

On 50 edges selected by an expert from fingermarks
of SD27, the corresponding ridge-counts were obtained

3This estimates the value of a sinusoid at the correct phase w.r.t. the
nearest ridge, given that local frequency and orientation are correctly es-
timated. Derivation details and motivation of this projection are presented
in the supplementary material.

Fig. 6. (Top-left) A tenprint detail and (Top-right) its corresponding
fingermark from an image pair in SD27. (Bottom) Same images with
common minutia identified by forensic experts, overlayed. Overlayed are
also two example minutia edges (red and blue)

manually by the expert. On the same edges, our ridge-
counts were in agreement in 47 cases (within error of 1
ridge). Of the 3 erroneous edges, 2 were explainable by
imprecise localizations of the minutia (defining the edges),
whereas 1 error was due to the edge being parallel to a
ridge. The latter error type are discusseed further below.

To obtain manually extracted minutia (for public avail-
ability in particular), demands significant resources. For
this reason, currently, there are no-more than 258 pairs of
mated fingermark/fingerprints having minutia annotations
which are publicly available (sd27). Manually extracted
ridge-counts for public availabiility is even more difficult
to obtain.

Because we have 74278 mated edge-pairs, whose end
minutia were verified by experts (Match-Set), and that the
respective ridge-counts on them must agree, we can cir-
cumvent manual ridge-counting to evaluate our automatic
ridge-counting. We can instead evaluate to what extent the
ridge-counts on mated edges of tenprint-fingermark pairs
agree.

Table I depicts the relative agreements RA(|εrc|) between
automatic estimations of ridge counts on corresponding
edges, rounded off to closest integers. For 78 % of the
edges (57937), the agreement between the ridge counts
were at most one ridge apart, when our frequency and
orientation maps in combination with our ridge-counting
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method was in use (Row of RCr). The columns depict the
relative agreements measured at different error tolerances
(0 pixels, 1 pixels, etc.) when ridge-counts were rounded
off to the closest integers.

Although these results are encouraging, the low-quality
of fingermark images is not the only source of error.
Using all edges exhaustively, which also contain those with
systematic constellation errors, described next, should be
excluded from use in identity establishement alltogether.
Human experts use a sub-set of all possible edges too in
their evidence chain.

A constellation error is due if uncertainties in ridge-
counting are deteriorated by the locations of edges in the
constellation of minutiae and/or in the orientation map.
The first type of this error occurs if an edge between
two minutia passes through or nearby a third minutia.
The total ridge count on the edge can then be one more
or less, depending on the localization accuracy of the
(three) involved minutiae. If such an edge is barred from
ridge-counting, the (smaller two) edges joining the middle
minutia to the initial two still contain the same information
for identification purposes.

In Fig. 6, drawn in red, an edge suffering from the
constellation error (of the first type) is shown, along with
another edge, shown in blue which does not suffer from the
phenomenon. On red edges, the (automatic) ridge counts
differ with 2.7 ridges (7.9, 5.2 for tenprint, fingermark
respectively), whereas along the blue edges, the same
counts differ with 0.0 ridges (16.6, 16.6 ). Even if the (blue)
edge is long and runs through noisy ridges, the suggested
method was able to estimate the ridge count better than on
the shorter (red) edge.

In Table I, marked as R′Cr, agreements between the
ridge-counts are shown as before, except that the underlying
minutia edges had no (other) minutia close to the edge.
To be specific, edges with a third minutia within 8 pixels
(Euclidean) distance were rejected. There were then fewer
edges in the count, 6045. The 8 pixels treshold corresponds
roughly to the average inter-ridge distance of adult males.
Accordingly, in 83% of mated edges, the ridge-counts
were in agreement, which is an improvement compared to
using all possible edges. On the average this represents 26
different ridge-counts per fingermark, which can be offered
to experts.

A second type of constellation error occurs when a sub-
part of an edge runs parallel to a ridge. If orientation
agreement occurs by chance, e.g. due to the two minutiae
of an edge are not accurately located, then the total edge-
count risks to be unstable. We have rejected such edges
in addition to those contributing to the first type (gradient
and minutia angle differences with less than 15 degrees
observed on more than 8 pixels). The number of edges were
thereby reduced to 5590. However, the performance was
unchanged. A factor that contributes to explain this, is that
only 7% new edges were discovered in comparison to the
first type. Accordingly, experiments support that avoiding
the first type of constellation errors offers the most useful
sub-selection of edges for ridge-counts.

j

TABLE I
PREVALENCE OF |εrc|, ON EDGES BETWEEN MINUTIA (SD27)

|εrc| 0 1 2 3 4 5
RLi(|εrc|) 0.37 0.71 0.84 0.91 0.94 0.96
RCr(|εrc|) 0.43 0.78 0.90 0.95 0.97 0.98
R′Li(|εrc|) 0.43 0.77 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.96
R′Cr(|εrc|) 0.51 0.83 0.92 0.96 0.97 0.98

Fig. 7. (Top) Dense frequency maps of the tenprint-fingermark pair
in Fig. 6. Bottom Dense orientation map of the same pair. Both maps
constitute the (only) inputs of dense ridge counting algorithm along
arbitrary paths

Considering that our ridge-counting and edge choosing
were automatic and do not necessitate ridge extraction, even
on fingermarks, an 83 % agreement (within 1 ridge) are
encouraging. In our ridge-counting, the quality measures of
dense maps offer interpolation in intervals where ridges are
not available from adjacent intervals where they are avail-
able. We are not aware of other studies on ridge-counting
for fingermarks. Nonetheless, we have used a different
frequency map, Section VI-A, but with our orientation map
and ridge counting to evaluate the role of frequency maps.
The results, marked with Li in Table I, support the view that
the contribution of our frequency maps to ridge-counting is
preferable.

B. frequency map as descriptor of minutia

As indicated in [39], image based descriptors improve
minutia matching. However, there is a lack of descriptors
in published studies.
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Fig. 8. Enhanced images (of Fig. 6) using dense orientation and
frequency maps. Gray regions are formed by points where frequency and
orientation certainties were too low

We study here the frequency map around a minutia as
an attribute to recognize the minutia, among numerous
minutia in tenprints. The fingermarks of sd27 contain many
samples that have very contaminated neighborhoods in
their fequencies in comparison to their matching minutia
in tenprints. Not only fingermark ridges can be absent or
very faint, but also there can be too many irrelevant ridges,
or strokes that mask the ridges of a relevant fingermark.
In Fig. 9 a fingermark left on a cheque along with its 106
minutia (identified by experts) is shown (left) along with the
(zoomed-in) minutia area(right). The minutia area contains
periodical strokes and letters contaminating the frequency
contents of minutia neighborhoods in high curvature areas.
The latter presents additional deviations from a single
frequency and/or single orientation model.

The matching has been done by generating a match score
sM between two candidate minutiae, one in a fingermark
and the other in a tenprint, via sM =< f, g > /(‖f‖‖g‖) ≤
1 (the Schwartz inequality) where f , and g are the fre-
quency maps in the vicinities of the two minutiae, after
(rotational) alignment. A rotation is applied to the tenprint
neighborhood of the minutia such that the directions of the
two minutiae agree. As minutia locations and directions,
the data set provided by forensic experts were used (Match-
Set). The genuine minutae pairs (mates) in the set allow to
effectuate client (genuine) tests. Given that the mates are
known, non-mate minutiae can be paired randomly, yielding
impostor tests. Our test protocol had 1032 client and 5508
impostor verifications. Here both client and impostor refer
to the identity of a single minutia (not the finger), [8].

In the experiments, f and g were chosen to be maps
extracted from neighborhoods of various sizes and shapes.
We only report on two sizes and shapes that provide most
insight. First is a disc neighborhood consisting of (digital
grid) points with distance less than 23 pixels to the origin
(minutia location). Second is a ring constisting of points
with distance between 67 and 90 pixels to the origin.

In addition to our frequency maps we have also used
those produced by the method of [37], which was publicly
available as software (default parameters). Figure 9 shows
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Fig. 9. (Top) A sample fingermark with contamination superimposed
with its minutia and its zoomed version. (Bottom) Impostor versus
Client error probabilities for minutia identities based on frequency maps
estimated on SD27.

the client (false rejection, FR) versus impostor (false accep-
tence, FA) probability estimates, drawn as Detection Error
Trade-off (DET) curves. These are equivalents of Receiver
Operator Curves but with “logarithmed” axes. The graphs
of [37] on the disc (DS-CH), on the ring (RN-CH), and as
the fusion of both (FS-CH) are marked, yielding the Equal
Error Rates (EER) of 48 %, 39% and 39% respectively. The
corresponding experiments using our frequency map pro-
posals, with everything else being identical, are marked as
DS-PR, RN-PR and FS-PR, yielding the EERs of 40%, 32%
and 30%, respectively. The fusion rule in both experiments
consisted in weighted score addition (ad-hoc, chosen as 0.2
and 0.8) giving the best performance for both. The results
suggest a measurable difference between the recognition
strengthts of the two frequency features, significantly in
favor of our frequency maps.

The model of [37] fits a (single) frequency (ring) to
the power spectrum for a whole block. Accordingly, the
method represents a lower resolution of the frequency
map compared to ours. The frequency is the expectation
of the radial coordinate of the Short Term FT when the
power spectrum is interpreted as probability. Our frequency
estimation is a TLS fit in the log scale space, and affords a
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Fig. 10. Impostor/Client error probabilities for fingermark identities
based on 3 steps i) tenprint enhancement, ii) minutia extraction and iii)
verification on Sd27. Red: no-enhancement; blue: using frequency maps
of [34]; green: using frequency maps of the current suggestion.

higher spatial resolution. Additional heuristics, for example
continuity of orientation, and frequency can be added to
any frequency estimation method (i.e. to both methods) to
reduce the problems caused by ambiguities when a foreign
wave pattern contaminates a genuine wave, e.g. as is done
in palm-print recognition [38] (see their eq. (5) and (6)),
or by using robust statistics to reject outlyers. However,
such add-ons must not obscure the fact that a frequency
estimation method must deliver a frequency whose merits
should be measured w.r.t. its accuracy and usefulness.

C. Enhancement, minutia extraction and verification

Enhancing tenprints is frequently utilized prior to minu-
tia extraction and verification to improve the verification
performance and robustness. To evaluate our dense maps,
we have used (open source) software implemented by
independent authors for minutia based verification com-
prising: i) image enhancement, ii) minutia detection and
iii) verification.

For the first step we have used a publicly available (Univ.
W. Australia) implementation4 of the algorithm due to [34]
to enhance the tenprints of Sd27. This method relies on
low-resolution i) dense frequency maps extracted from 1D
profiles of the fingerprint (X-signature), assuming that local
orientation map is pre-computed, and ii) orientation maps
computed by eigenvector directions of the Structure Tensor
[14], [21] as inputs.

Second, we have extracted minutia automatically using
mindtct software (ver. 4.1.0), [43]. To evaluate the in-
fluence of dense maps on verification of minutiae, we have
extracted minutiae in regions of tenprints which truly matter

4www.csse.uwa.edu.au/∼pk/research/matlabfns/FingerPrints/Docs/
index.html accessed 2014-08-31

for verification, namely those that were common with their
mates (fingermarks). Only the enhancement quality inside
this region is important for verification, since information
at the outside is not available in the fingermarks as judged
by the human experts. The annotation of these regions was
obtained from human experts (Match-Set), as represented
by the bounding box of minutiae (plus 10 pixels around to
reduce boundary effects).

Third, we have matched minutia of fingermarks extracted
by (FBI) examiners (Ideal-Set) against the automatically
extracted minutia, using bozorth3 software?? (ver. 4.1.0).

Fig. 10 (red) shows the DET curve based on tenprints
of Sd27 using steps ii) and iii) i.e. without enhancement,
serving as a baseline performance, summarized by an EER
of 33 %. As expected, introducing a careful enhancement
using the frequency and orientation maps of [34], lowers
the performance curve (blue) with ≈ 3 % points yielding
an EER of 30% over not applying enhancement to tenprints
(red). Since the source code of the used enhancement
method was available, we could test the performance of
i)-iii) by replacing its frequency and orientation maps with
ours, which have higher resolution, everything else being
identical. The result (green) shows an additional lowering
of the DET curve with 6 % points (compared to blue) in
verification performace, summarized by an EER of 24%.

These results support the view that there is signifi-
cant room for improvement of verification performance by
ameliorating the existing methods of dense frequency and
orientation estimations in fingermark processing.

X. CONCLUSION

We have shown that frequency measurement is an orien-
tation estimation problem in the logarithmic scale space
generated by the Structure Tensor. A significant conse-
quence is that isotropic and dense frequency maps can
be established independent of orientation estimation, nor
assuming existance of a unique orientation locally.

If linear scale space is to estimate frequency of a signal
comprising multiple orientations, at least second order
derivatives (Laplacian), are needed. We have shown that
a (non-linear) logarithmic scale space affords first order
derivative based estimations of dense scale, which have
smaller filter supports than those of second derivatives.

Experimental results using synthetic as well as forensic
images evidence that with 3 to 5 sampling taps in the scale-
space, one can estimate the frequency accurately in the
TLS error sense, and obtain a certainty of the estimation,
avoiding scale interpolation.

Independently obtained dense frequency and orientation
maps can be combined in iterative schemes to improve each
other by local projections of the original on Gabor filters
steered by the dense maps.

Experimental evidence reveals for the first time that
frequency maps together with orientation maps have a
realistic potential to count ridges continuosly, without edge
thinning, ridge extraction, etc, on fingermarks.

Results from forensic fingerprints in ridge counting,
frequency map as descriptor of minutia neighborhoods,
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frequency map as input of enhancement are evidences of
the usefulness of the suggested dense maps.

Our results can be extended to gray images with
any finite coordinate dimension, as stated in the Theo-
rems.
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APPENDIX

First, we prove Multiple Orientations theorem stated in
Section IV. To this end, we define the vectors a, and e for
notational convenience as

a = (A1, A2, · · · , AM )T and e = (1, 1, · · · , 1)T
(A-1)

where ‖a‖ = A and ‖e‖ =
√
M .

Proof of Multiple Orientations Theorem: If the input
follows (1), e.g. Fig. 4, the squared norm of its gradient is

‖h ∗ f‖2 = G2(ω1, σ
−2
in )‖

∑

k∈Q
ωkAk sin(ω

T
k r + ϕk)‖2

= G2(ω1, σ
−2
in )

∑

k,k′∈Q
ωTk′ωkAk′Ak

1

2
×

[cos((ωk−ωk′)Tr+ϕk−ϕk′)−cos((ωk′+ωk)
Tr+ϕk+ϕk′)]

= Bs(r) +Bd(r) (A-2)

where Bs is summation over k, k′ when the two indices
are the same and Bd is when they are different as follows.

Bs = G2(ω1, σ
−2
in )
∑

k∈Q
‖ωk‖2A2

k

1

2
[1− cos(2(ωTkr + ϕk))]

(A-3)

Bd = G2(ω1, σ
−2
in )

∑

k 6=k′∈Q
ωTk′ωkAk′Ak

1

2
× (A-4)

[cos((ωk−ωk′)Tr+ϕk−ϕk′)−cos((ωk′+ωk)
Tr+ϕk+ϕk′)]

Then, the trace of S can be decomposed to two convolu-
tions

I11 = (Bs ∗ g)(r′) + (Bd ∗ g)(r′)

=

∫
Bs(r)g(r + r′, σ2

out) +

∫
Bd(r)g(r + r′, σ2

out)

(A-5)
where the first integral evaluates to

Bs∗g=G2(ω1, σ
−2
in )ω2

0

∑

k∈Q
A2
k

1

2
[1−
∫
cos(2(ωTkr+ϕk))g(· · · )]

containing integrals representing convolution with sinu-
soids. Noting that ‖ωk‖ = ω0 and ‖H‖ = ω0G, the
expression of Bs ∗ g can be transformed to

Bs∗g =
1

2
‖H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2

∑

k∈Q
A2
k(1+exp(− 4ω2

0

2σ−2out
) cos(· · · ))

(A-6)
because sinusoids result in sinusoids in linear systems.
However the integral term is now reduced to a ripple term,
the amplitude of which can be contained by fixing σ2

out.
The second contributor to (A-5), Bd ∗ g, is

Bd∗g = G2(· · · )
∑

k 6=k′∈Q
ωTk′ωkAk′Ak

1

2

∫
g(r+r′, σ2

out)×· · ·

[cos((ωk−ωk′)Tr+ϕk−ϕk′)−cos((ωk′+ωk)
Tr+ϕk+ϕk′)]

where the integral terms are convolutions, producing ripple
terms subdued with the FT of g.

1

2
ω2
0G

2(ω1, σ
−2
in )

∑

k 6=k′∈Q

ωTk′ωk
ω2
0

Ak′Ak × · · ·

[G(ωk − ωk′ , σ
−2
out) cos((ωk − ωk′)

Tr′ + ϕk − ϕk′) · · ·
−G(ωk + ωk′ , σ

−2
out) cos((ωk′ + ωk)

Tr′ + ϕk + ϕk′)]

This reveals that Bd∗g consists only of ripple terms, i.e. no
DC term. Using the fact that ‖ωk±ωk′‖2 = 2(1±ωTkωk′)
will transform it to

Bd ∗ g =
1

2
‖H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2

∑

k 6=k′∈Q
Ak′Ak × · · ·

[
ωTk′ωk
ω2
0

exp(− 2ω2
0

2σ−2out
(1−ω

T
k′ωk
ω2
0

)) cos(· · · ) + · · ·

ωTk′ωk
ω2
0

exp(− 2ω2
0

2σ−2out
(1 +

ωTk′ωk
ω2
0

)) cos(· · · )] (A-7)

For the sequel, it is worth noting that 0 ≤ ωTk ω
′
k

ω2
0
≤ δ and

the slowest decaying term in (A-7) (the first exponential)
can be made small by an appropriate σ2

out

δ exp(− 2ω2
0

2σ−2out
(1− δ))≤ε⇔ 1

ω2
0(1− δ)

log(
δ

ε
)≤σ2

out

(A-8)
Apropriate choice of σ2

out (A-8), substitution of (A-7),
(A-6) in (A-5), and division by 1

2‖H‖2‖a‖2 provide,

I11 · (
1

2
‖H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2A2)−1≤

[1 + ε(ε/δ)
1+δ
1−δ ) + ε(1 + (ε/δ)

δ
1−δ )

∑

k 6=k′∈Q
Ak′Ak/‖a‖2] =

[1 + ε(ε/δ)
1+δ
1−δ ) + ε(1 + (ε/δ)

δ
1−δ )((eTa)2/‖a‖2 − 1)] ≤

[1+ε(ε/δ)
1+δ
1−δ ))+ε(1+(ε/δ)

δ
1−δ )(M−1))] = 1+ε1 (A-9)

where we have used Schwartz inequality, (eTa)2 ≤ M ·
‖a‖2, to simplify the summation term. Since Eq. (A-9) can
be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing ε small, which
in turn determines an appropriate σ2

out via (A-8), we can
contain all vacillations of the output to obtain an essentially
constant trace for fixed ω0, δ and M

I11 ≈
1

2
‖H(ω1, σ

−2
in )‖2A2 (A-10)

Next, we prove a theorem, needed to construct and
study the behaviour of adaptive Gabor filters, used for
enhancement. Enhancement, e.g. Fig. 6, is a by product
of producing dense frequency and orientation maps. Only
these maps are used to automatically count edges fraction-
ally along an arbitrary path, Section VIII. After the proof,
we present our construction of the Gabor filters.

Theorem (Gabor Iteration). Let Kf be the transforma-
tion

(Kf)(r) =

∫
hGabor
ωg,σ2

g
(r′)f(r − r′) (A-11)
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where f is a Fourier Transformable function with FT
equaling to F (ω), and hGabor

ωg,σ2
g

is Gabor function

hGabor
ωg,σ2

g
(r′) =

1

2πσ2
g

exp(−‖r
′‖2

2σ2
g

) exp(iωg
Tr′) (A-12)

with ωg , and σg being finite constants, in IR2 and IR+

respectively. Provided that F (ωg) 6= 0:

lim
n→∞

Knf

|Knf | = exp(iωg
Tr) (A-13)

Proof: The input image f is expressed relative coor-
dinates of the Gabor filter function. Transformation Kf is
a convolution. Then, remembering the FT of a Gaussian is
given by (12), and multiplication with a complex exponen-
tial corresponds to translation in FT domain, we obtain FT
of Knf as the product

F(Knf)(ω) = exp(−nσ2
g2
−1‖ω − ωg‖2)F (ω) (A-14)

Since f is Fourier transformable, |F | is continuous,

exp(−nσ2
g2
−1‖ω − ωg‖2)|F (ω)− F (ωg)| ≤ ε (A-15)

for arbitrary ε with due large n so as

F(Knf) = exp(−nσ2
g2
−1‖ω − ωg‖2)F (ωg) (A-16)

is valid. In other words, the error of replacing F (ω) in
(A-14) with the constant function F (ωg) can be made
arbitrarily small by applying K appropriately many times.
However, inverse FT of (A-16), equals to

(Knf)(r) =
F (ωg)

2πnσ2
g

exp(− ‖r‖
2

2nσ2
g

) exp(iωg
Tr) (A-17)

where F (ωg) 6= 0. Thereupon (A-13) follows.
Adaptive Gabor filters for fingerprint enhancement:

Gabor Iteration theorem points at the urgency of estima-
tion of frequency parameters of the image correctly when
projection on Gabor filters is used as oriented-smoothing
strategy. It shows that Knf will produce a complex si-
nusoid that is in agreement with frequency parameters of
the Gabor filter (ωg) with increased n, rather than that
of the input image, even if the latter happens to be a
sinusoid. Therefore, only if frequency parameters of the
local sinusoid ωf are approximated sufficiently closely by
ωg of Gabor function, Knf will smooth local image along
iso-curves, and reproduce the ridge pattern along gradient
directions. A strategy to escape from traps of erroneous
frequency parameters (employed here) is to reestimate them
after each oriented-smoothing iteration.

We model a local image in a fingerprint ideally as

f(r − r′) = A cos(φf − ωTf r
′) (A-18)

where r′ is filter coordinates and φf = ωTf r is the phase
offset relative filter center. In other words the image f is
shifted such that r′ = 0 yields the current point. Accord-
ingly when the current point, r, changes, this changes φf .

Section IV together with structure tensor studies suggest
a method to estimate absolute frequency and direction

densely, ωf . Thereupon, estimations of ωf can be assumed
to be available densely, whereas the phase φf is unknown.

Next we show that the the complex sinusoid resulting
from an iterative process (A-13) can be used to compute
φf , and thereby to construct sinusoids that agree with ridges
in phase, absolute frequency and orientation. Together,
these sinusoids produce amplitude normalized enhanced
fingerprints, e.g. Fig. 7. However, we need first to establish
the relationship of the scale parameter of the Gabor filter,
σg with the frequency parameters of an input sinusoid ωf
for image reconstruction.

We use the theorem wherein the input image is as
in (A-18), and we set ωg = ωf providing a Gabor
filter hGabor

ωf ,σ2
g
(r) adapted to local absolute frequency and

orientation but its σg is undetermined as of yet.
Equation (A-11) is a convolution when calculated for

all neigborhoods. However one can also see it as a scalar
product when computed for one local image, and express it
in frequency plane. This is possible because scalar products
are conserved under FT, Plancherell-Parseval Theorem.
This allows to compute (A-11) in the FT domain as
integration between the FT of hGabor

ωf ,σ2
g
(r), and the FT of

f(r) = A cos(ωTf r), (A-18), where the integration is
carried out w.r.t. ω′:

Kf(r) =

∫
exp(−‖ω

′ − ωf‖2
2σ−2g

)
A

2
δ(ω′−ωf) exp(iω

T
f r)+

∫
exp(−‖ω

′ − ω‖2
2σ−2g

)
A

2
δ(ω′+ ωf) exp(−iωTf r) (A-19)

Dirac δ distributions extract values of Gaussians at ω′ =
ωf and ω′ = −ωf , respectively,

Kf(r) = exp(−‖ωf − ωf‖2
2σ−2g

)
A

2
exp(iωTf r)+

exp(−‖ωf + ωf‖2
2σ−2g

)
A

2
exp(−iωTf r) (A-20)

The first Gaussian term reaches its maximum, 1, whereas
the value of the second Gaussian depends on ‖2ωf‖.

The second Gaussian can be approximated with zero
at arbitrary accuracy provided that ‖2ωf‖ is appropriately
large compared to σ−1g . To achieve a reasonable accuracy,
we couple σ−1g to ‖ωg‖, which is in turn approximated by
the estimated absolute frequency of the input ωf = ‖ωf‖,
by

ωf = 2σ−1g (A-21)

This allows for two periods/ridges in the local image to
estimate the phase by, one on each half of the filter support,
and the (second Gaussian) factor attains values less than
0.0005, yielding

2Kf(r) =
A

2
exp(iωTf r) = A exp(i(ωTf r)) (A-22)

a residual amplitude of 0.0005 or less. Using (14) would
yield a residual amplitude up to 0.61 even on the ideal
input, (A-18).
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The coupling in (A-21) is different that of (14) in that σg
of a Gabor filter determines the spatial extent of oriented
smoothing the filter applies (the frequency vector sensitivity
being under the control of the other parameter, ωg) whereas
σin of a gradient filter determines the absolute frequency
to which the filter is most sensitive. The Gabor filter is used
here to apply oriented smoothing to a fingerprint to obtain
an enhanced image, after that an absolute frequency map
has been built. For oriented smoothing to be successful, one
needs to reduce the influence of the second term in (A-20),
so that the real part of 2Kf is the input sinusoid, if it
is noise free, the smoothed input sinusoid along “correct”
iso-curves if it contains noise.

Consequently, an appropriate choice of the Gabor param-
eter σg allows for recovery of the input sinusoid phase via
the argument of Kf , being φf = ωTf r. It is then clear that
the real part of 2Kf

<(2Kf)(r) = A cos(ωTf r) (A-23)

is a sinusoid steered by the local phase. Provided that the
local image is well approximated by a sinusoid, (A-18),
there is then no need to apply K more than once, to obtain
the local phase, and thereby the normalized input, i.e. f
with A = 1 in (A-18).

In our application the goal was to obtain a stable and rea-
sonably accurate absolute frequency map. In fingerprints,
especially so in fingermarks, the local images deviate from
a perfect sinusoid and the frequency parameters are not
correctly estimated at the inset. Therefore, we have evalu-
ated Knf for 1 ≤ n in an iterative process. Before each
application of K, the absolute frequency and orientation,
i.e. ωf , is estimated based on the latest Kf , (f initially),
to escape the trap hinted by Gabor Iteration theorem.

After each iteration the global average of absolute fre-
quency is estimated. This global measure (rather than a
local criterion) is used as convergence criterion when estab-
lishing absolute frequency maps for fingerprints. The final
enhanced image (Knf ) is amplitude normalized (A=1).
That is, what is shown in Fig. 7, is <(Knf/|Knf |). The
image values are set to zero (gray points), if |Knf(r)| <
0.1maxr(|Knf |)(r)|.
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Abstract—We present a model-based feature extractor to
describe neighborhoods around keypoints by finite expansion,
estimating the spatially varying orientation by harmonic func-
tions. The iso-curves of such functions are highly symmetric w.r.t.
the origin (a keypoint) and the estimated parameters have well
defined geometric interpretations. The origin is also a unique
singularity of all harmonic functions, helping to determine the
location of a keypoint precisely, whereas the functions describe
the object shape of the neighborhood. This is novel and comple-
mentary to traditional texture features which describe texture-
shape properties i.e. they are purposively invariant to translation
(within a texture). We report on experiments of verification
and identification of keypoints in forensic fingerprints by using
publicly available data (NIST SD27), and discuss the results
in comparison to other studies. These support our conclusions
that the novel features can equip single cores or single minutia
with a significant verification power at 19% EER, and an
identification power of 24-78% for ranks of 1-20. Additionally,
we report verification results of periocular biometrics using near-
infrared images, reaching an EER performance of 13%, which
is comparable to the state of the art. More importantly, fusion
of two systems, our and texture features (Gabor), result in a
measurable performance improvement. We report reduction of
the EER to 9%, supporting the view that the novel features
capture relevant visual information, which traditional texture
features do not.

Index Terms—image analysis, biometrics, forensics, features,
descriptors, minutia, cores, deltas, feature maps, dense features,
orientation, direction, structure tensor, SAFE, Gabor, fingerprint,
SD27

I. INTRODUCTION

WE suggest the use of a model explaining the orientation
field of the neighborhood of a keypoint by a finite

sequence of basis functions which have a singularity in com-
mon, the keypoint itself. The purpose is to give the keypoint
an identity as much unique as possible by explaining its
neighborhood with reference to the singularity. This is because
each basis function (except one) has no other singularity
than the one at the origin, which is the keypoint, easing
identification of keypoints.

Because it is model-based, the feature extraction process
has the power of providing information about the quality of
the model fit. Model parameters are the features that explain
a neighborhood. The explanation can be significant or poor,
which is represented by the quality.

The goal of the description is to represent the properties of
the neighborhood as unique as possible, to give to its center a
label, the keypoint identity. Furthermore, we want to give an

The authors are with Halmstad University, IDE dept, SE-30234, Sweden.
E-mail: see http://islab.hh.se/mediawiki/Personnel

identity to few points in comparison to texture segmentation
where one wishes to give an identity or label to a continuum
of points, a region. Thus the goal is to extract object properties
rather than texture properties of a neighborhood1.

We will study our descriptors in the context of forensic
fingerprints (500 dpi), Fig. 1. They are comprised of ridges
forming singularities in micro scale (minutiae, which can
be of type bifurcation or end-point), or macro-scale (cores,
and deltas) [1]. Collectively, we will call them keypoints.
The fingerprints taken at highly controlled environments such
as police-stations are called tenprints. Fingerprints originated
from uncontrolled conditions e.g. collected from a crime
scene are called fingermarks (in Europe), or latents (in USA).
Fingermarks have very poor quality compared to tenprints,
posing challenges to human and machine experts alike.

We have also studied our feature extraction by verifying
identity using periocular images. Irises are usually not distin-
guished from one another by extracting keypoints in biometric
recognition, but by methods quantifying texture properties. We
evaluated if object properties bring complementary informa-
tion to periocular recognition by extracting them on a regular
grid of points placed at the pupil center.

A. Related work

A desired property of texture features is invariance to
translation by which the pixels of a region inherit a common
property allowing to delineate the texture from other textures,
[2]. However, machine vision also uses sparse keypoints to
which the corresponding feature vectors are associated. In
combination, such keypoints can be used to identify visual
objects, for e.g. image content based retrievals, [3], navigation
[4], and image registration [5]. The feature vector describes
then the neighborhood around the keypoint it is associated
with. With this in mind, several feature vectors have been sug-
gested [6], including Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
[7] or Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [8] for general
visual object recognition.

One of the earliest usages of image comparison by key-
points is in forensic fingerprint matching, long before the
computer era, e.g. the 19’th century contributors, J. Purkynĕ,
W. Herschel, A. Bertillon, F. Galton, E. Henry, A. Haque, C.
Bose, e.g. [9]. Here the object is a finger and the mission
is to conclude if two fingerprints originate from it, by using
keypoints which are minutiae, cores, deltas. General purpose

1This is an analogy of “particle” and “wave” notions in physics, where the
former is characterized by a well defined position, and the latter by being
repetitive.
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keypoint descriptors such as SIFT [10], SURF [11], LBP [12]
have hitherto not been as performant as fingerprint specific
descriptors. Nonetheless, in matching tenprints to tenprints,
SIFT features are suggested to extract texture properties,
reaching ∼10% EER, in contrast to minutiae positions and
directions descriptor performance of 2% EER [10].

Similar to SIFT, LBP applies histogramming, which is
the source of their translation invariance, to binary codes
representing the orientations of iso-curves passing through a
keypoint and a circle around it. The latter is, in its essence,
what makes SIFT and SURF features translation invariant
(texture descriptors) too. Performance of the texture based
periocular and iris images with these features is therefore
expectedly high: 7% EER with SIFT features, 19% with LBP
[13] and ∼11% EER with SIFT features [14].

To the best of our knowledge there is no study on the
performance of general purpose feature vectors when match-
ing fingermarks to tenprints. This is presumably because, i)
generic feature vectors are most efficient when applied to own
keypoints (rather than minutiae), ii) they extract 2-3 orders
of magnitudes more keypoints than what a human fingerprint
expert endorses as reliable, iii) the repeatability of their
extracted keypoints on fingermarks are yet to be demonstrated
and iv) human expert cannot interpret or interfere with the high
(128 in [10], [11]) dimensional vectors for each keypoint.

For good quality fingerprints Gabor filter responses at
(8) different directions can be established [15], yielding the
fingercode of the neighborhoods of a core. The study of [16]
is similar in the spirit and suggests a polar sampling of the
gradient field (angle, varying in [0, π]) around a keypoint to be
neighborhood descriptors. By contrast works [17], [18] reports
identification performance of fingermarks against tenprints
using minutiae directions, skeleton, and orientation fields,
showing that there is a significant unexploited potential of
non-minutia features in identification. However, the orientation
fields and (ridge) skeletons of fingermarks are reconstructed
from manually extracted minutiae, whereas those of the ten-
prints were based on outputs of (undisclosed) commercial
software.

Periocular recognition has gained attention recently in the
biometrics field [19], [20], [13], [21]. Periocular refers to the
face region in the immediate vicinity of the eye, including
the eye, eyelids, lashes and eyebrows. It has emerged as
a promising trait for unconstrained biometrics, with a sur-
prisingly high discrimination ability. One advantage is its
availability over a wide range of distances even when the iris
texture cannot be reliably obtained (low resolution) or under
partial face occlusion (close distances). The most widely used
approaches for periocular recognition include LBP and, to a
lesser extent, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [22]
and SIFT keypoints. The use of different experimental setups
and databases make difficult a direct comparison between
existing works. The study of Park et al. [13] compares LBP,
HOG and SIFT using the same data, with SIFT giving the
best performance 6.95% EER, followed by LBP 19.26% EER
and HOG 21.78% EER. Other works with LBPs, however,
report EER below 1% [23], [24]. Gabor features were also
proposed in a work of 2002 [19]. Here, the authors used three

machine experts to process Gabor features from the facial
regions surrounding the eyes and the mouth, achieving very
low error rates(EER≤0.3%). Another important set of research
works have concentrated their efforts in the fusion of different
algorithms, for example [25], [26].

B. Overview and contributions

The feature extraction method includes three main steps
as shown on Fig. 1. Given an input image, we estimate its
orientation field, Sec. II. This is an iterative process for noisy
images, which also includes the absolute frequency field as
a byproduct. The feature extractor expects that its input has
complex (pixel) values, where argument (angle) and magnitude
(real, non-negative) information define the model parameter
and the error of fitting. This is in itself not novel, [27],
[28], but automatic extraction of fingermark orientation fields
(including the quality measures) and offering this field to a
forensic (human) expert to verify or edit it, to the best of our
knowledge, is a novelty. At the end of Step 1 (and even Step
2) the resulting complex fields are meaningful (for a human
forensic expert) because the complex pixels are measurements
of angles (model parameters) which can be displayed as a color
image in HSV color space by steering the hue component
(orientation angle) and the brightness component (quality),
respectively. Usage of the same complex representation offers
higher resolution both for the human, seeing a color image,
and an algorithm, handling a dense complex field. The human
examiner can interpret dark pixels as low-confidence pixels
and clearly visible hue as reliable angle parameters. This
enables an interface between the forensic examiner, and a
machine algorithm, for manual verification or editing of the
computed angle estimations.

At Step 2 we confine the dense complex field around an
arbitrary keypoint to a set of torus shaped areas of growing
radii. This is done by multiplying the complex valued image
by the (non-negative, real) magnitudes of a set of filters which
are torus shaped and are normalized to reflect the quality as
well as absence of information within the support areas of
filter functions, Sec. II. Subsequently, the extracted complex
tori are projected onto a set of complex filter functions, which
fit angle parameters of highly symmetric function families to
the input (complex) tori, along with the quality of the fitting,
Sec. III-E. The result is equivalent to extracting a Generalized
Structure Tensor feature by using the (complex) symmetry
derivatives of Gaussians. Neither of the latter concepts are
novel, [29]. However, the filter function, Sec. III-C, realizing a
(mathematically) dense set of filters, is a useful novelty. This is
because, beside allowing finite expansion and extracting low-
dimensional features which are meaningful to humans, the
filters can be easily adapted to novel applications, via their
parameters, Sec. III-B. The latter are directly connected to
width and location of tori, as detailed in the Appendix.

The resulting feature vector explains the image content
around a keypoint by families of functions which all except
one have the keypoint as singularity. This makes the feature
vector as a descriptor of object rather than texture properties
of the keypoint neighborhood, because the filter response
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the suggested object-based feature extraction visualized by the example of fingerprint image. Step 1. Preprocessing by means of Linear
Structure Tensor (LST) to produce dense orientation field. Step 2. Extraction of ring shaped areas in neighbourhood of point of interest followed by feature
extraction. Extraction is performed by projecting orientation image information on basis of harmonic functions generated with Generalized Structure Tensor
(GST). Step 3. Alignment by rotation compensation in the feature space for matching

magnitudes quickly attenuate when going away from the
keypoint. We are not aware of other feature vectors that
systematically measure image contents that are not translation
invariant. The proposed features are translation variant, and
rotation steerable, achieving rotation invariance by rotation
compensation, through complex multiplication, Step 3, Sec.
III-D. This is important to practice since rotation invariance
is achieved by few multiplications of the features, without
rotating the underlying image data. The steerable filter theory
of [30], which is linear w.r.t. the original image, shares some
concepts with the feature vector presented in Sec. III-C.
Nonetheless it is significantly different, since the steerability of
our descriptors concerns orientation field, which is non-linear,
though tractably2 connected to the iso-curves of the original
image, [29]. The arguments of our feature vector elements are
angle parameters of harmonic functions and the magnitudes
are quality measures, which both can be interpreted visually
by humans as collection of curves. We are not aware of other
feature vectors which are orientation steerable and represent
visually meaningful curves.

In the experiments, Sec. IV, we provide verification and
identification results using publicly available databases, and
published methods, for repeatability and future comparisons,
to quantify the recognition power of the suggested features in
isolation. This is novel in its essence for fingerprints because
in prior studies it is not possible to read out the recognition
power of descriptors for a variety of reasons. These include
i) reporting only identification performance (CMC-curves)
means that the background data must be fully available and
future experiments must actually precisely use them3, ii) all
used methods are not published in prior studies, which is an
obstacle to a critical analysis, e.g. on their influence in the
suggested recognition performance in comparison to that of
the descriptors.

2Squaring is implicit in the structure tensors or their equivalent complex
fields representing orientations in double angle.

3The CMC-curves are “normalized” with the number of people in the query
population, not with the number of people in the background data. Accord-
ingly, the curves will systematically shift with the size of the background
data.

II. ORIENTATION FIELD ESTIMATION

Our feature extractor analyzes variations of the complex
valued orientation field around keypoints. We suggest to use
the Linear Symmetry Tensor (LST) [27] with the purpose to
obtain a dense orientation field together with quality measures.
However, to obtain a reliable orientation field, an iterative
procedure can be utilized if the input image is noisy, as is
the case with forensic fingermarks. The procedure comprises
of an initial estimation of the dense orientation field and the
(absolute) frequency field improving one another in subsequent
iterations via enhanced images in intermediate steps [28].

The ordinary structure tensor (ST) [27] is fully equivalent
to one complex, denoted I20, and one real scalar I11, which
in sequel define a vector, LST, the Linear Symmetry Tensor

LST =

(
I20
I11

)
=

(
(λmax − λmin)e2i∠kmax

λmax + λmin

)
(1)

where λmin, λmax are the minor and major eigenvalues of the
tensor. Equation (1) asserts that the predominant direction of
the neighbourhood f , represented by the major eigenvector
kmax of ST, is directly encoded in the argument of I20, albeit
in double angle representation of the former. Contrast, or edge
energy of the neighborhood is obtained by I11. Written in
polar form, the complex component of I20 can be displayed
as a color/hue in HSV colour space modulating (twice) the
direction angle of dominant orientation, whereas brightness of
pixels modulate the magnitude, Fig. 2 Middle.

The degree of consistency between gradient vectors in-
volved in the orientation estimation is read in |I20|, which
in turn can be at most I11 for perfect orientation fit, allowing
for normalization

IL20 = I
(0)
20 /I

(0)
11 , where |IL20| ≤ 1. (2)

It is known that I20 and I11 can directly be obtained by
averaging (Gaussian) squares of complex gradients, [27], as
summarized here next. When modeling and measuring other
symmetries than linear in image neighborhoods, a similar
method can be applied but using complex filters (instead
of Gaussian), [29], having integer indexes describing their
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phase component. The superscript 0 referring to the linear
symmetries (described by the ordinary ST or LST) is thus
used to avoid confusion with descriptors of other symmetric
patterns, presented in sequel.

The dense orientation image IL20 can computationally be
obtained in three steps. First the original image is convolved
with a member (n = 1) of a filter family called the symmetry
derivatives of Gaussians, [5], and then squared (pixel wise).
The filter family is defined as follows

Γ{n,σ
2} = (Dx + iDy)ne−

r2

2σ2 = rn
1

κn
e−

r2

2σ2 einϕ. (3)

Here the constant κn assures that the norm of the filter is 1,
whereas r = |x+ iy| and ϕ = ∠(x+ iy).

The result is a complex image and is called Infinitesimal
Linear Symmetry Tensor (ILST)

ILST = (Ĩ
(0)
20 , |Ĩ

(0)
20 |)T , with Ĩ(0)20 = (Γ{1,σ

2
in} ∗ f)2 (4)

This definition allows to formulate the second step of LST as
a linear filtering of ILST

LST =

(
Γ{0,σ

2
out} ∗ Ĩ(0)20

|Γ{0,σ2
out}| ∗ |Ĩ(0)20 |

)
= Γ{0,σ

2
out} ∗ ILST (5)

It is worth noting that two different scale parameters are
involved: inner scale σ2

in depending on the spatial frequency
content of the neighborhood and the outer scale σ2

out which
defines the size of the neighborhood.

Many images, e.g. fingermarks, are notoriously noisy and
the orientation fields are difficult to obtain automatically.
One of the reasons is that the local (absolute) frequency
corresponding to parameter σ2

in varies with image location.
It has been shown that if the inner scale σ2

in is changed in
discrete (but not necessarily uniform) steps, the orientation
of log(I

(0)
11 ) can be invertibly mapped to the frequency, [28].

Accordingly, even dense frequency fields can be obtained by
applying the LST, but to the logarithmic scale space of the
contrast I(0)11 since LST is an orientation fitting tensor.

The corresponding LST for estimating the frequency map
from the sampled logarithmic scale space consists of a com-
plex valued I20 and a real valued I11, with normalized
orientation of frequency map equaling to IF20 = I20/I11. Thus,
the signal representation of the frequency IF20 is identical to
that of the orientation IL20, except that its argument encodes
the absolute frequency of the neighborhood. We obtained
dense orientation and (absolute) frequency fields for finger-
print images, Fig. 2, through an iteration process [28]. The
originals are a genuine tenprint-fingermark pair, left column.
The orientation fields are illustrated by the middle images. The
frequency fields are shown by the right column with frequency
range varying in accordance with how the color progresses
in rainbow. For ”mnemonic” reasons the straightforward fre-
quency visualization was updated such that ridge periods cor-
respond to increasing electromagnetic wavelengths. For human
perception it is more natural to identify increasing range with
violet–red colour palette without the need to remember that,
for example, red corresponds to lower frequency as compared
to blue/violet. The frequency field contains less hue variations
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Fig. 2. Orientation and frequency dense maps of matched pair of good quality
tenprints and low quality noisy forensic fingerprint. Hue represents orientation
angle and value/intensity represents the certainty of measured angle in HSV
colour space.

because not all possible frequencies are present with sufficient
prominence, in contrast to orientation field.

III. ORIENTATION FIELD DESCRIPTORS

The Generalized Structure Tensor (GST) is an extension of
the LST for more elaborate symmetries, especially for assess-
ing orientations defined by iso-curves of harmonic functions.
By using an integer n it is possible to obtain a taxonomy of
the symmetry types (linear, parabolic, spiral, hyperbolic, etc.)
and their associated orientations, with n = 0 corresponding to
LST. GST is defined in a similar way as LST

GST (n) = (I
(n)
20 , I

(n)
11 )T = Γ{n,σ

2
out} ∗ ILST (6)

and fits an iso-curve chosen from the function family fixed
by n [31]. In Fig. 3 First Row one pattern of each family is
shown by changing n. For n 6= 0 the filter function Γ{n,σ

2
out}

introduces a complex filter4, whose magnitude is a circular
torus (ring), and argument is an integer power of ϕ. In Fig.
3 Third Row brightness represents the filter magnitude and
hue its argument whereby the frequency of the same hue is
determined by n.

However, the σout we suggest in GST are considerably
larger than the ones used in LST to obtain the orientation and
frequency fields, Sec. II. The σout used in LST is small enough
to ensure local linearity of the iso-curves, i.e. every complex
pixel in the orientation map of Fig. 1 is based on a region with
the same size as the red circle shown in the original. This is
to be compared to the size of σout used in GST, the region
between the white circles of the orientation map, whose goal is
to capture sufficient orientation or frequency variation around
the key point, (green), to give a unique “character” to it.

In GST, the symmetry derivative filters define an orthogonal
spanning set for orientation fields in the angular direction ϕ,

4Note that in LST, where n = 0, this filter is real, being a Gaussian
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Fig. 3. Top: Sample patterns of the family of harmonic functions used as
basis. Patterns are displayed for θ = π/4, [32]. Second: One pattern per
original (top), but in selected tori support |ψkn|. Third: Filters used to detect
patterns above, with n = −4 : 3. Right: A sample filter ψk,−4 shown in 3D,
with color representing ∠ψkn whereby every hue appears 4 times.

eq. (3), Fig. 3 Second Row (but not radially yet). They will
be used to define a complete set of basis functions on which
the orientation image IL20 will be projected (Sec. III-A-III-C).
The coefficients will then explain the angular variation of the
orientation field in rings around the keypoint.

Each filter Γ{n,σ
2
out} matches to the orientation field of a

member of the family defined by n, Fig. 3 First row. A family
is characterized in that its members must have iso-curves
which can be described by a distinct parameter n, which repre-
sents the direction of lines in harmonic functions. For example,
the iso-curves of the spirals in Fig. 3 First Row are due to lines
in log-polar space, cos(θ)<(log z) + sin(θ)=(log z) = const,
with z = x + iy and θ = π/4 5. The iso-curves of the other
patterns have similar explanations by way of precise curvi-
linear coordinates of harmonic functions which are detailed
elsewhere [29]. As in LST, the orientation parameter θ of GST
is estimated and represented in double angle via 2θ = ∠I(n)20 ,
to achieve uniqueness. Only one member per family is shown
in the figure, and all members are deliberately chosen to have
the same parameter 2θ = π/2 albeit in different families
denoted by n = −4 · · · 3.

The GST delivers thus 2θ in the argument of I(n)20 and
an evidence of the presence of the symmetry follows from
the ratio |I(n)20 |/I

(n)
11 ≤ 1, which is brightness independent.

Similarly to linear symmetry, the inequality relationship holds
as equality iff the fitting of θ is error free. If we vary the
parameter θ with the increment ∆θ, all image patterns at the
top-row would rotate proportionally, with the exception of the
spiral pattern. The latter, which corresponds to n = −2, would
first become tighter, then turn into circles and finally will
change the sense of twist, when its θ changes.

The support of the filter |Γ{n,σ2
out}| defines the support

of the region in which the orientation is modelled. Spatial
support is independent of the symmetry index n, offering
an opportunity for completeness radially (in addition to the
angular coordinate) by changing the support of the filter. Thus
increase of the number of basis functions will be enabled in
two ways, angularly and radially. This will allow description
of general complex fields, e.g. contrast normalized orienta-
tion fields I(0)20 /I

(0)
11 and unnormalized orientation fields I(0)20

densely by finite expansion up to a prescribed error.

5The symbols < and = are real and imaginary parts respectively.

A. Finite Expansion of Orientation Fields Angularly
Choosing the keypoint as origin, we suggest usage of a se-

quence of GSTs, Fig. 3 Third Row, to describe the orientation
field h(x, y) around the keypoint, Fig. 1 Step 2

h(x, y) =
∑

k

hk(x, y) with hk(x, y) =
∑

n

cknψkn (7)

where

ψkn =
1

κk
rµe
− r2

2σ2
k e−inϕ. (8)

The normalization constants κk are chosen to assure ‖ψkn‖ =
1. Note that |ψkn| is independent of n due to magnitude | · |
operation although ψkn does depend on n. Additionally, if
consequent tori areas hk and hk+1 have negligible overlap,
then filters |ψkn| will be nearly orthogonal. These tori are
steered by µ and σk as detailed in the next section and the
Appendix.

For every hk, which is the orientation field confined to
a torus, it is possible to associate a finite array of complex
coefficients ckn by varying the symmetry index of the filter n

ckn =< ψkn, hk >=

∫
ψ∗knhk (9)

where <,> denotes the ordinary scalar product defined as
the shown (double) integral. Coefficients ckn are analogous to
I
(n)
20 , except that the radial support of the integral, |ψkn|, is

controlled more precisely (by k). In return the coefficients can
be used to synthesize hk =

∑
n ckne

−inϕ up to a prescribed
error (L2), which follows from the orthogonality of ψkn and
Fourier theory. In addition we make sure that hk is not constant
in the radial direction by letting the thickness of ψkn be as
small as required by adapting its internal parameters. The
coefficients ckn will then tell the amount of the corresponding
angular basis e−inϕ that is present in the orientation field hk

Analogously, the coefficients

ek = < |ψkn|, |ψkn| · |IL20| > (10)

correspond to I
(n)
11 . As in the case of ckn, the measurement

delivered by this integral originates from the support of |ψkn|
in the orientation map, which is steered via k.

By way of example, we have estimated the projection
coefficients ckn of the orientation field in Fig. 4 Right, via
eq. (9). The orientation map is a field generated by

h(r, ϕ) = w2
1e
−iπ2 r−1eiϕ + 2w1w2 + w2

2e
iπ2 re−iϕ (11)

where the origin is the center of the image which is 257×257.
The coefficients w1, w2 are two real constants. The orientation
field is our input, and the equation is thus the ground-truth at
every possible “thin” (concentric) torus. The orientation field
is a linear combination of those of the component iso-curves,
n = −1 and n = 1, and an additive constant field, 2w1w2.

It is possible to invert the orientation field analytically to
obtain the original6, yielding

f(r, ϕ) = cos(<[w1e
−iπ4 (2r

1
2 ei

ϕ
2 ) + w2e

iπ4 (
2

3
r

3
2 ei

3ϕ
2 )]).

(12)

6Obtaining f from h (inversion) in ((Dx + iDy)f)2 = h can be done by
using the relationship between gradients of harmonic functions and complex
derivation, Appendix of [29].
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Fig. 4. Left: The original image as linear combination of parabolic and
hyperbolic patterns Right: Orientation map of the original described with finite
expansion coefficients.

which is illustrated in Fig. 4 Left, whereby the link between
line orientations and colors is immediate. The iso-curves of
the original consist of a linear combination of iso-curves of
the members of pattern families, resembling cores, n = −1
(or z1/2 in polar coordinates, [29]), and deltas, n = 1 (z3/2)
of fingerprint images, Fig. 3.

From the equation of the orientation field and the corre-
sponding gray scale image it can be seen that outside of a
torus, indicated in the original, |z| < r0 (where r0 = 64),
orientations of a delta like pattern dominate, whereas inside,
the orientations are best described by those of a core pattern.
On the torus itself the orientation schemes originating from
the core and the delta have the same strength. Purposively
w1 and w2 are chosen such that they generate the same
(absolute) spatial frequencies on the indicated ring (Red, or
Dash-dot), i.e. w1r

−1/2
0 = w2r

1/2
0 = 2π/8 = ω0 which is

a typical frequency for fingerprints. This results in that the
ground-truth for non-zero coefficients [c−1, c0, c1]T are given
by [1·w2

0e
−iπ/2|z|−1, 2·ω2

0 , 1·ω2
0e
−iπ/2|z|] on any (concentric)

torus of the orientation field. It is thus the function

hk(z) = |ψk·|h(z) =
1

κk
|z|µe−

r2

2σ2
k h(z) (13)

which will be described by the projections of (9).
The experimentally estimated coefficients are given as

columns of table of Fig. 5. The magnitude values |ckn|
are shown for 7 tori placed at exponentially increasing dis-
tances from the center, Right, as rows of table. The left
half of the table shows the approximations of ckn in polar
coordinates corresponding to the 3 “mid” basis functions,
ψ.n with n = −1, 0, 1 only, since the rest were negligibly
close to 0, as they should. This is illustrated by the 7 × 8
(estimated) coefficient matrix shown as a color image, where
the coefficient magnitudes and argument angles modulate the
brightness, and the hue respectively. The right half of the table
shows the absolute error compared to the ground truth which
confirm possibility to estimate coefficients accurately up to
3-4 decimals with the suggested method. The marked row
corresponds to the torus defined for images of Fig. 4, where
magnitudes vary in proportion to 1:2:1, as they should.

These results support the view that series of GSTs with
properly shaped outer filters ψkn acts as a Fourier series
expansion of tori of orientation fields, even though we cannot
expect the orientation field or the underlying original to be as
“noise-free”. We emphasize that the expansion is done in the

n = −1 n = 0 n = 1 ε−1 ε0 ε1

(1.23 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (0.31 1.57) 0.002 0.000 0.001
(0.98 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (0.39 1.57) 0.002 0.000 0.002
(0.78 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (0.49 1.57) 0.001 0.000 0.002
(0.62 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (0.62 1.57) 0.001 0.000 0.003
(0.49 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (0.78 1.57) 0.001 0.000 0.004
(0.39 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (0.98 1.57) 0.001 0.000 0.005
(0.31 4.71) (1.23 6.28) (1.24 1.57) 0.000 0.000 0.006

Fig. 5. Left: Complex coefficients ckn, where rows are for rings with
increased radii, k and columns for different symmetry. Right: The same
but numerically in polar format |ckn| for the 3 mid-columns, and the
corresponding error magnitudes. Groundtruth phases are −π/2, 2π and π/2.

space of orientation field, not in the gray value space of the
original image.

B. Finite Expansion of Orientation Fields Radially

Formula (8) reveals that n controls the symmetry of the
outer scale filters independently of their thickness (controlled
by µ), and the radius rk of the (magnitude) peak, Fig. 10 Left.
By derivation, it is straight forward to show that the radii rk
are determined as

rk =
√
µσk (14)

Accordingly, we can change the peak location by changing µ
and σk. Here, we will place the rk concentrically around the
keypoint and in an equidistant manner on the log r scale so
that they will progress geometrically with a constant (design)
factor α = rk+1/rk.

As detailed in the Appendix, the parameter µ alone deter-
mines all properties related to the thickness of ψkn: the inter-
section location τ of successive tori, or the filter attenuation
(height at the next torus peak location) τε. These parameters
τ, τε are indicated in Fig. 10 and can be used in the filter
design process directly, see the Appendix.

C. Symmetry Assessment by Finite Expansion–Feature Vector

In this section we present our feature set which describes the
normalized orientation field IL20 (or the frequency field IF20),
around a keypoint by projecting the fields on the set of com-
plex filters presented above. The projection coefficients ckn
have precise geometrical meanings via their interpretation as
the orientation components (I(n)20 ) of GSTs detecting presence
of curves described by harmonic function pairs.

In particular, we suggest h̃k defined as orientation field pre-
multiplied with a torus

h̃k = IL20 · |ψkn| (15)

as the data to be described by GST projections. The projection
coefficients are then obtained as

ckn = I
(k,n)
20 =< ψkn, |ψkn| · IL20 >=< |ψkn|2e−inϕ, IL20 >

(16)
The superscript of the I20 component of the GST now contains
k, the torus identity, in addition to n.

We introduce the Symmetry Assessing Finite Expansion,
SAFE, descriptor for keypoints as the ratio comprised of K×N
elements, denoted by

SAFEkn =
ckn
ek
∈ C with k ∈ N+, n ∈ Z (17)
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The descriptor elements represent thus the projection of the
orientation field in the k’th torus, onto the n’th harmonic basis
function, as a “fraction” of the contrast of the torus. The quote
is motivated by that ckn is complex and the term actually refers
to the (real and non-negative) fraction |ckn|/ek. Because the
basis set ψkn is complete, the space and symmetry dimension
can be varied systematically to adapt the description power
of its finite subsets to the application at hand. The argument
∠SAFEkn = ∠ckn is real and it therefore (continuously)
points out which member of the symmetry family (pointed at
by the integer n) stands for the explanation.

D. Rotation invariance by steering the features–not the image

The continuous descriptor suggested above allows for ro-
tation invariance of the feature without rotating neither the
original image, nor the orientation field. One feature vector
can be rotated towards another7 directly in the feature space

SAFE′kn = ei(n+2)ϕ′SAFEkn (18)

if the original image is rotated with the angle ϕ′. Projection
on the spiral pattern n = −2 requires thereby no rotation
compensation, which is correct, since neither ck,−2 nor ek
change when the keypoint rotates.

As an example, drawn from forensic fingerprint images, the
minutiae directions will be available between the keypoints of
the reference and the query images. To match both minutiae
(keypoints) one can match their SAFE vectors. However,
before doing that, one of the SAFE vectors can be rotation
steered towards the other (with the difference of their minutiae
angles as ϕ′). If such directions are not available in other
applications, one can use an intrinsic orientation of a key point
which can be defined to be one of the angles deduced from
a component, ∠ckn. The intrinsic angle that corresponds to
patterns resembling parabolas is ∠SAFEk,−1, and is unique
as opposed to delta pattern which has 3-folded ambiguity in
orientation. Its direction coincides with the minutia direction in
the smallest tori, representing the scale of the ridge ending or
bifurcation, i.e. if this direction is not automatically extracted
for tenprints by other means, it can be extracted by ∠ck,−1 in
an appropriate scale, [33].

E. Built-in quality measurements by tight inequalities

Applying the triangle inequality to (16), and remembering
that ‖ψkn‖2 = 1 and |IL20| ≤ 1, the inequality

|ckn| ≤ 1 (19)

can be obtained. The inequality is tight because |ckn| = 1 iff i)
the orientation field is reliable, i.e. |IL20| = 1 everywhere in the
entire torus area, and ii) ψkn can explain the orientation field
I
(kn)
20 without error, nϕ = ∠IL20. Thus, by way of example,

if |ckn| = 1, all orientation field data in the torus (support)
are reliable, and the n’th symmetry basis e−inϕ can explain
them fully. However, if |ckn| = 0.5, we can not know if this
is due to lack of reliable data in half of the torus (support) or
if it is because n’th symmetry basis cannot fully explain the

7Alternatively both are rotated towards the same reference angle.

orientation field within the torus. Accordingly, |ckn| stands
for the amount of reliable orientation field data within the
torus which can be explained by n’th symmetry basis, 1
being full explanation of the entire torus. To disambiguate the
interpretation, we use ek for depicting the amount of reliable
orientation within torus, 1 being the entire torus.

Using the inequalities, (ek ≤ 1), (|IL20| ≤ 1) and (19) yields

|SAFEkn| ≤ 1 (20)

The inequality is tight, thus |SAFEkn| represents the amount
of reliable orientation field within a subset of the torus k,
explained by the n’th symmetry basis, 1 being full explanation.

F. Matching descriptors

To match two keypoints, the reference keypoint with a test
keypoint, their respective complex descriptor arrays, SAFEr

and SAFEt can be matched, assuming that rotation compen-
sation was made if necessary, Sec. III-D. Using an ordinary
scalar product for the complex Euclidean space,

< SAFEr, SAFEt >=
∑

kn

SAFEr
∗
kn · SAFEtkn (21)

a complex matching score MS can be defined by

MS =
< SAFEr, SAFEt >

< |SAFEr|, |SAFEt| > ⇒ |MS| ≤ 1 (22)

The inequality concerning its magnitude holds and is tight
due to the triangle inequality. The equality |MS| = 1
holds iff SAFEr = z0SAFE

t with z0 being a non-trivial
complex constant, i.e. ∠SAFErkn = ∠z0 + ∠SAFEtkn and
|SAFErkn| = |z0||SAFEtkn|, for all components k, n. In
order for two descriptors to match the angle between them
should vanish, ∠z0. Therefore, we must require that |MS| is
high and ∠MS = 0. This is achieved by using the real part
of MS score to embody both magnitude and angle into the
final matching score

<(MS) = |MS|cos(∠MS) ∈ [−1, 1] (23)

where 1 represents full match, -1 full miss-match, 0, uncer-
tainty. Low or zero certainty happens when the certainties in
one of the respective descriptor components (their magnitudes)
are zero, because of low quality data in torus or if the
orientation data of reliable sectors of torus cannot be explained
by the respective symmetric pattern, n. Full miss-match, −1,
occurs when reliable sectors |MS| = 1 of all components
point at member patterns that are locally orthogonal.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

First, we report on the specifics of the filters. Then we
present our results based on two applications illustrating the
performance of the suggested image descriptors.
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A. Filters

The filters we used for extracting SAFE features were
designed empirically but guided by the application. First, we
determined 10 tori peak-locations as a geometric progression
rk = r0α

k with k = 1 · · · 9. This determines the peak
locations of the 9 tori without ambiguity (including α = 1.54),
see Appendix. For fingerprint application the range is fixed to
be from r0 = 2 to r9 = 97 while for periocular application it
is tested in proportion to sizes of pupil and sclera.

Second, we fixed the attenuation constant as τε = 0.01, Fig.
10, to assure that all (but one) filters were in practice vanishing
by the next tap of torus peaks. Fixing attenuation, rather than
fixing the intersection height of filters with neighbors, was
more practical from implementation point of view. The torus
parameters were then available (as µ = 20, and σk = rk/

√
µ),

Appendix Lemma 1. The expression of µ is independent of
k which is a consequence of the suggested construction of
filter series ψkn with negligible overlap between them. Finally,
we have determined the 9 pattern families deduced from a
systematic change of the symmetry index n ∈ [−4, 4].

B. Application to Forensic fingerprints

Justice courts do not accept automatic identification of
fingermarks, but rely on forensic examiners. Such an expert
extracts keypoints such as minutiae, cores or deltas manually
from a fingermark and verifies them against those of tenprints
suggested by an automatic matcher. Currently, only keypoint
constellation (keypoints locations, directions, and types when
available) are used in the automatic matching subserving the
experts.

We report results of matching via statistics of False Ac-
ceptance (FA) rate, False Rejection (FR) rate, Equal Error
Rate, and Cumulative Matching Curve (CMC). The first three
represent a verification scenario, whereas the last represents
an identification scenario. There is a theoretical connection
of FA+FR rates with CMC curves [34], e.g. the latter can
be obtained from the first, but not vice-versa. Also, CMC
statistics are percentages of the background database whereas
(derivatives of) FA and FR are impostor and client score
distributions. This makes the CMC statistics to scale with the
size of the background dataset whereas FA and FR tend to
remain less sensitive, since distributions are normalized with
the size of the data sets.

We have tested SAFE feature vectors for keypoints to
quantify their description power independent of keypoint con-
stellation using the SD27 database of NIST, USA, [35]. It is a
data set where keypoints have been annotated by fingermark
experts in USA on 258 genuine (matching) tenprint-fingermark
pairs. Although the details of the annotation (concerning the
matching keypoints) are available by displaying them and vi-
sually inspecting them on images of tenprint-fingermark pairs,
the (same) correspondence is not available (to computers) at
the keypoint level in the original dataset of NIST.

We remedied this by isolating the corresponding keypoints
and attributing unique labels to them, (keypoint identities)
in a recent study, [36]. The thus established (ASCII) corre-
spondence of 5,449 minutiae pairs and 262 cores (match set)

distributed over 201 (out of 258) tenprint-fingermark pairs,
have been used in the present study as groundtruth. The
number of cores is different than the fingerprint pairs because
some fingerprint pairs had several cores, whereas some had
none in common.

Despite that SD27 has “only” 258 fingerprint pairs, this is
a large and important database because i) it offers groundtruth
to thousands of keypoint identities ii) it is the visual charac-
teristics of a keypoint which represent the source of identity
establishment by fingermarks experts, and iii) it is time-
consuming to annotate tenprint-fingermark pairs demanding
considerable expert resources.

Our experimental results indicate that SAFE features are
stable when computed for large tori, where more vectors
”vote” and therefore the resulting features are less noisy. We
have therefore used the 3 outermost filters with magnitude
peaks at ri = [27, 41, 63] pixels resulting in 3×9 elements
in the descriptor. Applying rotation compensation with angle
of keypoints obtained automatically (by SAFE features with
n = −1) or by the manually marked angles (by expert)
have demonstrated similar recognition performance in our
experiments. This indicates that SAFE can extract the intrinsic
directions of the keypoints reliably and suggest it to the
expert for verification in fingermarks, if the expert marks their
locations. Automatic location of key points can be done by
means of GST too, [37].

We have used cores as keypoints in the first experiment,
[38]. The verification and identification performance were
thus for individual core identities, and are given in Fig. 6
Black. The FA and FR rates are summarized by the EER
of 25%. The latter means that 75% of the totality (of the
possible) 33,092 imposting cores were correctly found to
be so, based only on the image information around them.
Using the same decision threshold, 75% of the total 262
cores in the fingermarks were correctly matched. In previous
studies only [36] reports on verification performance which
can be summarized as 36% EER, using the Bozorth3 [39]
based on only minutiae of SD27, Fig. 6. Since orientation
in core neighborhood and minutiae constellations are highly
complementary, if not strictly independent, these figures can be
seen as a support for that keypoint orientations have significant
potentials to improve minutiae constellations, and vice-versa.

We have also implemented an identification experiment on
cores using SAFE features summarized by the CMC graph,
Fig. 6 Right. The CMC Black displays an identification range
of 16% to 58% for the rank range of 1-20 and uses all
fingermark cores against all tenprint cores, implying 33,092
impostors, upon trying to pull-out each of the 262 (client)
cores based on their orientation maps only. The study of
[36] reported the identification range of 55-78% by using k-
plet matcher [40] for ranks 1-20 based on the minutiae set
provided by the SD27, ideal set, Fig.6. This set is composed
of machine generated minutiae for the tenprints and minutiae
of fingermarks provided by human experts (without seeing
tenprints, therefore “ideal”). The CMC graph is based on one
fingermark against all tenprints in SD27, i.e. it contains 258
client (authentic) verifications and 66,048 (256×258, since
one tenprint corresponds to two fingermarks) impostor veri-
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fications. Similarly, the study [17] reports the corresponding
identification rate interval of 63-83% using the same protocol.
However, they used a different matcher (the greedy minutiae
matcher suggested in the paper) and the minutiae of tenprints
were not the same. Their tenprint minutiae were extracted by a
commercial software (undisclosed algorithm) for the tenprints,
and a subset of the minutiae provided by the human experts
of SD27 for the fingermarks were deleted.

Support for a similar conclusion, has been provided also by
[41], but using different identification protocols than those of
our experiments, involving a commercial software. Nonethe-
less, the study reports 35% and 50% rank-1 identification,
when using minutiae constellation alone and when additionally
using core points, respectively. They have not reported rank-20
identification for the same experiment. By including additional
features such as cores, deltas, quality maps and orientation,
significant gains in recognition performance were found by
another study as well, [42], albeit in the context of tenprint-
tenprint matches.

We extended our experiments in two ways, [43]. First, we
have merged two SAFE feature sets yielding 6×9 elements,
one set describing the orientation field (3×9 as above) around
a keypoint, and another (also 3×9) describing the ridge fre-
quency (density) field around the same point, Sec. II. Second,
we have chosen the keypoints as minutiae (instead of cores),
to evaluate if SAFE descriptors could be useful even if cores
were not available. As in our previous experiments, we used
one or two keypoints (i.e. minutiae instead of cores) per
tenprint-fingermark pair in the experiments, resulting in 320
client and 50,978 impostor comparisons in both verification
and identification scenarios. It was possible to use SAFE
features to describe ridge frequency fields because they can
be encoded by complex fields, similar to orientation fields,
[28]. The minutiae were chosen such that they were having
high orientation variation in their neighborhoods. Distances
of the chosen minutiae to cores, if these were present, varied
between 2-50 pixels. Additionally the distances of (chosen,
expert marked) minutiae to cores did not always agree well
between tenprints and fingermarks, varying between 0-250
pixels, mainly due to non-linear distortion in fingermarks.
Nonetheless, we have included at least one minutia from all
258 pairs of fingerprint images in the experiment, (resulting in
320 pairs), that is even if a fingermark did not include cores
nor had significant orientation variation otherwise.

These experiments showed an improvement in the FA, FR
performance summarized by a lower EER, 19% (down from
24%), Fig. 6 Left. The identification experiments showed an
improvement with the rank-20 correct identification rate of
74% (up from 58%), Fig. 6 Right. The outcome indicates
that i) SAFE features are not critically dependent on finding
cores in fingermarks, and ii) they can be computed for, and
merged with other vector fields than genuine orientation fields.
It is important to highlight that CMC curves for core and
minutia experiments have different data size, therefore we
neither can compare identification percentage between each
other nor plot curves together on the same coordinate system.
All percentages are given to show the tendency, nevertheless,
we cannot claim performance improvement as compared to
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Fig. 6. Performance with Equal Error Rate (EER) and Cumulative matching
curve (CMC) on SD27 forensic fingerprint database. Black. Matching core
points of the fingerprint by orientation based SAFE descriptor. We display
CMC of the core experiment together with minutiae ones for brevity. Red.
Matching minutiae by orientation (Green) and frequency (Blue) based SAFE
descriptors

other algorithms because they have reported only CMC curves.
The study of [18] is conceptually relevant and has results

using SD27, but they are more difficult to relate to our results.
This is because they have not presented pure minutiae constel-
lation performance. Their CMC reporting is based on minutia
plus image information extracted by commercial software
(undisclosed). Neither they have reported these without and
with onset cores, or image neighborhood information.

C. Application to iris images for periocular recognition

In this section, the SAFE feature extractor is tested for
periocular recognition on high quality close-up iris images
from the BioSec database [44]. We select 1,200 iris images
originated from 75 individuals and acquired in 2 sessions
(4 images of each eye per person, per session). Images are
acquired with a LG IrisAccess EOU3000 close-up infrared iris
camera with resolution of 480×640 pixels. BioSec database
has been annotated manually [45] such that positions of the
center of the pupil/sclera circles and their radius are known.
Iris images possess different sources of noise as compared to
fingerprints, e.g. eyelashes and eyelids, as well as variations
in lighting or view angle [46].

SAFE features are extracted on a grid of points in the
periocular area. The grid has rectangular geometry, with
sampling points distributed uniformly, and located in the iris
center as pictured in Fig. 7 Left. This setup is inspired by
our previous works on periocular recognition [47]. Matching
between two images is done by computing the matching
score <(MS), eq. (23) between corresponding points of the
sampling grid. All matching scores are then averaged, resulting
in a single matching score between two given images. Due to
the nature of iris close-up acquisition, there is no significant
rotation variation between different captures. As a result, we
have observed that rotation compensation has no significant
improvement with such grid applied to close-up iris images
[47], therefore no rotation compensation is used in this case.
Each eye of the database is considered as different user, thus
having 150 different users. Genuine matches for each user are
obtained by comparing all images of the 1st session to all
images of the 2nd session. Impostor matches are obtained by
comparing the 2nd image of the 1st session of a user to the 2nd
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image of the 2nd session of the remaining users. This leads
to 150×4×4=2,400 genuine and 150×149=22,359 impostor
comparisons.

We have compared SAFE features with the Gabor-based
periocular system proposed in [47], which uses the same sam-
pling grid as in Fig. 7. In this system, the local power spectrum
of the image is sampled at each point of the grid by a set of
Gabor filters organized in 5 frequency channels and 6 equally
spaced orientation channels, thus resulting in 5×6 = 30 filter
responses per sampling point. Gabor filter wavelengths span
from 16 to 60 pixels. This covers approximately the range
of pupil radius, as given by the ground-truth [45], see Fig.
7 Right. The Gabor responses from all points of the grid
are grouped into a single complex vector, which is used as
identity model. Matching between two given images is done
via χ2 distance of the magnitude of complex values. Prior
to matching with magnitude vectors, they are normalized to
a probability distribution (PDF) by dividing each element of
the vector by the sum of all vector elements. Some fusion
experiments are also done between different matchers. The
fused distance is computed as the mean value of the distances
due to the individual matchers, which are first normalized to
be similarity scores in the [0, 1] range using tanh-estimators
as s′ = 1

2

{
tanh

(
0.01

(
s−µs
σs

))
+ 1
}

. Here, s is the original
distance score and s′ is the normalized similarity score, µs
and σs are respectively the mean and standard deviation of
the genuine score distribution [48].

Performance of SAFE features (‘PP’) is given in Fig. 8
Left. We also provide results (Right) of the Gabor-based
periocular (‘PG’) and the fusion of both matchers (‘PP+PG’).
The corresponding EERs are given in Table I. The size of
the torus has been varied according to average size of the
iris, as given by the ground-truth [45], see Fig. 7 Right. The
smallest filter radius is set proportional to 30 (average pupil
radius), and the biggest filter radius is set proportional to 100
(slightly smaller than the average sclera radius). This leads to
the combinations ‘15-100’ and ‘30-200’, or a ‘big size torus’.
We have also tested a ‘small size torus’ by setting the largest
filter radius proportional to 30, with the smallest filter radius
reduced accordingly. This leads to the combinations ‘5-30’,
‘5-60’, and ‘10-60’.

Results of Fig. 8 Left show some differences between big
and small toruses, but they are not very significant, with EER
varying from 12.8% to 14%. These are competitive verification
rates in comparison with existing periocular approaches [20],
[13], [21], which are between 7% and 22% (depending on the
features used). The tendency observed with SAFE features
is that performance is slightly better with a smaller torus,
with the best configuration corresponding to ‘5-60’. Only
when the top-end of the range of radii is made large in
comparison with the iris size (i.e. ‘30-200’), the performance
shows an appreciable worsening. When compared with the Ga-
bor periocular system (‘PG’), SAFE features perform worse.
However, the fusion of the two systems (‘PP+PG’) shows an
improvement of up to nearly 14%. By being (sampled local)
Fourier Transform magnitudes, Gabor magnitude features are
invariant to small translations [49], whereas SAFE features
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Fig. 8. Left: DET curve demonstrating performance of SAFE features on the
BioSec database for filters of different sizes. Right: DET curve as comparison
to the other periocular matcher based on Gabor filters, as well as of fusion
experiments.

are translation sensitive by design. This different behavior can
explain the improvement, via the complementarity between
these two features observed in our fusion experiments (recall
that the two features are extracted from exactly the same points
of the image).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Automatic features and forensic experts

We suggested a model driven approach for feature extraction
which incorporates the quality of the extracted information
at the output level of the features. Even at the input level,
the dense orientation image, the model admits use of quality
measures. In our study, we have used automatic extraction
of orientation, even for fingermarks, [28] and reported the
various performances accordingly. In a real scenario, the
forensic expert may examine the automatically suggested
dense orientation image as a color image, overlay/display
it on the original, and issue a few mouse clicks to correct
the erroneously estimated orientations, or reduce their quality
(down to possibly zero) if they are unreliable. However, this is
not done here for the benefit of repeatability, and comparisons,
but it is an intended way of using the suggested features.

The SD27 database contains forensic fingerprints represent-
ing genuine orientation blended with background orientation.
It means several orientations may occur jointly at certain
locations, e.g. a fingermark on a banknote full of graphics
drawings. An automatic software may impose a continuous
model to make an intelligent guess to capture only the
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BioSec database (NIR)
Periocular

filter Proposed Gabor Fusion
configuration (PP) (PG) PP+PG

5-30 13.07 9.35 (-13.20%)
5-60 12.81 9.28 (-13.87%)

10-60 13.12 10.77 9.44 (-12.33%)
15-100 13.47 9.82 (-8.84%)
30-200 13.96 9.89 (-8.21%)

TABLE I
VERIFICATION RESULTS IN TERMS OF EER. THE BEST CASE OF EACH
COLUMN IS MARKED IN BOLD. FUSION RESULTS: THE RELATIVE EER

VARIATION WITH RESPECT TO THE BEST INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM IS GIVEN IN
BRACKETS (ONLY WHEN THERE IS PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT).

1

432

Fig. 9. Left: Extraction area with highlighted key points. Middle: Feature
extracted from center of delta and neighbouring points highlighted on the left.
Horizontal: The SAFEkn features (as 9x8 matrix) extracted from the marked
points (1...4) and represented as complex pixels. Right Mosaic of dense maps
centered around Point 1 and representing SAFEkn for n = −4 · · · 3 (in
reading order) extracted in the (same) torus k = 7. All color pixels are
complex with angle being hue (estimated parameter) and magnitude being
brightness (quality).

fingerprint orientations, [50], attempting to reject banknote
drawings. This is left as future work, to focus the study, since a
fingermark expert can correct the orientations too, as explained
above.

We think that the reported results are significant in that
without using minutiae constellation information, but by using
only (automatically obtained) orientation information around
key points (mostly one per fingermark) we were able to obtain
a performance similar to constellation of minutiae. Evidently
the problem of the interfering background orientation is not
attempted to be resolved. However, we think that the features
contribute to this in our results, because as said, an expert in
the real scenario will be able to assess/correct the orientations
around the few key points she/he deems important, before the
composite of automatic and manual orientations are encoded
into our descriptors.

B. Object nature of neighborhoods

The suggested SAFEkn features are complex valued and
their magnitudes represent the share of a highly symmetric
family in explaining the orientations of an image neighbor-
hood. Examining the iso-curves of a symmetric family n, it
can be shown that, Fig. 3, except for the symmetric family
of n = 0, they are singular only at the origin, i.e. their
orientations are undefined, at the reference point itself. It
means that the filters corresponding to SAFEkn with n 6= 0,

are characterized by that they seek for evidence of presence of
iso-curves which admit the point where the filter is placed, as
their sole singularity point. Regardless of n, moving the filter
to a nearby point will provoke a significantly diminished mag-
nitude of the features |SAFEkn| since there is only one such
singularity in the neighborhood. The fact that all symmetric
families (n 6= 0) agree on where this singularity point is (the
origin) makes SAFEkn with n 6= 0 sensitive to the “object
nature” of an image neighborhood of a neighborhood. Such
neighborhoods have an intrinsic origin making their locations
precise and unique. Even their global orientation is unique, but
up to n folded ambiguity including the patterns with n = 0
(ordinary lines sharing an orientation) but excluding those with
n = −2 (log-spirals are invariants of rotation and zooming).
Thus, the features, n 6= 0, should be particularly good in giving
an intrinsic identity to a point, supposing that it is not a texture
point, via finite expansion, and locate it by the virtue of the
singularity of the underlying iso-curves.

The quantity |SAFEk0| is large no matter where the
corresponding filter is placed inside line patterns sharing a
common direction, texture points, Fig. 9. There is no unique
point, intrinsic to the pattern, where the magnitude is large
and small elsewhere. It is large everywhere, by the nature of
textures. Thus SAFEk0, the ordinary structure tensor deliver-
ing orientation estimates, captures the “texture nature” of the
neighborhood since the it is translation invariant. However, it
is not as good as describing the “object nature” since there is
only one component, SAFEn0. To use symmetry derivatives
of Gaussians as texture descriptors is possible, [51], but it is
outside the scope of the present paper since we are interested in
what makes points unique, not what makes them anonymous.

We illustrate how feature extraction differs for “object
nature” from the “texture nature” by a fingerprint, Fig. 10. We
extract SAFEkn at the center of the delta, 1, and at points 2,
3 and 4. The green column in image 1 has highest quality, i.e.
SAFEkn with n = 1 (delta type iso-curves) is the largest in
all 9 tori around the point. By contrast, for other points (the
images 2, 3, and 4), it is the column with n = 0 which is the
brightest, at least within small tori (k=1,2,3), i.e. these points
have texture properties (n = 0). If we would move points 2,
3 and 4 around point 1 we should have the same quality (no
reduction of brightness), but only change of the hue. This is
observable in the fifth image (reading order) of the image of
the mosaic on Right. It displays the dense map of n = 0 (for
the 7’th torus) at each image point (zoomed on Point 1). The
centre is dark i.e. point 1 is not a good texture point. If we
would translate point 1, SAFEkn with n = 1 (delta type iso-
curves) should signal a lower quality (become darker) since
the point has object property (of type n = 1) rather than a
texture. This is observed in the sixth zoomed image (where
n = 1) on Right, as a bright yellowish spot.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a model-based feature vector to rep-
resent the neighborhoods of keypoints via their orientation
fields, for recognition purposes. Being model-based allows to
have built-in quality measurements for individual descriptors.
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Fig. 10. Left: Construction of geometrically positioned series of filters Right:
Radial functions of filters. Due to normalization larger rings will have the
same area (importance) as small ones.

Experimentally we could obtain support for its promising
recognition power in isolation from other features, using
publicly available data sets in fingerprint forensics as well as
periocular biometrics, both subserving identity recognition.

The results are encouraging beyond ROC/CMC curves since
the features are generic i.e. not application specific. The basis
functions of the model can be adapted to novel applications
thanks to the design friendly tori, enabled by the lemmas. The
descriptors (except n = 0) encode location sensitive object
properties, offering complementarity to translation invariant
texture properties, which prevail current generic feature vec-
tors. The feature space can also be made rotation invariant
or rotation compensated easily by complex multiplication,
without rotating the input data.

Descriptors having symmetry index n = −2 are rotation
invariant as they are (no rotation compensation). The GST
theory suggests that this feature is scale invariant too. However
we have not exploited here to compensate the features against
severe scale changes due to our applications, although this is
possible by further processing of the descriptors.

APPENDIX A
FILTER SUPPORT PROPERTIES

The filter function ψkn, (8), is a polar separable 2D function.
Defining the radial part as t,

t(r, µ, σ2) = rµe−
r2

2σ2 (24)

its maximum C is reached at r =
√
µσ

C = sup
r
t(r, µ, σ2) = t(

√
µσ, µ, σ) = (

√
µσ)µe−

µ
2 . (25)

For our experiments we used a set of filters with peak loca-
tions rk, growing in geometric progression with the constant
factor α so that rk = r0α

k with k ∈ 0 · · ·K−1, Fig. 10 Right.
The purpose is two folded: i) to achieve spatial completeness
by increasing K in a bounded area around a keypoint, and
ii) to preserve more of the orientation variations close to the
keypoint via thinner tori, since a torus with a small k is both
closer to the keypoint and thinner than one far away. The
location of a filter peak rk is thus controlable via σ = σk

rk =
√
µkσk =⇒ σk =

r0α
k

√
µk

(26)

if µk is known, in addition to the design parameters K, r0
and α.

The peak locations are possible to determine only if µk are
known. What property of the filter does a choice of µk steer
then? The answer to this is given by the following lemma and

amounts to that µk determines the degree of overlap between
subsequent filters and can be controlled by fixing τε and α.

Lemma 1. The values of a sequence of peak-normalized
filter magnitudes t(r, µk, σ2

k)/Ck depreciate to the same value
(height) τε at the location of the next filter peak, rk+1,
independent of k, provided that the peak locations are in
geometric progression with a constant factor α = rk+1

rk
. This

(common) height τε determines the real constant µ > 0 and
vice-versa via

µ =
log τε

logα− α2−1
2

, (27)

so that µk = µ, and µ/ log τε is constant for all k.

Proof. Calling a peak normalized filter magnitude
t̃(r, µk, σ

2
k) = t(r, µk, σ

2
k)/Ck and fixing its peak location at

rk =
√
µkσk determines σ = σk, (25) and (26). This filter’s

magnitude τε at rk+1 is then given by

τε = t̃(r, µk,
r2k
µk

) =
rµke

−µkr
2

2r2
k

rµkk e−
µk
2

= (
r

rk
)µke

µk
2 e
−µk2 ( rrk

)2

However, at r = rk+1 the quotient r
rk

= α is given as constant.
The value of t̃ is then

τε = αµke−
µk
2 (α2−1) = (αe−

α2−1
2 )µk (28)

Inverting the equation w.r.t. µk, whereby µk becomes inde-
pendent of k since τε is constant, achieves the remainder of
the proof.

There exist situations in which steering the amount of over-
lap is more convenient via τ than τε, Fig. 10 Left, for example
when they are to be used in conjunction with subsampling in
pyramid processing. The question is if τ too can steer µk freely
and yet the latter is independent of k. The answer is yes as
precised by the next lemma which furthermore concludes that
µk even determines the amount of overlap between subsequent
filters.

Lemma 2. The values of a sequence of peak-normalized filter
magnitudes t(r, µk, σ2

k)/Ck with peak locations rk, depreciate
to the same height at the intersection with the next filter in the
sequence, provided that the peak locations are in geometric
progression with a constant factor α = rk+1

rk
. This height τ

determines the real constant µ > 0 and vice-versa via

µ =
log τ2

log[log(ββ−1)] + 1
, where β = α

2
α2−1 (29)

so that µk = µ, and µ/ log τ2 is constant for all k.

Proof. Assuming µk = µ i.e. a constant independent of k, the
equation t̃(ρk, µ,

r2k
µ ) = t̃(ρk, µ,

r2k+1

µ ) is established to obtain
the intersection location ρk

Ck
Ck+1

= exp[−µ ρ
2
k

2r20
(

1

α2k
− 1

α2k+2
)] (30)

from which ρk is solved as

ρk = r0

√
logα2

α2 − 1
αk+1. (31)
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Accordingly, the intersection locations are in geometric pro-
gression with the same factor α as the peak locations.

Next, ρk is substituted into t̃ to obtain the filter magnitudes
at the intersections as

τ = t̃(ρk, µ,
r2k
µ

) = rµ0 (
logα2

α2 − 1
)
µ
2 αµ(k+1)e

−µ2
ρ2k
r2
k

which simplifies to

τ = (
α

2
α2−1 logα2

α2 − 1
)
µ
2 e

µ
2 (32)

By inverting the expression w.r.t. µ, eq. (29), wherein τ and
α are constants, confirming existence of µ independent of k,
is obtained.
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